






· Ne-ws · Ne-ws · Ne-ws · Ne-ws 
CJE MEMORY UPGRADES 
AND PRICE CHANGES 
CJE Micros has announced its RAM 
upgrade for the ASOOO, which is available 
in both a 2Mb or 4Mb version. At the 
time of writing certain aspects of the 
board were being redesigned, and CJE 
was hoping to have boards available by 
!ale March. QE has also just released a 

, 4Mb RAM card for the A540, costing £345 
inc. VAT, and has reduced the price of ils 
ARM 3 boards for the Archimedes 
3001400 series to £199 + VAT (£233.83 inc. 
VAT). As if that wasn't enough, it has 
also released an ARM 3 board for the 
AJOOO compuler al the same price, £199 + 
VAT, but the A3000 ARM 3 has to be 
fitted at an exlra cost of fAl.13 inc. VAT 
which includes courier collection and 
return of your machine. CJE lives at 78 
Brighton Road, Worthing. West Sussex 
BNll 2EN, tel. (0903) 21336L 

AlEPH ONE REDUCES 
ARM 3 PRICE 
Aleph One, the first company to produce 
ARM 3 upgrades for the Archimedes, has 
reduced the price of its ARM 3 chips to 
£199 + VAT (£233.83 inc. VATI. Contact 
Aleph One at The Old Courthouse, 
Bottlsham, Cambridge CBS 9BA, tel. 
(0223) 811679, fax (0223) 812713. 

CALLIGRAPH'S 
NETWORK PRINTING 
Calligraph, producer of the direct drive 
laser printer ArcLastr, hu released a 
laser printer for use in shared network 
printing. ArcStrvtr consists of a laser 
printer, an interface card and software. 
The printer is a heavy duty 8 page per 
minute 300 dpi laser prinler, wllh a 250 
page paper cassetle. The interface card 
has bten custom built, rod trrosfers data 
at 1wo Megabits per second, thus 
allowing text and graphics to be printed 
from the Archimedes al lhe full speed of 
the printer engine; Calligraph claims that 
this cuts typical page rendering times 
from several minutes to jult a few 
seconds. 

The system costs £1069 (£989 to 
education). More details are available 
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ACORN UPGRADE PC. EMULATOR AGAIN 
Acorn has just announced a new version of its PC Emulator, version 1.80. It 
was due to be launched on the 1st April and should be available from 21st 
April. It will cost £99.00 ex. VAT, and will include the new emulator, MS
DOS 3.30, a revised manual and the MS-DOS CD-ROM extensions 
(MSCDEX 2.20). Its product code is AKA70. 

The major new feature of version 1.80 is that the Emulator can now be 
configured to support VGA in full, rather then the EGA+ support before. 
This means that more applications that use VGA can be now be run, 
including the CD-ROM titles from the NCET CD-ROM scheme for schools. 
Another addition is that the emulator supports expanded memory LIM 3.2. 

If VGA is not configured, then memory usage for version 1.80 is the same as 
for 1.70 (and 1.60), i.e. the Emulator will run on a 2Mb machine. With VGA 
configured, some applications (including the NCET CD-ROM titles) may 
need more than 2Mb if they are to run in multitasking mode, but all should 
run on a 2Mb machine in single tasking mode. 

Upgrades to 1.80 from earlier versions will be available from 1st June 
through to Isl September 1992, and the upgrade will consist only of the new 
Emulator disc and manual, not the CD-ROM extensions as well. Users will 
also have to keep their current DOS discs for use with the new version. This 
upgrade is available to all existing users of the PC Emulator, regardless of 
whether MS.DOS or DR DOS is being used • it seems that Acom has settled 
on the MS-DOS standard rather than DR DOS. Prices for the upgrade 
depend on which version you presently own. Upgrading from versions 1.60 
and 1.70 costs £9, and from versions earlier than 1.60 it costs £29. Both these 
prices are exclusive of VAT. The upgrade is available only from Acorn 
Direct, rather then Acorn Computers, and has product code AKA71. 

Educational institutions that are using versions 1.60 and 1.70 are allowed to 
upgrade just one copy of the new version, and copy this foe use on all their 
machines. To this end the new PC Emulator manual (product code AK)35) 
can be purchased separately for £8 (no VAT to pay). 

Acom Direct is at 13 Dennington Road, Wellingborough, Northants NNS 2RL. 

FOURTH DIMENSION PLAY ON 
The Fourth Dimension, Archimedes games specialist, has been rather busy 
lately. It has made all its Archimedes software compatible with the A5000, 
except for Boogie Buggy. It has also just released three new games for the 
whole Archimedes, A3000 and ASOOO range. Cataclysm is a. watery 
simulation in which you have to guide water through numerous screens 
using various blocking and dispersion aids. The fluid motion is 
simulated using a cellular automaton, and the game has the same addictive 
appeal as Lemmings. 

X-Fire is an exciting arcade game that involves moving your vehicle round a 
two dimensional and destroying various enemies, using a number of nasty 
weapons that you collect as the game progresses. Grievous Bodily 'ARM is 
described as an arcade "Beat'em Up", in which your character has to fight 
through crowds of bad guys, in search of a mad scientist who is making 
vast quantities of cheap narcotics to push on the streets. All three of these 
games are available now at £24.95 inc. VAT each. 
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· Nevvs ·News · Nevvs · Nevvs 
The next release from The Fourth Dimension looks set to be Chopper Force, 
which should be out by the time this appears. In this simulation you pilot a 
futuristic helicopter, complete with a formidable array of weapons, and try 

tci complete various 
missions against the 
enemy. The price for all 
this will be £29.95 inc. 
VAT. 

Finally, two more games 
on the cards from The 
Fourth Dimension, Tht 
Exotic Adventures of 
Sylvia Lllnt (a platform 
arcade adventure with 
figh ting skills) and 
Spitfi re Fury (a new 

Cf('v/ou.< Bodily ARM flight simulator from 
the author of Orocks Away) look set to be delayed, and the advice is not to 
place orders for them yet. The Fourth Dimension is at I Percy Street, 
Sheffield S3 8AU, tel. (0742) 769950 or700661. 

TESCO LAUNCH "COMPUTERS FOR SCHOOLS" 
SCHEME 
Tesco has launched a major scheme aimed at education that will enable 
schools to obtain free Acom computers and software. The scheme works in 
the following way: from Monday 6th April, customers will receive one 
"Computers for Schools" voucher for every £25 that they spend in a single 
transaction at Tesco stores. They will be informed that local schools will be 
collecting the vouchers, and that by giving the vouchers directly to their 
local schools, they can help that school get free Acom computer equipment. 

The range of equipment available is quite comprehensive, and includes, for 
example, an A5000 colour system for 4000 vouchers, an A3000 colour 
system for 3000 vouchers, and Ovation DTP for 1000 vouchers (yes, these 
numbers are correct - an A5000 "costs" only four times as much as 
Ovation!). Software is avai lable from 200 vouchers fo r the smallest 
packages, and the scheme covers the 8-bit range, the 32-bit range, printers, 
hard drives and educational software. Vouchers will be issued for 6 weeks 
only, between 6th April and 17th May, and Tesco will be advertising the 
scheme on television and in the national press. 

COMPUTER CONCEPTS PRINT IN COLOUR 
Computer Concepts will soon be launching Colour Direct, which as the name 
suggests will be a colour companion to the LaserDirect range. The printer 
used is the new Canon BJC800 colour inkjet which will print on A3 paper at 
360 dpi. The price should be in the region of £1995 + VAT. The system uses a 
24-bit colour printer driver, but the high speed board that characterises the 
LaserDirect range is not present. Printing can lake some ti me, but this is 
mainly due to the high quality and comparatively low speed of the printer 
rather than any constraints within the Archimedes, and the printer driver 
will print in the background, allowing you to use your machine at the same 
time. Computer Concepts are at Gaddesden Place, Heme! Hempstead, 
Herts HP2 6EX, tel. (0442) 63933, fax (0442) 231632. 
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from Callignph at 53 Panton Street, 
Cambridge CB2 lHL, tel. (0223) 461143, 
fax (0223) 316144. 

WHAT, NO CANON? 
Rumour has it that a major player in the 
printer scene, whose machines have 
found much favour amongst Acorn 
enthusiasts, is planning to release a laser 
printer in the nnr futurt that will not use 
the Canon laser engine, but will 
incorporate an engine designed "in 
house•. This should mean that the cost .of 
the printer should be a lot less than 
before, as there will be no roy.tlties to pay 
for the engine. 

EUREKA DELAY 
Longman Logotron Is still working on its 
eagerly awaited Eureka spreadsheet 
package announced at the start of the 
year. The user interface has been 
completed, but Longman Logotron is 
keen to make sure the product is well 
tested before relnsing it to the public. 
The date for release has been put back to 
late May, and there will be a altt licence 
available for the package for £400 (the 
price of a single user copy will still be 
£119). Longman Logotron Is at 124 
Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, 
Cambridge CB4 4ZS, tel. (0223) 425558, 
fax (0223) 425349. 

CLUB A3000 GET 
MUSICAL WITH EMR 
The Oub A3000 user group art organising 
a musical masterclass/ tutorial day in 
association with Archimodu music 
specialists EMR. The day Is aimed at 
owners of EMR software who may want 
some help and advice, rather than being a 
straight sales demonstration. Mike 
Beecher of EMR will be there to answer 
questions on any EMR product with the 
emphasis on Studio 24+. The date is 
Sunday 17th May, and the class will be 
held at Mill Hill School, London from 
lOam to 4pm. To reserve your seat Oimited 
to 18), send an SAE and a cheque to Mick 
Cooper, 3 Artillery Close, Paulsgrove, 
Portsmouth, Hanta P06 4HO. The cost is 
£20 for one seat, or £30 for two from the 
same family, or £40 for three from the 
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Hearsay// 
Hear~ay II Is the latest devdopment of the highly acclaimed Archimedes 
communications package, Hearsay. It is multi·ta:.klng and RISC OS 
compliant, and provides more advanced fearures In an even easier-to-li'>t! 
package. It is ideal for use with Prestcl, Telecom Cold, campus 2000 and 
Compuserve, and also provides very high quality VT320, VT102, VT52 
and Tekuooix 4105 Colour terminal emulations for direct connection to 
mini and mainframe ho.~ts. 

Hearsay II al~ gives acce:.s to Minitel systems such as the French 
Telctel service, and include:. Xmodem, Ymodem, Zmodem & Kem1lt flle 
r.ransfcr, comprehensi~e script language and auto-dial numher directory. 
MQ1;t popular modems are •upponed, including Hayes, DTI and SM2400. 
'It dce.s euerylbit1g we t«1t1t. a11d Is a pleasure to 11se.' AROIJVE}a11 92 

II' 1-lw ~Prier Ui7.50 VAT SIC Lkcocc £350 +VAT 

TypeStudio 
TypeStudio is a complete text manipulation package Ideal for prcxiucing 
profes.,ional quality advens, poMell>, banners, log<l6, l~>Uerheads etc. 
Drawing tools allow lines and curves to be drawn, along which text can 
be flowed to follow any slupe Pairs d lines may be linked tO create 
shape; into which text and Draw files may be moulded A wide range o( 

special effects are availahle, including: shadow, slant, mirror, 30 etc. 
Design.~ may be primed directly from TypeSrudio, or exported as 

Draw files to other application.~. The package Includes 7 fonl' and a 
64-page user guide containing many worked examples. 
'Of the three (packages), 7)1K'Sr11dlo Is tbe most ccm/>r'l!bensive. All of the 
tools yo11 aro likely to need are lndllded and tbera Is no need UJ use any 
Olber app/lcaJio11 UJtlb ii ' ACORN USER Mar 92 
~k,ru,.,n Price £40.50 +YA! Site lJccncc £75 + VA i 

Hard Disc Companion II 
Version II of this hard disc backup program is a vastly enhanced version 
of the original program, re-wrinen to make it twice a.. fast and even 
easier to use. It provides a SU\JCIUred approach to the backing up cl hard 
drive., and the recovery of tile. in the event of disc failure or accidental 
file deletion. Both Full and Incremental backupc. arc >Upported, and the 
files to be backed up or ignored may be specified using simple drag 
opermlon>. The entire oockup >pe<:iflcation may be >avccl in a script file 
for use al a later date. 

Hard Oise Companion II uses an efficient compression system to 

ll<Kkup as much data a~ poo;.~ihle onto as few Ooppies as possible 
without increasing the backup time. Separate applicauons are included 
to restore entire backup6 or indil(idual files. 
'.\!~Price £40.50 + YAT Site lfo.:nce £195 + VAf 

Colour Printer Drivers 
The PrinterDJ printer driver produces near laser quality output~ 
from the highly acclaimed Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500C colour ~ 
printer. It is a release 2 driver and >Uppo<tS 1; X 75, 150 x ISO and 300 x 
300 dpi print resolutions in monochrome, grey scale and full colour 
mcxb. Relca>e 3 driver for the A5000 and RISC OS 3 available soon. 
Members Price £13.50 +VAT Site Licence £75 +VAT 
1ne l'rinterl.C driver is the approved printer driver fol" Star coloul" dot
matrix printers. It is suitable for both 9·pin and 24-pln ~-olour printers e.g. 
LC24-200, LC-200, XB24-IO and LC-10. Primerl.C is a release 2 driver, 
supporting various print roolutions from (i() x 72 dpl to 3(iO x 3(iO dpl 
depending on the printer model Also suitahle for many Epson and NEC 
colour printers. 
Members Price £13.50 +VAT Site Ucence £75 +VAT 
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·News ·News ·News ·News 
CJE MEMORY UPGRADES 
AND PRICE CHANGES 
CJE Micros has announced ils RAM 
upgrade for lhe ASOOO, which is available 
in bolh a 2Mb or 4Mb version. At the 
time of wriling certain aspects of the 
board were being redesigned, and CJE 
was hoping to have b~rds available by 
tale Muth. CJE has also jusl released a 
4Mb RAM card for the A540, costing £345 
inc. VAT, and has reduced the price of ils 
ARM 3 boards for the Archimedes 
300/400 series to £199 + VAT (£233.83 inc. 
VAT). As if that wasn't enough, ii has 
also rel eased an ARM 3 board for the 
A3000 compuler at the same price, £199 + 
•••• • • •'-· &"'"'"" &n -.4' "''--- •- L-

ACORN UPGRADE PC EMULATOR AGAIN 
Acom has just announced a new version of its PC Emulator, version 1.80. It 
was due to be launched on the 1st April and should be available from 21st 
April. It will cost £99.00 ex. VAT, and will include the new emulator, MS
DOS 3.30, a revised manual and the MS-DOS CD-ROM extensions 
(MSCDEX 2.20). Its product code is AKA70. 

The major new feature of version 1.80 is that the Emulator can now be 
configured to support VGA in full, rather then the EGA+ support before. 
This means that more applications that use VGA can be now be run, 
includ ing the CD-ROM titles from the NCET CD-ROM scheme for schools. 
Another addition is that the emulator supports expanded memory LIM 3.2. 

If VGA is not configured, then memory usage for version 1.80 is the same as 
for 1.70 (and 1.60), i.e. the Emulator will run on a 2Mb machine. With VGA 
configured, some applications (including the NCET CD-ROM titles) may 
""""'A mn.....,. •h~.-. ?l~ :t thoo ~l"O +-n ntn if\ n'\1tlt-i~c:l.-1no mn.tfo hut ::.II c;hn11lrl 



· Ne-ws · Ne-ws · Ne-ws · Ne-ws 
CLARIS RECEIVE A TITLE 
Clares has announced a sophisticated video titling and presentation package 
called Titler. The package consists of two main programs. The first is Titler 
itself which provides all of the tools necessary to produce title screens for use 
with the second program Sequencer which, as its name suggests, is used to 
sequence the screens and present them on screen in a pre-determined way. 

Titler can use any outline fonts in 
any colours and has many text 
formatting options and effects 
such as drop shadows, underline 
and rubout boxes. Sequencer can 
present screens using a wide range 
of effects like unroll, scroll, fade, 
wipe, and can take animations 
from Render Bender and Euclid, 
music files from Sound Tracker 
and standard sprite and Draw files 
to produce a complete graphical 
presentation. Adding a Genlock 
board allows the built-in Genlock 
map definer to be used, allowing 
certain colours to be transferred 

directly to video tape. Presentations can be saved as stand alone applications, 
making the software very handy for producing demonstrations. Apparently 
the software is already in use with Taylor Made Films who produce 
programmes for New Zealand Television 

Clares is at 98 Middlewich Road, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 70A, tel. (0606) 
48511, fax (0606) 48512. 

WATFORD JOIN THE PC CARD MARKET 
Watford Electronics has released details about its forthcoming PC card. The 
card uses the 25MHz AMD 386SX chip, which is said to be 25 percent faster 
than the 20MHz Intel chip in the Aleph One PC card. It has also been designed 
to be a "stand alone" PC that lives inside the Archimedes, rather than being an 
integral part of the machine. This means that the ca rd does not have to rely on 
Acorn's PC Emulator for graphics standards, and indeed a VGA monitor can be 
attached to the card to operate separately from the Arc. 2Mb of memory is 
provided as standard, and high density drives can be added to accomodate the 
l.44Mb discs used in the PC world (which can be used on an A.500) anyway). 
An expander allowing up to two half size PC expansion cards (i.e. boards used 
in PCs) to be fitted should also be available, and the price should be very 
competitive with the Aleph One board. Watford Electronics is at Jessa House, 
250 Lower High Street, Watford WDl 2AN, tel. (0923) 23m4, fax (0923) 233642. 

IRLAM MAY HAVE FAX CARD SOON 
lrlam has got a fax ca rd on the cards, though details were not available at the 
time of going to press. It is claimed that the great advantage of lrlam's fax 
card over the competition is that it includes the abi lity to use the phone 
output as a modem, something that should increase the appeal of the card. 
Keep your eyes on these pages for more information. 

lrlam's Optical Character Recognition software is also approaching completion, and 
we hope to bring you news of this l!Jel:iling de\'elopment in the next issue of Ra: Use( 
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same family. For this you will be sent a 
receipt and a map. 

ACE DRIVING 
Ace Computing has just released an 
ASOOO version of their printer driver for 
the colour Hewlett Packard Deskjet SOOC 
printer, which can also drive the Hewlett 
Packud PaintJet <tnd the Paintjet XL The 
driver can generate a range of resolutions 
from 75 to 300 dpi and also utilises data 
compression to speed up output. This 
complements the RISC OS 2 version, 
PrinterD/, which has been available for 
some time. All printer drivers cost £18.80 
inc. VAT and p&p, and are available from 
Ace Computing, 27 Victoria Road, 
Cambridge CB4 3BW, tel. (0223) 322559, 
fax (0223) 69180. 

GOODBYE 400, HELLO 
5000 
Acom has announced that It will not be 
building further products in the A40011 
range. It said that •the demand for the 
A40011 seriu has declined because the 
successfully launched ASOOO offers 
greater overall customer benefits at a 
compuable price#. Of course, spares ond 
support will continue to be available for 
the earlier products from normal seivice 
and support providers. 

ACORN ROADSHOW 
BOUNCES BACK 
The ft.com Roadshow will be travelling 
the country once again in May. The show 
will start on 11th May at Northern 
College, Aberdeen, and will continue as 
follows: 12th May, Hlllpark Education 
Centre, Benview, Bannockburn; 13th 
May, Cleveland ECC, Marton Sixth Form 
College, Middlesborough; 14th May, 
Education Development Centre, 
Sandwell; and 15th May, ILEC Centre, 
London. For further Information contact 
Acom at the address given above. 

ACORN USER SHOW DATES 
BBC Acom User has announced the dates 
of its 1992 show, which wilt again be held 
at the Wembley Exhibition Centre. The 
show will be open to the public from 
16th to 18th October 1m. 
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by Mark Moxon 

W elcome to the first instalment in this 
new series. In this we hope to provide 

a universal library of Basic functions and 
procedures for use when writing Wimp 
applications. Anyone who has tried to write 
their own Wimp application in Basic will 
appreciate the effort required to put even a 
simple window on the screen, and we 
intend the Wimp library to grow and prove 
an invaluable Wunp programming tool. 

However, the library will not do 
everything for you - you will still need to 
understand the fundamentals of Wimp 
programming (as described in the series 
Mastering the Wimp that started in Volume 2 
Issue 9). The library will simply provide 
routines that perform standard jobs that 
most Wimp programmers have to do (like 
placing icons on the icon bar) so that a Wimp 
application can be written more quickly. On 
the other hand, the library will provide 
routines to enable you to use the Wunp more 
easily than via complicated SWI calls, so it 
will also prove a valuable system for novice 
Wunp writers and will help readers learn by 
example from the routines that we publish. 

Each month the Wimp library article will 
consist mainly of two parts: the library 
listing and explanatory text. There may also 
be an example program if there is room (as 
there is this month). The text will try to be 
consistent in its presentation, and will give 
the name of the routine, a description of 
what it does and the parameters it takes. 
The library listing will contain the new 
routines for that month, and should be 
added to all the previous listings, thus 
creating a program that will.grow every 
month: this is the "library" program. 

The concept of a library of functions 
should be familiar to C programmers, and 

libraries can be used in Basic V using the 
LIBRARY command. What this allows us to 
do is to put routines in a separate Basic 
program (the library program) and use them 
in any program we want to without having 
actually to put them in that program. To use 
the library, we must put the command: 

LIBRARY ' filename• 
at the start of the !Runlmage program in an 
application, and then the routines in the 
library can be accessed by that program via 
normal function and procedure calls. The 
filename parameter given must be the 
fi lename of the library program; we 
recommend that you call the library WimpLib 
and that you save it inside the application 
directory of the application using the library, 
but that is a matter of choice. One could just 
as easily store the library anywhere, as long 
as filename gives the correct pathname. 

This month an example application is 
also listed to demonstrate some of the 
routines in the library - it simply puts a 
window on the Desktop, but as already 
noted, that is normally no trivial matter! To 
create the example application, you must do 
the following: 
1. Create a directory called !WimpLib, 

and open it up by double-clicking on it 
while holding down Shift. 

2. Create an Obey file containing the 
following lines: 
WimpSlot -min 32K -max 32K 
Set WimpLib$Dir <ObeySDir> 
Run <WimpLibSDir> . !Runimage %*0 
and save it as !Run inside the 
application directory. 

3. Now type in listing 1 (the library 
program) and save it in the same 
directory under the name WimpLib. 

4. Next type in listing 2 and save it as 
!Runlmage in the same directory. 
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Wimp Function/Procedure Library 

5. Finally use Paint to create a mode 12 
sprite called !wimplib with height 17 and 
width 34, and save it in the directory 
under the name !Sprites. 

This will complete the example application 
and double-dicking on !WimpLib will run it. 
You may find it instructive to examine the 
additional code in this example program to 
see how the library routines can be used to 
create an application. 

What follows is a description of the 
routines in this month's library program. 
Don't worry if you don' t understand all 
the routines - the idea of library routines is 
that you don't have to understand them to 
use them. Experimenting with them and 
examining the example programs will 
certainly pay dividends; above all, don't be 
afraid to make mistakes and learn from 
them. This month's selection provides a 
number of ro utines for displaying 
windows; next month we will look at 
icons. 

PART 1: W INDOWS 

A number of parameters have a 
description of an action next to them, such 
as " Error box has an OK button". This 
means this wi ll be true if that parameter has 
value 1, and not true if it has value 0. Note 
this does not mean you can use TRUE and 
FALSE - only 0 or 1 can be used, otherwise 
the result is undefined. The reason for this is 
that the parameters are simply bits in a flag 
word, so they must be 0 or 1 to keep the 
procedures to a reasonable length. Of 
course, you could define variables _TRUE=l 
and _FALSE=O and use them if it makes 
things clearer. 

Routine 1: FNwimperror 
Displays a standard error box. Returns 1 if 
OK selected, 2 if Cancel selected. 
block% Block for SWI call 
errno% 
err$ 
task$ 

Error number 
Error message 
Name of task reporting error 
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ok% Error box has an OK button 
cancel% Error box has a Cancel button 

Routine 2: FNpoll flags 
Returns value of Wimp Poll mask flag. If a 
parameter has value 1, then that reason code 
will not be returned. 
nu//% 
redraw% 
leave% 
enter% 
click% 
key% 
lose% 
gain% 
user% 
userrec% 
userack% 

Null_Reason_ Code 
Redraw_ Window _Request 
Pointer_Leaving_ Wmdow 
Pointer _Entering_ Wmdow 
Mouse_ Click 
Key _Pressed 
Lose_ Caret 
Gain_ Caret 
User_Message 
User_Message_Recorded 
User_Message_Acknowledge 

Routine 3: FNst_create_window 
Creates a standard window definition. This 
is defined as a movable window with all the 
window icons, and a text title which goes 
cream when the window receives the input 
focus. The origin for co-ordinates (0,0) is at 
the bottom left of the screen, and all of the 
co-ordinates, widths, heights and offsets 
given as parameters should be positive (i.e. 
parameters 2 to 9 are all positive). Returns 
window handle. 
block% Block for SWI call 
x% 

y% 

w% 
Ji% 
ww% 
wll% 
sx% 
syo/o 
title$ 
ind% 

X co-ordinate of top left comer 
of window 
Y co-ordinate of top left comer 
of window 
Width of window 
Height of window 
Width of work area 
Height of work area 
X offset of window into work area 
Y offset of window into work area 
Wmdow title 
If 0, then title is taken not to 
be indirected (i.e. title$ is 12 
characters or less). If non-zero, 
then ind% points to a buffer in 
which the title is placed as an 
indirected text icon (i.e. it can 
be longer than 12 characters). 
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Routine 4: FNst_create_window2 
Creates a standard window as above, but 
with the option of not changing colour on 
input focus and having different window 
flags (e.g. different window icons). Returns 
window handle. 
First 11 parameters as for Routine 3. 
input% Title bar background changes 

colour to cream when it gains 
input focus 

wjlag% Window flags (see Routine 7) 

Routine 5: FNcreate_window 
Creates a totally user customisable window. 
Returns window handle. 
First 13 parameters as for Routine 4, except 
input% is now the colour that the title bar 
goes when the input focus is gained, rather 
than a flag. 
mw% Minimum window width (0 to use 

ti tie width) 
mli% Minimum window height 
behind% Handle to open window behind 

tjlag% 
tfore% 
tback% 
wfore% 
wback% 
sout% 

(-1 means open on top, -2 bottom) 
Title flags (see Routine 6) 
Title foreground colour 
Title background colour 
Window foreground colour 
Window background colour 
Scroll bar outer colour 

sin% Scroll bar inner colour 
button% Work area button type 
icon1% Title icon data word 1 
icon2% 
icon3% 

Title icon data word 2 
Title icon data word 3 

Routine 6: FNtitle_ flags 
Returns value of title flags word. 
text% Title is text 
sp% 
cllor% 
ever% 
anti% 
ind% 
rjust% 
llalf'lo 

font% 

Title is sprite 
Title is centred horizontally 
Title is centred vertically 
Title is in an anti-aliased font 
Title data is indirected 
Title is right justified 
Title is displayed at half size 
(if a sprite) 
Font handle for anti-aliased text 
(if anti%=1) 

Routine 7: FNwindow flags 
Returns value of window flags word. 
back% Window has Back icon 
close% Window has Close icon 
title% Window has a title 
toggle% Window has Toggle Size icon 
vscr% Window has Vertical Scroll 
ilscr% 
adj% 
move% 

Window has Horizontal Scroll 
Window has Adjust Size icon 
Window is movable (i.e. can be 
dragged around) 

wredraw%Window can be redrawn entirely 
by the Wunp (i.e. no redraw 
requests returned) 

pane% Window is a pane 
bound% Window is not bounded by the 

screen 
scr% Return Scroll_Request when scroll 

arrow I outer scroll bar clicked 
rscr% As scr% but with auto-repeat on 

arrow icons 
gcol% Treat window colours as GCOL 

numbers rather than Wunp 
colours 

below% Don' t allow any windows to be 
opened below this one 

hotkey% Generate events for Hot Keys 
passed back through 
Wimp_ProcessKey if window 
open 

Lisdng I 

lC RE)! >WimpLi:o - Wi1q: :.:brary 
2C : 
3C :JSf :'1'\wi::iperror (:Jlo:::<%,errr.o%,errS 

.~ask$,ck%,:a~cel%1 

4C :.~ flag%,respc~se% 

5C !b:o:::'.<%=e::-r:'lc% 
6C S(b: ock%+4l=errS-CHR${01 
IC : las%=ok%-!cancel1<<:) 
BC SYS •wimp3eportError •, :i:::>ck%,: lag 

%, tas'.<$ TO , ::-espc~se% 

90 =response% 
:oo : 
:::i DEF F~p~li_:lagstr:.111%, red::aw!, : ea 

ve%,e:'lte::-%,:::ck%,key%,:cse~,ga1r.%,:.iser% 

, ·.ise:::ec%, :.iserack%l 

:2: LOCA.:. ::ag% 
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130 f lag%=nu11%. (redraw%<<1) - (leave%<< 
4)+(enter%<<5)+ (click%<<6) +(key%<<8). (lo 
se%<<ll) +(gain%<<12)+(user%<<17)+{userre 
c%<<18J +(userack%<<19) 

140 =flag% 
150 : 
: 60 I:::SF FNst_crea:e_wi:idow(bloc:<% , x%, y 

%,w%, h% ,ww%,wh%, sx%, sy%, t i tle$ , ind%l 
170 LOCAL iflag%, i2%, i3%,tflag% ,wflag% 
180 IF ind%=0 THEN iflag%=0 :i2%=0 :i3%= 

0 ELSE i :lag%=l : i2%=-l :i3% =LEN (title$) 
190 : f lag\=FNtic!e_f:ags (l , O, :,l ,0,ifl 

ag%,0,0,0) 
2CO wflag%=F~'Window_flags(:,1,1, 1,1 , :, 

l , l , C,0 , 0,0 , C, 0, C, 0) 
210 =FNcreace_window(block%,x%,y%,w%,h 

%,ww%,wh%, sx%, sy%, t it le$,12,wf !ag%, 0, 0,
l ,tflag%, 7, 2,7, 0, 3, l , 0, ind%, i2%, i3%) 

220 : 
23 0 DEF FNst_creace_windcw2(blocK% , x%, 

y%,w%,h%,ww%,wh%,sx%,sy% ,::tleS , ir.d\, ir.? 
t:t%, wflag\} 

24C LOCA:. iflag%, i2%, i3%,selcol% , t!lag 
% 

250 :F i r.d\=0 THEN if l ag%=0: i2%=0 :i3%= 
0 E:SE iflag%=l : i2%=-l:i3%=LEN(t itle$ ) 

260 IF inpu:%=C THEN selcol%:2 E:SE se 
: col%=12 

27C tf:ag%=FNti:le_: :ags(l,O,:,l.C,ifl 
ag%, 0, 0, 0) 

2BC =Dlcreate_window{bloc'.<%, x%,y% ,w%, h 
%,ww%,wh%, sx%, sy%,:itle$,seicol%,wflag% , 
o, o,- : , t f lag%, 7,2,7 , 0, 3, l , O, ind%, i2% , i3% 
) 

293 : 
3CO DEF FNcrea:e_window(olock%,x% , y~.w 

%,t.%,ww%,wh%,sx%,sy%,:it:eS,ir.p~t% , wf!ag 

% ,n:w%,r..h%, beh:nd%, tflag% , ::ore%, tbac'.<% , w 
: ore% ,wback%, sout% ,s i n% ,bu: ton%, iconl% , i 
con2%, icon3% ) 

310 LOCAL handle%,is~% 
320 !block%=x%:o:ock%!4:y%-h% 
330 t:ock%!8•x%+w%:block%!:2=y% 
340 b:ock%!16=sx% : bloc~% , 20=-sy% 

350 b:cck\!24=te:i~r.d% : t:ock%!2B=w: !ag~ 

36J o:cck%?32=tfcre%:b:o:ki?33=tba:k% 
:;1 J blcck%734 wfore% : blo:~%?35=wback% 
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380 block%?36=sout% :block%?37=sin% 
390 block%?38=i~put% : b lock%?39=0 

400 block%!,0=0:block%!44=-wh% 
4:0 bloc~% ! 48=ww% : b:ock% ! 52=0 

420 block%!56=::lag% : block%!60=b~t:on% 

«12 
430 t:ocki.64=1 
440 block%?68=rr.w%MOJ256 :block%?69=mw%D 

IV256 
450 block%?70=~h%MOD256 : block%?71=mh%D 

IV256 
460 ist%=((tElag%>>6}AND4)+(tflag%A.\'D3 

470 CASE ist\ OF 
480 WHEN l , 2, 3:$(block%+72}=title$ 
490 WHEN 5 , 6 , 7 :bloc~% ! 72=1conl% :block 

%!76=icon2% :block% !80=icon3% :$iconl%=tit 
le$ 

500 ENDCASE 
510 block\!84=0 
520 SYS ' Will'p_CreateW1ndow•,,block% TC 

har.d:e\ 
530 =:Jandle\ 
540 : 
550 D~F FNtitle_f lags( t ext%, sp%, chor%, 

cver% ,anti% , ind%,r just%, half% , font% ) 
5 60 LOCAL E lag% 
57C flag%=tex:%- (sp%<<l}+(chor%<<3}+(c 

ver%<<4)+(a~ti%<<6}-( ir.d%<<8l+{rjust%<<9 

} .(ha::\«11 I 
580 IF an:i%<>0 :~E.~ flag%+={font%<<2 4 

590 =::ag% 
600 
610 I::2F F~w~~dow_:lags{back% , close% ,: i 

tle%,togg:e%,vscr%,t.scr%,adJ%,~ove%,wred 

raw%,pane%,bo~r.d%,scr%,rscr%,gcol%,be:ow 

%, t.or.'.<ey\l 
62C LOCAL flag% 
63C flag%=(~ove%<<l)+ {wredraw%<<4)- ( pa 

ne%<<5)· (bound%<<6 )~ (scrt<<8 ) + ( rscri<<9l 

+(gco:%<<10l+lbelow%<<ll)+{hotkey%<<: 2) 
(back%<<24l+(close%<<25}+!title%<<261+(: 
ogg~e%<<27}+(vscr%<<28)-(ad;%<<29}+(hscr 

%«301-!1«3: 1 
64C =flag\ 

ffeJIJ!J 

t t 
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Archi1T1edes Gets the Fax 
Straight 

Alan Wrigley reviews Computer Concepts' fax card for the Arc. 

R eaders with long memories may 
remember advertisements for the 

FaxPack fax card way back in 1988, as part of 
Computer Concepts' commitment to an 
electronic office based around the 
Archimedes. Other components of the 
system have appeared in the meantime, 
such as Impress ion, Scan-Light and 
LaserDirect, and now at last FaxPack itself 
has materialised. 

.... .. 11.. v l hoU.4 ., ... 
a.Ut•IOI: • lcrffO I .1Scr"" 2 ,)lcnoo J 

E=~:,.=::.:...--; _J!it lt _Jhicl Int .'-"11• 

Figure I. faxMngrs Configuration window. 
and Printerfl"s starus window 

WHAT IS FAXPACK? 
FaxPack consists of an expansion card, 

available for all Archimedes, A3000 and 
A.5000 models, containing essentially a 9600 
baud modem. This connects to a telephone 
socket and enables faxes to be sent directly 
from the computer to a remote Group 3 fax 
machine, and s imilarly to be received 
directly from such a machine. Because all 
the necessary electronics are contained in 
the ca rd, there is no need for a scanner, a 
sheet-feeding mechanism and a thermal 
printer, all of which are required by a 
conventional fax machine. Any file can be 
sent as a fax in just the same way as it 
would be printed via a printer driver, and 
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incoming faxes are stored as files allowing 
them to be read on screen or printed via a 
conventional printer. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
FaxPack has a number of advantages 

over the conventional m ethod of 
transmitting and receiving faxes, and some 
disadvantages too. It is worth considering 
both sides of the coin in some detail, since 
they are likely to influence heavily the 
decision on whether to purchase FaxPack or 
go for the traditional route. 

Chief among the advantages is the one 
already mentioned: if most of your faxes 
result from documents prepared on your 
Arc, it is silly to have to print them out just 
to re-convert them to electronic form by 
feeding them through the scanner in a fax 
machine. Not only does this save money 
and paper, it saves a great deal of space too, 
s ince FaxPack sits entirely inside the 
computer and requires no additional office 
space at all. Furthermore, the image quality 
of the fax received at the other end will be 
substantially higher. 

When receiving faxes, it is often 
sufficient just to read the document without 
needing to have it printed on expensive 
thermal paper (often with poor paper 
feeding); if you do need to keep a hardcopy 
of a fax, virtually all users who need a fax 
machine would also have a conventional 
printer attached to the computer. 

Further advantages arise from the fact 
tha t you have the intelligence of the 
computer at your disposal. A conventional 
fax machine can normally store a selection 
of numbers which can be d ialled at the 
touch of a button, but there is a limit to how 
many the machine will recognise, and the 
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information will be lost if the batteries 
which maintain the memory are allowed to 
run down. FaxPack, on the other hand, 
comes with an address book utility, in which 
you can not only store long lists of names, 
addresses and phone numbers (which can 
be dialled by double-clicking), but other 
information too, and none of this is lost 
when the Arc is switched off. 

Yet another advantage of the system is 
that, since the facilities available are 
controlled largely by software, it should be 
possible for future developments in fax 
technology to be catered for by upgrading 
the software. Conventional machines are 
unlikely to offer an upgrade path. One 
particularly exciting upgrade planned by 
CC is to allow FaxPack to act as an 
answering machine - more of this later. 

The disadvantages are less numerous 
but not insignificant. I have mentioned the 
fact that an expensive scanner is no longer 
required. But what if you need to fax an 
existing document or a hand-drawn 
diagram to someone? With FaxPack you 
simply cannot do it, unless you also have a 
separate scanner. This sounds like a huge 
drawback, since everyone will at some time 
or another want to do just that, but in fact 
the cost of FaxPack plus a monochrome 
scanner is still less than a good many fax 
machines on the market. What is more, the 
resolution and image quality of a stand
alone scanner is often considerably better 
than one built into a fax machine, and once 
you have it there are many other uses for it. 

A minor disadvantage is that you must, 
of course, leave your Arc switched on all the 
time that you are likely to be receiving faxes 
(though not the monitor). This does not use 
a great deal of power, however, and does no 
harm to the Arc, and you would in any case 
need to leave a conventional fax machine on 
under the same circumstances. The Arc 
tends to make rather more noise though, so 
if your office is next to the bedroom this 
may be inconvenient. 

THE PACKAGE 
The board is well made and simple to 

install in the usual way. There are no 
connectors at the back - just a flying lead 
terminated by a standard BT plug. This 
plugs into a telephone socket and enables 
FaxPack to be used exactly as a conventional 
machine, either on a dedicated fax line or in 
tandem with a phone on a shared audio/fax 
line. The software supplied with the 
package consists of five applications: 
FaxMngr, PrinterFP, Address, Faxes and 
LQEmulate. A smart and well-written 
manual, an audio connection lead and a 2-
way telephone adaptor complete the 
package. 

FaxMngr controls the use of the fax card 
generally, while faxes are transmitted by 
sending a document from a file or an 
application to PrinterFP in exactly the same 
way as you would use a conventional 
printer driver. The functions are split over 
two applications because you only need the 
printer driver when sending faxes, and 
having it installed all the time would (under 
RISC OS 2) prevent you from using any 
other printer driver. 

LQEmulate was designed for use with 
LaserDirect, to provide Epson compatibility 
for the benefit of older applications which 
do not use the RISC OS printer drivers. 
However, it works equally well with 
PrinterFP and enables you to send faxes 
directly from 1st Word Plus or from Basic, 
for example. Faxes handles the storage and 
display of received faxes, while Address is 
the address book utility mentioned earlier. 

USING FAXPACK 
To set up FaxPack for your own use, a 

comprehensive set of 20 configurntion 
options is provided, including automatic 
dial and/or answer, automatic display or 
printing of received faxes, and the ability to 
define your own fax header text. These 
options can be saved as defaults. The header 
is printed at the top of the fax in a smart 
bold typeface (see figure 2). 
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To RISC Developments Ltd 
from Rheingold Enterprises. 

To RISC Dev.ioptnentt Ud 
from Rheingold BnterplUet 

Figure 2. The Sdme fax sent from FaxPad<. (left) and a convendonal fax machine (right). 
The difference In quallty can be seen dearly. 

Once you have set the configurations to Unless you are transmitting to another 
suit yourself, using FaxPack is very FaxPack (which I will describe in more detail 
straightforward. Any document can be sent shortly), there is no speed advantage over 
as a fax by simply treating PrinterFP as a conventional machines, since the amount of 
standard RISC OS printer driver. nus means data and the baud rate of the modem are 
you can send faxes directly from Ovation, exactly the same as normal. The quality of the 
Impression, Draw, and indeed any fax received at the other end, however, is 
application which addresses the RISC OS outstanding. Because the image is generated 
drivers (or by using LQEmulate you can in the computer rather than by a low-
send faxes from certain other applications, resolution scanning head, it is a much more 
as mentioned earlier). This means that accurate representation of the document, and 
outline fonts, drawings etc. appear at the results in crisp, clear text and pictures. Figure 
other end of the line exactly as they appear 2 shows a fax sent by FaxPack compared with 
on your screen. For pure text files you can one sent by a conventional machine - the 
select any of the fonts normally available in difference has to be seen to be believed. 
your Arc. The number to be dialled can be 
typed di rectly into the driver's dia logue 
box, or alternatively you can double-click on 
the number on an address book page, or 
even include the number in the correct 
format within the document itself. 

Once the file has been sent to PrinterFP, 
which is a fairly quick process, the actual 
sending of the fax is multi-tasking. Provided 
auto-dial has been set, the number will be 
dialled automatically, the fax connection 
established, and the file sent as a fax to the 
remote fax machine. A status window keeps 
you informed of what is happening, and if 
you have fitted FaxPack's audio connection 
lead inside your Archimedes, you can 
monitor the audible signals on the telephone 
line as well, just as you can with many 
conventional fax machines. 
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Receiving a fax is jus t as simple as 
sending one. For this you need only to have 
FaxMngr installed. It can be configured to 
answer automatically after a user-defined 
number of r ings, or you can answer 
manually and then click on FaxMngr's 
menu option to activate fax reception. The 
process is fully multi-tasking under most 
normal circumstances, and will even 
continue to work outside the Desktop 
provided that no other application inhibits 
the operating system's call-back routines (it 
will even work while playing some games). 
The manual gives clear guidance on which 
activities may prevent faxes being received. 

You can configure FaxPack automatically 
to display incoming faxes on screen or print 
them to an on-line printer (with LaserDirect 
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this can be done in the background while 
you get on with something else). Whether 
you choose these options or not, faxes are 
stored in a specified directory, and can be 
viewed, scaled, fHpped, printed or filed as 
sprites using the Faxes application. These 
operations can be performed on the whole 
page or a selected area. I fo und the fax 
viewer a little fiddly to use, especially with 
multi-page documents, and would probably 
want to print out any faxes which required 
more than just a cursory glance. At least this 
can be done on scrap paper rather than the 
expensive thermal kind, though with a dot 
matrix printer it will take some time since it 
is always a bit-image document you are 
printing, not a text file. 

A useful option is the maintenance of log 
files, for transmission, reception or both. A 

text file holds 
89: 46: 8 7 11- Mar-1992 the details of 
Rheingo ld Enterprises all calls made 
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Figure 3. The FaxPadc header 
or received, 
including the 

length of the call and any errors. This file is 
then updated with each subsequent call. 

DIRECT FILE TRANSFER 
One of the most powerful features of 

FaxPack, which sets it aside from any 
conventional fax machine, is the capacity for 
direct file transfer between two computers 
equipped with FaxPack cards. This was not 
implemented on the review copy I received, 
but will be included very shortly and will be 
made available as a free upgrade to all 
existing users. Provided that the machine on 
the other end of the line is also a FaxPack, 
then insteadtof sending the document as a 
bit-image page to be printed by a remote fax 
machine, the file is sent as ASCII data, with 
full error correction and data compression. 
This will usually be very much faster, since 
a text or document file is normally only a 
fraction of the size of the corresponding bit
image output. 

The potential for this fa c ility is 
enormous. Journalists could write articles 
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information will be lost if the batter ies 
which maintain the memory are aUowed to 
run down. FaxPack, on the other hand 
comes with an address book utility, in which 
you can not only store long lists of names, 
addresses and phone numbers (which can 
be dialled by double-click ing), but o ther 
information too, and none of th is is lost 
when the Arc is switched off. 

Yet another advantage of the system is 
that, since the facilities available are 
controlled largely by software, it should be 
possible for future developments in fax 
technology to be catered for by upgrading 
the software. Conventional machines are 
unl~~e l,Y ~o offer an upgrade pa th. One 

and send them via FaxPack to be edited, all 
without any paper being required. Office 
workers could work from home, receiving 
and transmitting their work in the same way. 
Of course, this has all been possible for some 
time by using a conventional modem, but 
never has it been so easy as with FaxPack. 

FAXPACK HAS lHE ANSWER 
I mentioned earlier that CC is working 

on an upgrade which will effectively turn 
FaxPack into an answering machine. The 
idea is that the software will detect whether 
an incoming call is from a fax machine. If 
not, a stored sound sample containing the 
user's message will be played down the line, 
and the incoming message will be sampled 
and stored on disc. You will probably get 
around 2 minutes or more of messages per 
megabyte of disc space, so for the average 
user with a few megabytes to spare this is a 
perfectly practical proposition. Arc owners 
could soon find that answering machines are 
redundant along with fax machines. 

CONCLUSIONS 
£300 might seem a lot for just a modem, 

particularly when you consider that a fax 
machine with a scanner, sheet feeder and 
thermal printer as well might only be a 
couple of hundred more. However, CC does 
not have Amstrad's mass market to aim at, 
and given that the facilities offered by 
FaxPack are so comprehensive, I feel that it 
is good value for money. Products such as 
this might jus t push the Arc into the 
business market. An AS40 with Fax Pack and 
a d irect laser, plus Aleph One's 386 card, 
would make a pretty formidable foundation 
for a business system. Even though I already 
have a fax machine, I will probably invest in 
a FaxPack myself, and I doubt if I can give it 
a higher recommendation than that. 

Product Fax Pack 
Suppller Compurer Conceprs 

G.iddesden Place. 
Heme/ Hempstead. 
Herts HPl 6EX. 
Tel. (0441) 63933 
Fax (0441) Z3163l 

Price .£351.32 inc. VAT !FJ(Jj) 
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lHE PACKAGE 
The board is well made and simple to 

install in the usual way. There a re no 
connectors at the back - just a flying lead 
termina ted by a standard BT p lug. This 
p lugs into a telephone socket and enables 
FaxPack to be used exactly as a conventional 
machine, either on a dedicated fa x line or in 
tandem with a phone on a shared audio/fax 
line. The software suppl ied with the 
package consists of five applications: 
FaxM11gr, Pri11terFP, Address, Faxes and 
LQEmulate. A smart and well-written 
manual, an audio connection lead and a 2-
way te lephone adapto r comple te the 
package. 



Using Acorn's New PC 
Emulator (Part 1; 

Kevin Bracey advises on how to make the most of Acom 's multi-tasking PC 
emulator. 

INTRODUCTION 
The most recent, multi-tasking version of 

Acorn's PC Emulator (version 1.60 or 1.70) 
is a technically stunning piece of software, 
but unfortunately needs some adjustment to 
get the best possible performance out of it. 
These articles should help you to use it more 
effectively. In this article I shall assume that 
you understand how the Configuration 
window on the PC emulator works and that 
you have got the Emulator up and running 
as described in the manual. 

UPGRADING 
PCEmSCGA 
MDA 
CGA 
EGA64K 

EGA 128K 

EGA 256K 

EGA+ 

(excluding VAT), and will provide you with 
a much more usable system, as well as 
allowing you to run the multi-tasking PC 
emulator. 

If you don't want to do this, then the only 
option open to you is to use PCEmS, which 
provides only CGA graphics. However, it 
does have a few enhancements above 
previous versions of the emulator. The most 
obvious one is that you can switch between 

896K· 
1344K 

1344K 
1424K ) CD 

1488K I or 
t648K} ECD 

t648K 

the PC and RISC OS without 
loss of data. But if you are on 
a lMb machine you have little 
enough PC memory available 
without having 200K or more 
of memory being taken up by 
RISC OS. Therefore it is 
advised that you use the Erase 

Firstly, if you are still using 
an old single-tasking version of 
the PC Emulator (earlier than 
1.60) you sho uld consider 
upgrading. The upgrade routes 
for version 1.60 and version 
1.70 were on offer from Acom 
Direct until 27th March this year. 

Table /. Minimum memory RISC OS option on the 
required for a 640K PC Configuration dialogue box. 

A new version 1.80, including full 
optional BIOS VGA support (primarily for 
use with MS-DOS CD-ROM extensions) will 
be available for outright purchase from 
early April through dealers, but as an 
upgrade only from 1st June 1992 (and again 
from Acorn Direct). Full details relating to 
version 1.80 are in this month's News pages. 
Any queries on PC Emulator upgrades 
should, in the first instance, be addressed to 
Acorn Direct, 13 Dennington Road, 
Wellingborough, Northants NNS 2RL. 

RUNNING PCEmS ON A 1Mb MACHINE 
If you own just a basic lMb machine, 

then you should upgrade if possible to 2Mb 
(or more). One megabyte upgrades can be 
found from £35 for a 410/1 series machine, 
£50 for an A3000 and £150 for an A310 
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Apart from this, the emulated 
PC appears to be marginally faster and 
includes 8087 emulation. 

RUNNING Pam ON A 2Mb MAOilNE 
1f you do have a 2Mb machine, there are 

still several problems to overcome, as the 
multi-tasking version of the PC emulator 
uses a colossal amount of memory compared 
to normal applications. So although the 
multi-tasking version of the PC Emulator is 
advertised as being suitable for use on 2Mb 
machines, it can leave you with very little or 
no memory spare to run other applications. I 
shall therefore devote some time to 
discussing how best to configure the PC 
Emulator. 

My first tip is not to use the All option in 
the PC RAM dialogue box if you don't need 
the full 640K of PC memory. This means you 
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will have more memory spare for RISC OS. 
The amounts of RISC OS memory required 
by the PC Emulator for 640K of PC memory 
are listed in table 1. If you reduce the PC 
RAM setting, then the RISC OS memory 
requirement decreases correspondingly. 

CHOOSING A GRAPHICS ADAPTER 
The obvious tip here is not to select a 

more advanced graphics adapter than your 
application will use. For instance, I regularly 
run a PC computer bridge program (Oxford 
Bridge 3) which uses CGA text mode and 
requires 384K of RAM. If I were to use the 
PC Emulator's default settings I would be 
using 400K more memory than was needed. 

If you have a piece of PC software that 
uses EGA graphics, then you should try it 
with different amounts of graphics memory 
to find the minimum requirement. For 
example, Battle Chess will run with an EGA 
CD 128K adapter, but needs an EGA CD 
256K adapter to run at an acceptable speed. 

On a 2Mb machine you should have no 
problem running the MDA, CGA or EGA 
adapters. At first you may well agree with 
the PC Emulator manual that you cannot 
use EGA+ on a 2Mb machine, but I have 
found that it is just possible to find 1648K of 
free memory, as follows. 

Firstly, reset your machine and, if you 
have a boot sequence, do not boot up as 
normal. Call up the Task Manager and 
reduce the font cache, system sprites and 
RAM disc all to OK Also, reduce the system 
heap to the minimum possible. On my 
system, which has a few ROM modules, 
such as the Font Manager, unplugged, this 
leaves me with 1728K free memory in mode 
20. If you now run the PC Emulator, 
selecting EGA+ mode, you will have just 
have the 1648K required after loading the 
various support modules. 

As a general tip, unplug the ROM 
version of the Font Manager built into the 
RISC OS 2 ROMs. If it is not unplugged it 
uses up precious memory, and the PC 

emulator will refuse to run until you load 
the new Outline Pont Manager (2.44), which 
will then consume another 30K or so of 
memory. To unplug your FontManager 
module, reset your machine and type: 

•unplug FontManager 

The Outline Font Manager is only in fact 
required by the PC emulator when running 
in MDA mode, so do not load it unless you 
have memory to spare or are running MOA 
software. 

USING A STANDARD RESOLunON 
MONITOR 

If you do not have a multisync or VGA 
monitor, then you will find that using the 
EGA ECO or EGA+ graphics adap ter 
doubles the height of the PC screen, as your 
monitor is incapable of displaying the 
necessary vertical resolution (400+ lines). 

There is one possible way around this, 
via a module that is supplied on this 
month's magazine disc. This module 
simulates modes 18 to 21 on a standard 
monitor using interlacing. The problem with 
this is that the display flickers quite badly 
and its width is halved. However, if you can 
put up with this you will be able to run the 
emulator in mode 20 and see the whole 
display. Mode 66 (pa rt of Computer 
Concepts' !NewModes module supplied 
with Impression) also helps when using the 
PC Emulator in a window. 

It is just possible that if you have a 
sta ndard resolution monitor the PC 
Emulator will not function in its Single 
Tasking mode. This is because it uses a non
standard 200 line screen mode. I have 
experienced no problems with my Acorn 
monitor, but if you have this problem, then 
load the !Run file from the !PCEm or 
!PCEmS, and insert a vertical bar (I) in front 
of the two adjacent lines beginning: 

~Snsu~e ModesCGA 1.00 

GREATER SPEED 
The PC emulator running on an ARM2 

machine is, let's face it, apaliingly slow by 
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Using Acorn's New PC Emulator 

modem PC standards, as it barely reaches the 
speed of a 4.77MHz 8088 machine. There are 
two things that can be done about this. The 
cheaper of the two choices is to go out and 
buy an ARM3 upgrade. These are available 
for all machines for prices ranging from £200-
£250 (excluding VAT). An ARM3 upgrade 
will typically increase the performance of the 
PC emulator by a factor of two or three. 

Back in 1987, Acorn said that to 
complement the software PC emulator, a 
"hardware solution" would also be 
available, offering much increased 
performance. Sadly, this project never saw 
the light of day. However, by the time this 
goes to press, Aleph One's PC Card should 
be available. This is a single width 
expansion card that fits in any Archimedes 
and has on board a 20MHz 386SX processor 
and 1 or 4Mb of RAM. It also has its own 
printer and serial ports, to solve 
compatability problems with "dongled" 
software, and a socket for a 387SX floating 

point coprocessor (see last month's preview 
of this product for more information). 

The PC podule rwis in conjwiction with 
the multi-tasking PC emulator (in a 
window), and will enable the PC emulator 
to rwi DOS software at speeds equal to or 
greater than equivalent Archimedes (non 
DOS) software running on an ARM2 
machine. Aleph One is also working on a 
VGA graphics driver, and the option to use 
the ARM as a graphics coprocessor, 
handling the complex graphics work while 
the 386 executes the software. Prices range 
from £595 to £750. 

Next month I will look at how to set up 
your PC hard disc partition, using MultiFS, 
the advantages of RISC OS 3, and give some 
help to those who are new to PCs. [jfJ{Jj) 

We hope to feature furlller articles relating to t/ze 
PC emulator more frequently in the future. Any 
submissions on this subject will be most welcome. 

I 
Transfer, the NEW utility that lets you copy text from any icon in any RiscOS application and transfer it to 
any other. 

The copied text can be Inserted into other text, or it can replace It. You will find many uses for Transfv as 
it makes the contents of practically all field or writable icons, 'drag-able' between applications. It also lets you 
drop the text into documents as well as icons. An obvious use would be to grab a name and address from a 
database and deposit ii Into a word processor, (or even another database). 

Transfer Is itself, a RiscOS application and sits on the icon bar. A simple menu gives you complete control 
of its actions. 

It is simplicity itself to use. All transfers are carried out by mouse clicks. Point and click at the text you want, 
then point and click again to deposit it. It is invisible to applications and does not interfere in any way with 
their operation. Transf9r will work on any Archimedes series computer. 

Transfvr is only available from Apricote Studios, 2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, 
Cambs, PE15 ONO !r (035 478) 432 

£8.95 
inc. VAT & p&p 
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Mike Wllliams takes a first look at this forthcoming release from 
Computer Concepts. 

C omputer Concepts has been 
demonstrating its next major software 

release, ArtWorks, since the summer of last 
year. With the official release now expected 
around the middle of 1992, we felt it was 
time to take a first look at what ArtWorks is 
and what it has to offer. 

Let me make it quite clear that what 
follows is based on experience with a pre
release version of the software, which is 
incomplete and still has to undergo final 
testing. The only documentation at this 
stage consists of some 24 pages of rough 
notes. It says much for CC's faith in 
ArtWorks that they were so willing to 
make a copy available in this way. The 
final product will be accompanied by a full 
manual and no doubt packaged to the 
same high standard as Impression. 

Let's start by saying what Artworks is 
(and is not). It is primarily a professional 
graphic design tool; it is not a pixel-oriented 
painting package as the name might first 
imply. It complements any DTP package like 
CC's own Impression by offering much 
greater and more flexible control over the 
graphics environment. CC's stated aim is to 
provide on the Archimedes software which 
is functionally similar to and of the same 
calibre as Adobe Illustrator and Aldus 
Freehand on the Apple Macintosh. Whether 
this has been achieved we must wait and 
see, but the initial promise of the softwar~ is 
high indeed. 

Like Draw, Artworks is an object
oriented program. It is also highly modular 
in design, and CC says that it will be 
publishing the specification so that others 
can construct additional modules which will 
fit seamlessly into the ArtWorks structure. 
All objects are stored with full 24-bit colour 

representation (16 million colours) and 
displayed using sophisticated colour 
dithering to give a full spectrum of colours 
even in 16 colour modes. And Artworks will 
produce spot colour or full colour 
separations as required. 

Artworks screen display showing tools at left 

Text can be incorporated into any 
Artworks display. Within ArtWorks, text can 
be manipulated by any object-related tool or 
process, yet also remains editable as text at 
all times. A sophisticated undo and redo 
system is included which stores a complete 
history of the development of a drawing, if 
required, along with the drawing itself. 
ArtWorks will also import files from Adobe 
Illustrator, Aldus Freehand and CorelDRAW 
(the latter from the PC world), and will 
export in Illustrator format (which is 
recognised by all three of these established 
packages). It will also import and export 
RISC OS Draw files as well as using its own 
internal format. 

Like Draw, Artworks uses a panel of 
tools, though rather more than in Draw. 
These can be selected and arranged as 
required by the user, and can 'stick' to the 
current window, or sit independently on the 
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Computer Concepts' Art Works 

screen. This tool bar can also grow or shrink 
as new facilities are added, or to suit the 
needs of users. In addition, there is an info 
bar running across the foot of the screen. 
This shows the x,y position of the mouse 
pointer, information which is tool related, 
and scale and fidelity controls. Fidelity 
refers to the drawing - greater fidelity 
implies greater accuracy (and slower refresh 
speeds). Maximum fidelity results in the 
whole drawing being anti-aliased. 

Drawing lines and curves is much as 
with Draw. However, ArtWorks makes it 
much easier to change tool while drawing a 
path of several segments, and also makes 
the creation of closed paths (shapes) much 
easier too - adjacent end points simply snap 
onto each other. 

Artwork from Artworks 

As screen and printer colours are not 
normally the same, Artworks provides 
additional palettes so that the display 
conforms better to the Cyan-Magenta
Yellow-Black (CMYK) system used for 
printing. Tints can also be expressed as 
percentage values, so that changing a base 
colour will automatically change all tints of 
that base colour. ArtWorks will also work 
with the RGB system, or with HSV (Hue, 
Saturation, Value) more familiar to TV 
engineers. 

As well as colour fills, ArtWorks 
provides graduated shading allowing users 
control of direction and range. Radial fills 
give a more three-dimensional aspect to 
shapes. 
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Applying tools to text can achieve many 
of the effects produced by software such as 
4mation's Poster and RISC Developments' 
TypeStudio. Text can be shaped by means of 
envelopes using Bezier curves to control the 
degree of distortion. The perspective tool 
gives correctly calculated perspective views 
of a selected object (or text). As mentioned 
before, whatever transformations are 
applied, text can still be edited as text, a 
powerful feature. 

The pre-release version of ArtWorks is 
dongled (like Impression), and it seems 
likely that the final release will also use a 
dongle for security. CC says it is considering 
a combined Impression/ ArtWorks dongle 
for greater convenience. The final price on 
Artworks has yet to be determined, but 

should be about £150. 

On a relatively 
brief exposure to 
Artworks it is clearly 
impossible to do more 
than scratch the 
surface. Like all good 
applications, the results 
depend as much on the 
skills and imagination 
of the user as on the 
sophistication of the 

software. Artworks appears to have 
particular strengths with regard to colour 
r~ndition and manipulation for professional 
quality results; it extends and improves upon 
Draw's object-oriented capabilities, and it 
caters very comprehensively for the needs of 
creative typographers in its handling of text. 
All in all, ArtWorks looks sure to be a success, 
and furthermore will significantly enhance 
the potential of the Archimedes as a platform 
for professional graphic designers. 

Product ArtWorks 
Supplier Computer Concepts 

wddesden Pldce. 
Heme/ Hempstedd. 
Herts HP2 6EX 
Tel.(0442) 63933 
Fdx (0442) 231632 

Price £ 160 dpproxtmatety 
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Following glowing reviews in the computer press ... 

... a new version of Des kEd it <V 1.20) 

has now been released 

with even more 
features for text 
editing and word 
processing tasks. 
Basic and C 
source editing. 

DeskEdit 
Is the ultimate all-purpose editor for the 
Archimedes. with special fea tures for 
use with plain text. Basic and C source 

Edit your Basic programs on the 
desktop and test them interactively 
with a single key press. 

DeskEdit features 
• 1llree spec12l Fuid and Replace modes - from Sample 10 

Power Search 
• Addi1ional Quick-Search mode for r.1pid reinevn l 
• Text macros 10 insen user string" in bolh text and source 

code 
• Special l..ndele1e buffer f<>< movuig 1ext around. m additJOn 

10 Edil-stylc Undo/Redo 

A new Sf'lgle key 
save-and-nmfeature '" Basic mode , pcrmilS virrually 
instan1a neous testing of programs and applications as you edit 
them. To make nas ic editing even easier, a n auto matic l.ISTO 1 
is applied when numbered programs a rc loaded (and the 
spaces are automatically removed on saving). 

The Improved procedure andfum:Jfon browser now lets 
you browse procedure and fune1ion definitions in both 
directions (Ctrl-D takes you to 1he ncxi dcfini1ion. while Ctrl-
511-D ta kes you to the one abovi: t.:tc). 

In text mode, wortlwrap control ha~ been improved, while in 
C mode ;yma.x cbeckt11g ha~ been o:xtended, and a ~~cial Search 
opuon leis you search for function definitions. 

Other new f eatures arc: • dynamic date insenion, • Lcrt and 
Rig ht justify, • b racke t matching, • Alig n Columns a nd the Char 
Info option (Ctrl-? pulS up a box g iving the ASCII code of the 
character at the caret in hex and decimal. and any special 
function it may ha\C • e g. Bold On etc.). 

Language specHic features: 
Pbln text 
• DeskEdil wdl forma1word-wrapped1ext 3.'l you 1ype 
Bask 
• Drag a &soc fde to the icon, and • will •ulomau-olly be 

deiokerused and loaded ui10 DeskEdi1 ready for cdiling. 
Press F3 to re1okenise '3.nd s..1ve it after edMng, 

• OpdoruoJ line number SLripplng. 
• Auco indcnl automatic line number insertion, and 

checking ror ma1ched brnckel& and qUotes . 0$ you type. 
• S~dal Baste browser: 

Qrl R steps lhrough aU RE.\l lui<.'S 
• Dedic:11ed mari<ers and pos11ion flnders for fmding your way Cul D 51cps through all procedure and function defuuuons 

Ctrl P s1cps 1 hrousJ:l all proc<"<lure re ferences around large files 
• Clipboard, providing an alternative way (O move te xt around 

• On screen Help - full documentation in a scrollJble window 
• Instant file lnfo feature, and current direcrory sener 
• Carel Hash con1roller f0< Ocskl!dll and other •pphcallons 
• Custon11sed user commands to open d irectones, run other 

applicalion.'l and launch Obey files 
• Numerous kcybo~rd shorta 1ts 

• Fa& cext printou1 including scylc codes for bold, underline, 
ilalics, P"SC breaks etc 

• Special text pnntmg opoons wdl headers, f<Xllcrs. page 
numbering and Sl)'k codes. 

• Preview mode 
• Sta1is1ics oprion - a brief summary of aspec~ of 1he 1ex1 10 be 

printed, including character. word , line and page count. 

Ctrl F s1cps 1hrough aU funcuon references 
c language 
• A simple syntax checker which oper.11es as you rype 
• Awo mden1 fJctl•)' combmed wuh •u1omauc gcnera1JOO 

of openmg braces Slrearnluics source cocle en1ry 
• C Func.tton browser 

Orl-F steps 01rough funCI ion definitions. 

11<..•:,kEdil IS suppli~d w1c.h a 48 p.1gc.· rronual and a funnuin kcystnp 
~!embers' Price £19.95 inc. VAT + p&p S1ock Code PED1b 
Ex1>1ong users ma\' Uf)Sl'3de to\. t -~' l>y <endmg 1helf onguial dJSC. 
1ogelher wilh .L2 00 and SAE marked OeskEdit Upgi-•dc 1.2. 

RISC Dcntcilopmcints ud. 
l l 7 Hatfield Rood, St Albans, Herts, All 4JS. 

Tel 0727 40303 Fox 0727 860263 



Boot Applications Revisited 
by Biii Hine 

A lan Wrigley's article in Volume 4 Issue 5 
showed you how to create a boot 

application to install your favourite software 
every time you switch on your Archimedes. 
In this article I want to explain how to auto
boot any disc. 

Alan Wrigley showed. how to initialise 
your machine in just the way you want at 
switch-on. However, if you have 2 Mb or 4 
Mb of RAM but only a single floppy disc 
drive, one disc may not be enough to 
contain all the applications (especially large 
ones like Ovation or Pipedream) which you 
may want loaded. Fortunately, a similar 
approach can be adopted to start up any 
disc in the manner you want, whenever you 
insert it in a drive and click on the drive's 
icon. 

Normally, clicking on the drive's icon 
appears only to open the disc's main 
directory viewer. But you might want, for 
example, to open one of the sub-directories 
instead, start up one or more applications on 
the disc, or copy a directory to RAM. The 
method outlined below can do all of this 
and more. 

The Boot Application discussed by Alan 
Wrigley works because at switch-on RISC 
OS automatically tests whether the 
configuration setting 'Boot' is on. If so, it 
then looks for a file (or application) called 
!Boot in the root directory of the con.figured 
drive and, provided Opt 4 is set to 2, runs it. 
The technique proposed here makes use of 
another of the operating system's automatic 
processes which is less widely known. This 
is that whenever a directory of any disc is 
seen (i.e. when the viewer is opened on 
screen), each application in the viewer 
which has not been seen before is examined 

to test whether it contains an obey file 
entitled !Boot. If so, this file is run. 

You may have noticed, in this context, 
that it seems to take quite a long time to open 
the root directory of some discs after you 
have clicked on the disc drive icon, with 
much whirring of the drive (e.g. the 
Application discs supplied with the 
computer). The reason may well be that there 
are a large number of applications on the disc 
which are new to the computer and therefore 
with !Boot files to be found, read and run. 

The !Boot file of an application usually 
contains the instruction: 

Icor.Spri :es <ObeySDir>.!Spri:es 
This merges the application's identifying 
icon (contained in the file !Sprites) into the 
Wimp sprite area, although according to the 
PRM the instruction is not essential 
provided the sprite file is called !Sprites. The 
boot file may also contain other instructions 
to set up new filetypes and file runtypes. 
You can read more about application boot 
files in RISC User Volume 4 Issue 3 p.71 and 
in the PRM pp. 1716 and 1304-5. 

But how do we make use of the 
automatic running of the boot file contained 
in an application to achieve what we want? 
Begin by creating a new application 
directory in the root directory of any disc 
you want to boot. Its name must be unique -
i.e. it must not have been seen by the system 
before - otherwise it will be ignored. The 
name must begin with "!" to identify it to 
RISC OS as an application, and I suggest 
that, for the sake of identification, you give 
it a name which ends in "boot". For 
example, the boot application on my 
Ovation disc is called !OvBoot. You could 
help further to identify it as a boot 
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application by borrowing the !Sprites file 
from Alan Wrigley's Boot application on the 
April 1991 RISC User disc and copying it 
into your own application. Alternatively, 
you could design your own sprite using 
Paint. In any case, make sure that the sprite 
itself has the same name as the application 
but with all lower case letters (e.g. !ovboot). 

Now use Edit to create an Obey file 
which you will call !Boot when you save it 
to your new application (a boot file, and in a 
boot application to boot! - I couldn't resist it 
either, Alan). This need contain only two 
lines: 

IconSpr i tes <Obeyso:r>. ! Sp~ices 

Des:< mp -Fi le <0bey$Dir>. Deskoaot 

Next use Edit again to create a text file: 
call it DeskBoot and when complete, save it 
too into your application. DeskBoot should 
contain the instructions needed to 
accomplish whatever actions you require for 
this disc. In the case of my Ovation disc, I 
want it to run Ovation, copy a directory 
called Stylesheet to RAM disc, and open it 
up ready for use. So my DeskBoot file looks 
like this: 

Run adfs : :Ov?rogB .S. !Ovat ion 
Copy adfs :: OvP~og3 . S . S ty lesheet RA.~ : $ 

* -CR- V 

Filer_CloseDir adfs ::OvProgB .s 
Filer_OpenDir ::\AM:S.Scylesheet 

The Copy instruction assumes of course 
that I have a large enough RAM disc already 
configured. The parameters to Copy ensure 
that each of the files in directory Stylesheet 
are copied (R for recursive) without 
prompting for confirmation (-C) and 
without printing information on each file 
copied (- V, not verbose). Note that the 
Filer _CloseDir instruction closes the root 
directory of my Ovation program disc 
before opening the Stylesheet directory, now 
in the RAM disc. In effect, the root directory 
viewer for the disc will simply fail to open 
in the way you would normally expect it to 
do after clicking on its drive icon. I don't 

usually want to access any of the files 
contained in the Ovation disc root directory, 
so I don't need to see it. 

You will, of course, include in your 
DeskBoot file whatever commands you 
want carried out for your particular disc. 
You may notice the resemblance between 
DeskBoot and the file of the same name in 
Alan Wrigley's application; indeed, they can 
perform a similar set of ftmctions. Note too 
that the same constraints apply: to run an 
application, use the word Run and give the 
full pathname (see RISC User Volume 4 
Issue 6 p.65). 

Now, all I have to do to run Ovation, 
transfer my stylesheets to RAM and display 
them on screen, is to insert the disc in drive 
0 of my A3000 and click over the disc drive 
icon. If I subsequently decide I do, after all, 
want to look at the root directory of the 
Ovation program disc, clicking on the drive 
icon again will open it. This is because, as 
explained above, RISC OS behaves 
differently when asked to display a 
directory, depending on whether or not it 
has "seen" the applications in it before: the 
first time an application is seen, its boot file 
will be run, but subsequently the boot file 
will be ignored. In the absence of the filer 
instruction to close the viewer, normal 
service will be resumed! 

As well as containing a boot file in place 
of a run file there is one further difference 
between an application used to start up 
your computer (as described by Alan 
Wrigley) and one used to start a disc 
subsequently inserted into a disc drive (as 
described here). In the first case, Opt 4 must 
be set to 2, but in the latter, Opt 4 must be 
set to 0. To do this, insert your disc in drive 
0, press F12 and enter: 

1".ourn:. : 0 
Then type: 

O?'I 4 0 
and press Return to get back to the Desktop. 

fFJfJ!J 
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Following glowing reviews in the computer press ... 

... a new version of Des kEd it <V 1.20> 

has now been released 

with even more 
features for text 
editing and word 
p rocessing tasks. 
Basic and C 
source editing. 

A new single key 
save-and-runfeature tn Baste mode , permits virtually 
instantaneous testing of programs and applications as you edit 
them. To make Basic editing even easier, an automatic USTO I 
is applied when numbered programs are loaded (and the 
spaces are autornat.ically removed on saving). 

The tmpro11ed procedure andfimctton browser now lets 
you browse procedure and function definitions in both 
rlirrr-tinns (C:trl-n 1;i.kP.s vo11 10 che ne xt definition. while Ctrl -



Lingenuity's Presenter GTi -
Rob Cumming Investigates the competition for Graphbox Professional, which 
he reviewed Jn RISC User Volume 5 Issue 3. 

L ingenuity's new graph drawing package 
Presenter GTi sounds more like a sporty 

hatchback than a graph drawing program! 
Perhaps, I thought, in keeping with its 
name, it outputs the graphs in a handy 
Filofax-sized format ready for direct 
insertion into the diary. But no, none of 
these things. It is, however, a very nifty 
graph drawing package indeed. 

Presenter GTI comes on one disc with a 
60 page manual. When loaded, it occupies 
416K of memory but the package will grab 
more memory as data is fed in. Once 
installed, clicking Menu over the icon will 
reveal, in addition to the usual lnfo and 
Quit, an options menu. The options allow a 
choice of the way in which CSV files are 
imported - either as a vertical column of 
data (the default) or as a horizontal one. 

LOADING IN DATA 
Data can be loaded into Presenter GTi in 

a number of ways. Dragging a CSV file onto 
the GTI icon is the easiest way of getting 
started. The CSV file can be created from 
most spreadshee ts, or through a Basic 
program, or in Edit. The data can include 
labels for the graphs. Dragging more than 
one file in succession onto the GTi icon 
results in the production of a new datasheet 
for each data set. This is of no use if you 
want all the data to be on one graph. 
However, it is easy to load multiple data sets 
into memory by using the second method of 
loading data, via the GTI data sheet. 

Thus after loading the first set of data, 
the GTi data sheet appears on the screen, 
and by moving the cursor to the desired 
column for the new data set to be received, 
multiple column sets can be buil t up. I 
tested this facility by loading 6 files of about 
200 paired X and Y values, originally 
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formed on a PC which was logging a 
scientific instrument. 

SELECTING lHE lYPE OF GRAPH 
Once the data is loaded, clicking the 

Menu button produces a menu for all other 
operations. From this menu you can edit the 
data sheet (as mentioned), plot the graphs 
and save the data. Choosing the Grapli option 
gives another menu with the four types of 
graph: Line, Scatter, Pie, and Bar and Area. 
With the paired X-Y data, only the Scatter 
option is suitable. Selecting this produces a 
pictorial menu which allows the remaining 
selections to be made: principally the choice 
between Linear, semi log or double log scales. 

Selecting in this case Linear scales results 
in a graph being drawn with the default 
options. These can be changed but not saved 
as the GTi Save file option saves the data 
along with the settings, and cannot be used 
to generate graphs of the same format. So I 
had to select the correct font every time I 
used the package (the default is Trinity). 
Once the graph has been drawn, a very 
comprehensive set of style changes can be 
made. Thus you can choose: 

1. The data symbol: 11 point types are 
possible, including the usual filled and 
unfilled triangles, squares and circles. 

2. Whether to plot the symbols or join the 
points, or both. Thus with 200 points per 
data set, it is necessary to turn off the 
option for displaying the points and just 
use the Join point option. An annoying 
feature here is that it appears to be possible 
to change only one data line at a time. 

3. Line thickness and type (5 varieties of 
dotted line are possible, an important 
criterion for when monochrome graphs are 
required). 
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4. Colour of line or points. 

5. A line of best-fit to be plotted through 
any or all of the data sets. There is a facility 
to access the statistics associated with the 
degree of fit. 

Effect of lysis time on viscosity 
Shear stress versus shear rate 

: ~r /<{_' 
,' \ 

' j/_·.~=~· 
0 J- 1 .....-.---- ---...-; 

o ro ~ ro ~ 1001ro1~1ro1~~ 
shear rate 

Fig ure I . Example ofa Scattergraph produced from 
6 data fifes of paired X and Y values. NI colours 

were chdllged to black dlld white 
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Most of the other desirable parameters 
can be changed from the axes menus or 
options. Thus it is possible to have a box 
format in addition to the usual X axis and Y 
axis (see figure 1). An excellent feature of 
GTI is the facility to select a grid with lines 
on intermediate positions between labels. 
One can thus produce a graph as though it 
was on, say, millimetre graph paper. This is 
a boon to those of us in the field of 
education where it is often required to give 
students a graph from which accurate 
values can be read, and even gradients 
taken. 

Other features worth noting are: 

1. The ability to have the axes labelled in 
fixed point or exponential format (but this 
is not as neat as in GraphBox Pro, which 
uses just one multiplier for the whole axis 
rather than attaching a power of 10 with 
each label). 

2. Axes colour and thickness. 

3. Titles, a major and minor one (see figure 1 ). 

4. Position of origin when negative 
numbers are used. 

5. Inclusion of legends in either a 
horizontal or vertical position. A very 
useful facility is that the legend can be 
dragged to any position within the graph 
(for instance within the box of the graph 
itself). This could also be done in Draw, I 
guess, but it is a nice touch. 

6. Linear or logarithmic scales. 

OTHER TYPES OF GRAPH 
As would be expected, GTI produces bar 

charts in various forms. Thus vertical, 
horizontal and stacked his tograms are 
rapidly constructed. Prom the options 
menu, 30 and shadow rendering of the 
histograms are possible, a lovely feature, 
and almost standard nowadays. An 
excellent detail is the ability to control the 
position of the label on the X axis for each 
bar. It can start in the middle of the bar or at 
the furthest point to the left. The former 
often gives a much better appearance, if the 
label is short enough (see figure 2). 

The range of pie charts which can be 
produced is also fairly standard, but with 
easy selection from the picture menus of 
GTI. Thus you have control over whether to 
explode sections or not, or whether to 
include percentage labels. They can be 
rendered with shadows too. 

LINE GRAPHS 
GTi recognises whether the data set is 

continuous or not by the presence of a text 
label in the first column (this provokes the 
package to space the data out on the X axis 
in equal divisions). On selecting the Line 
graph option, a picture-style menu appears 
from which it is possible to select linear or 
logarithmic scales with or without the 
points shown. It was very easy to produce 
good looking graphs and to change from 
one style to another. I was disappointed 
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here with the logarithmic scaling routine in 
that although the program does the hard 
work of scaling the data and drawing the 
graph correctly, it refused to print the 
numbers on the logarithmic axis if the 
numbers are less than 1. Excellent labelling 
and pres en ta tion was obtained if the 
numbers were always greater than 1. 

OTHER FEATURES 
GTI comes with a tutorial written into the 

manual with accompanying graphs on disc. 
However, I was not able to test these, since 
they seem to require the Homerton font, 
which I do not have. This reinforces my 
earlier point of GTI's lack of control over the 
default values, particularly fonts. Most of the 
menu items are obtainable from key short
cuts, to speed things up, although the 
program is very quick and easy to use 
anyway. There is also a conversion utility to 
allow old Presenter files to be used with Gli. 
A Hot/ink facility is provided for linkage to 
spreadsheets supporting the same. 

J A 
250 r Ti 1 r 
200 ,, 

•oo f 
100 

50 ' 

Jan Fib Mat AfK May Jun .llA Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Figure 2. E.xdmple of d bdr chdrr. Note positioning of 
labels on X axis. giving a neat dppeardnce. The 30 
option has been chosen. together with a full grid. 

THE COMPETITION 
Of the two packages I have been able to 

test (GTi, Graphbox Pro), I would choose 
Graphbox Pro for scientific graphs. It 
scores because it has a number of facilities 
that others do not have. For example, you 
can label axes in mixed fonts combined 
with the use of superscripts (essential for 
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uni ts like "m'"), which cannot easily be 
done when the graph is imported into Draw. 
Similarly, Graphbox Pro's ability to write the 
Y axis label vertically, with correct 90° 
rotation of letters, gives very professional 
(and more readable) results. Also, Graphbox 
Pro can add real error bars to the data points 
(e.g. 95% confidence points). Other advantages 
are that Graphbox Pro can convert the 
screen to monochrome instantly, and has a 
built-in function plotter. 

GTi does have a few advantages over 
Graphbox Pro, however. The ability to have 
the axes in a box form and to draw a grid to 
give ruled paper are very useful points. In 
addition, GTi is much easier to use as 
everything is controllable from menus 
rather than SID files. 

GTi gives very good bar charts, pie 
cha rts and line graphs, with excellent 
control over the finished results. Graphbox 
Pro can produce much more of course, and 
again would be the choice for the serious 
user who needs the sheer variety available 
with Graphbox Pro or needs a particular 
type of graph not available on the other two 
packages. 

Neither of the packages can produce X-Y 
plots with two different Y scales, nor produce 
true scaled 3D X-Y-Z graphs. Both these 
features are available with PC software. 

CONCLUSION 
GTi is a powerful package and is very 

easy to use. It could be an alternative to the 
more expensive (but still reasonable) 
Graphbox Pro. Check its specification for 
your needs; you may not need Graphbox Pro. 
If you have simpler applications in mind, 
check whether or not RISC Developments' 
own Chartwell won' t do the job just as well. 

Product Presenter en 
Supplier lingenulty 

Wood Farm. Llnsread Magna. 
Hdlesworth. Suffolk IP/9 ODU. 
Te/.(0986) 85477 
Fa;c (0986) 85460 

Price: I82.19 lnc. VAT ffe.JJ!) 
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Archimedes Software 
- Banish Those Jaggy Blues! 

Disc 35 Trace 
• Trace converts Sprites into Draw files. 
• Sprite format clip art is cheap and plentiful. Draw clip art is expensive 

and usually has to be painstakingly drawn by hand. 
• Sprites take up lots of disc space. Draw files are smaller. 
• Scaled sprites have jagged edges. Draw files scale perfectly. 
•Unlike some programs, Trace will handle full colour sprites. Trace 

works automatically with no user help. 
•You can now use the powerful tools in Draw for manipulating Sprites. 
Comes with D2Font program for making outline fonts from Draw files. So 
you can scan your own fonts. Examples of Trace and D2Font included. 

Disc 7 • Chess Program for The Archimedes. 
A Chess program that takes full advantage of RISC OS, installing itself on the icon 
bar and running on the desktop in a window. You can work with other programs 
whilst you play Chess. Many features, computer play, hint, save games, edit etc. 
Rise User July 1991 said: "Chess is an absolute bargain .. playing at a comparable 
level it always beat Micro Power's offering .... this has to be the one to go for·. 

Disc 8 · CrossStar 2.XX Crossword puzzle solver 
Fully RISC OS compliant desktop Crossword puzzle solver. 200,000 word 
dictionary. Solves interlocking clues. Editable/user definable dictionaries. Saves 
grids as Draw files. Browse through dictionary. Check grid for new words. 

Disc 32 • Charm. High level language and environment. 
Charm, is a high level language similar to Pascal and C. This implementation, 
includes a compiler, linker and assembler, with an editor, and a desktop 
environment to use them. The Charm system is both fast and ideally suited to 
being used on 1 Mbyte and floppy machines. Demos with source, Chinese 
checkers and an arcade style game. An easy way to produce ARM code programs. 

Disc 33 ·Panorama. Your window on the World! 
180,000 coordinates outlining the lakes. rivers, continents, state boundaries etc. of 
the World and a program that can produce Draw files from them. You can make 
maps of any part of the world and then use them in OTP etc. programs. Includes 
the positions of nearly 1000 cities. Does simple, cylinder, Mercator and perspective 
projections. Can be used from a single floppy disc and requires no setting up. 

Disc 16 - Spark RISC OS Archive program 
Spark, allows you to store files and directories in archives in a compressed form. 
e.g. sprites often take up only 10% of normal space. Flies in archives, can be 
accessed just like files on disc. Reads all these formats, zoo, zip, lzh, UNIX and 
Archie Tar, Compress. Reads and writes PKarc, SEA/PC arc, uucode, atob, feet. 

Discs are £5.99 each, all inclusive. Buy four claim an extra one free! 

David Pilling, P.O. Box 22, Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool. FY51LR. 
Free Air Mail delivery on overseas orders. Extensive range of other Archimedes software 

available (programmers tools, games, utilities, clip art), please send for free list. 



Asse1Y1bler Worl<shop 
Square Root and Sort Routines 

Integer Square Root 
by Mark M oxon 

A calculation that is much used (for 
example in 30 graphics programming) is 
the square root function. There are various 
methods for calculating the square root of a 
number, but the one presented here is quick 
and small, and calculates the integer square 
root - i.e. the integral part of the square root, 
so the integer square root of 11 is 3 - which 
is usually all one needs in assembler as 
registers can only hold integers. 

To use the program, simply type it in 
and run it. It includes example code to caU 
the routine, which is done simply by placing 
the number to be rooted in A%, and then 
calling the routine by USRisqrt, which will 
return the answer, for example: 

A%=1234 
R%=USRisqrt 

will return 35, the integer square root of 
1234, in R%. 

HOW IT WORKS 
To describe the algorithm, it is necessary 

to introduce an operator ++ which "tacks" 
bits on to the least significant end of a 
binary number, thus: 

1010 ++ 1 = 10101 
1101 ++ 10 = 110110 

Let 'b' be the number to be rooted, and 'a' be 
the answer from the algorithm. Then the 
algorithm is as follows (using temporary 
variables s, t and u): 

1. Put s =O and a =O. If b contains an odd 
number of bits then put b=O++b. 

2. Put the two most significant bits of b into t. 

3. Put s=s++t and u=a++Ol. 

4. If s> =u then put s =s- u and a=a ++ l , 
otherwise put a=a++O. 

5. Go back to step 2, getting the next two most 
significant bits ofb until we have used all ofb. 

As an example, let' s take the number 
%10111 (23 in decimal). The method goes as 
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follows (all numbers are in binary and the 
left hand numbers represent the step 
number being executed): 

1. s=O and a=O and b=OlOlll 
2. t:=Ol 
3. s=O++Ol=l and u=O++Ol=l 
4. s>=u so s=l-1=0 and a=O++l=l 
2. t=Ol 
3. s=O++Ol=l and u=l ++01=101 
4. S<U SO a=l ++0=10 
2. t=ll 
3. s=l++ll=lll and u=lO++Ol=lOOl 
4. s<u so a=lO++O=lOO 
5. All done 

So the answer is 100 (4 decimal). 

10 RE.X >ISQrt 
20 REM Program Integer Square Root 
30 RU-: Vers ion Al .O 
4C RE~ Author Mark Maxon 
50 REM R!SC User May 1992 
60 RE.~ Program Subject co Copyrigh: 
70 REM Not Public Domain 
80 : 
90 O:M code% 256 

100 FOR pass%=0 TO 2 srE? 2 
110 P%=code% 
120 (OPT pass% 
130 . i sqrt 
14C MOV ?.2,~%11 

15D MOV R3 , no 
160 MOV R0.~0 

no ~ov R7, 11 0 
:SO 1-!0V RB.~l 
190 . i sqrtl 
200 1-!0V RC,RO,~SL&l 

21C AND R6 , R2 ,Rl, LSR R3 
220 ORR R7,R6,R7,LSL~2 

230 ADD R5 , R8,R0,LSLU1 
240 C)IP R7 , RS 
250 SUBGE R7,R7,R5 
260 ADJGE RO, RO ,rl 
270 SUBS R3 , R3,R2 
290 BPL 
290 MOV 
3~0 l 

:sqrtj_ 
PC,R14 

310 NEXT pass% 
320 : 
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30 

330 RE?E.AT 
340 INPU:' ' N;JJ11be:: ', B% 
350 ?RI~l' ' Root is ' ;CSRisqr: 
36C l.C,"':IL :A:.SE 
370 E.\l) 

ArmSort 
by David Beaumont 

Sorting numbers into order is a vital part 
of many applications - databases need a fast 
sorting algorithm, for example. The 
importance of sorting is shown by the 
inclusion of a heap sort routine in RISC OS -
the SW/ OS_HeapSort (see A Desktop File 
Sorter in Volume 4 Issue 10). 

The assembly listing provided here 
implements a sort tha t outperforms 
OS_HeapSort when sorting large arrays of 
integers. It assembles a routine in the DIMed 
area sort. To use the routine, set A% to be the 
number of the first element in the array 
(usually 0), set B% to be the number of the 
last element in the array (here it's max_n%-l 
because numbering starts from 0), and set 
(% to point to the array (here stored at any). 
Then calling the routine by CALL sort will 
sort the array. The listing given performs a 
sort of an array with a user-defined number 
of elements, and compares the times taken by 
ArmSort and OS_HeapSort. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The sorting method itself is not an 

obvious one like Bubble Sort or Insertion 
Sort, but for those of you who are interested 
in the workings of the program, the 
algorithm is listed below. It uses the so
called "divide and conquer" method, in 
which a problem is broken down recursively 
into sma ller steps, which are then solved 
and recombined to solve the whole problem. 
Assuming we are sorting an array arr[] of n 
elements, the algorithm goes as follows: 

1. Put a'=O and b'=n-1. These two variables 
point to the sta rt and end of the array to 
be sorted. 

2. Set a =a', b=b' and m=(a+b)/2. Put 
mO=arr[m). 

3. Put aO=arr[a]. If aO>mO then put a=a+l 
and repeat this step. 

4. Put bO=arr[b]. If mO>bO then put b=b-1 
and repeat this step. 

5. If a<=b then put arr[a)=bO, arr[b]=aO, 
a=a+l, b=b-1. U a<=b then go to 3. 

6. If a' <b then sort array recursively with 
b'=b (i.e. go to 2 with b'=b and when sort 
is complete, carry on from here). 

7. If a<b' then sort array recursively with 
a'=a (i.e. go to 2 with a'=a and when sort 
is complete, carry on from here). 

8. End - sort is complete. 

10 REX 
20 REX Program 
30 REX Versior: 

>AilnSort 
Asser:ibler So::t 
Al.0 

40 REM Author Javid Beaumcnt 
50 REM RISC User May 1992 
60 REM Program Subject to Copyright 
70 REM Not Public Domain 
80 : 
90 1-!0DE 0 

:co I~PUT 'N~~ber of elements in srray 
• , max_:i% 

i:c JIM sort :~4 
120 JIX arry ~ • (rr.ax_r.%) 
ljC JIY, arry2 ' ' (rrax_r.%) 
l<C base=:l:co~r.t=l2 
15C :oR ?asst:C :o 2 STEP 2 
160 P%=S0rt 
170 (OP:' ;>asst 
183 MDV base,R2 
190 .s:: 
230 S:-MFJ R:J!,{R:4) 
210 MOV R2,RJ :XOV R3,Rl 
220 ADJ co~n: , RC,Rl 

230 MOV coun:,cou:it ,LSR=l 
240 :DR R,,'.base , co~nt, :5:42 ] 

250 . labl 
260 :DR RS,:base ,R2 ,LSLF2 ] 
270 CMP R5 ,R4 
280 A:>DGT R2 ,R2, Rl:BGT labl 
290 . lab2 
300 :OR R6 , :base ,R3 , LSLij2] 
310 CMP R4,R6 
323 SUBG: R3 , R3 ,F : :sG: :ab2 
333 CXP R2 ,R3:BGT :ao3 
340 STR R6 , [base,R2,:S:ij2 ] 
350 STR R5 , [base , R3,:s:~2] 
36C .?J)C R2,R2,~l : S~5 R3,R3 ,¥: 
37C . lab3 
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380 CXP R2,R3 :B:E :aol 
390 C~P RC,R3:8GE : ao4 
400 STMFJ R:3!, ( R: } :~CV Rl,R3 
4:3 SL sr:::DM:D R:3!,(Rl} 
QC .:ab( 
00 O!P R2. :n : 3:;:, :abS 
443 ST~FD Rl3 ., (RC! :XCV RC,R2 
450 E: sr: :LCM?J R:3!,'.R0} 
46C . :ao5 
47C LDMFJ R:3!,{?C; 
4BC ] 
490 NEXT 
530 

620 ?RU:T 'Check:ng .. • 
630 deal\=! arry 
640 FOR i%=1 TO nax_r.%-1 
650 d:a2%=arry!(i%*41 
66C :F d:a2%>d:al% TH'.:.X ?R:NT ' Fa::ed! 

' :F..'IC 
67C dta:%=cta2% 
680 NEJC 
69C PRI~'T 'A.."mSOrt too~ ' ;:~~e_taker./:C 

C; • se:oncs • 
700 ?RIKT ' HeapSortir.g . . ' 
710 start_:"~e=TIM:. 

51C ?RI:-IT 'Ge:ieratir.g Rar.dor.. Numbers .. 
723 SYS ' CS_HeapSort',max_n%,arry2,l 
730 ti:ne_taken=TI~E-starc_tir.e 

523 FCR i%=0 TO max_n%- l 
530 nujber%=R.~0(1CC00) -500C 

540 arry ! (:%•4)=number% 
550 arry2 ! (i%*4l =nu:nber% 
560 NEXT 
570 ?RI~T 'Ar.:iSortir.g . . • 
580 s:art_tirr.e=:':M:. 
590 A%=0 :3%=max_n%-l :C%=arry 
60C CA:.L sort 
610 ti:ne_ta'.~en='I'I~E-star:_t:.me 

ASOOO 
Acom·s new machine. offering RISC OS 3. multisync: 
moni1or. ARM3. and 40Mb hard disc. A5000 
compulers are nonnaUy shipped with 2Mb of RAM. 
bul curreolly an e.'ttra 2M b {4Mb total) is supplied 
free or charge wit.h the systems below; 

ASOOO wi1h 4Mb RAM £1499 
ASOOO Leaming curve (4Mb RAM) £1 531 

A5000 memory 
Upgrades your 2Mb ASOOO 10 a toial of 4Mb. Fas1 
RAM ond a high qualiiy 4-layer circuil board (as 
recommended by Acom). Easy 10 fil. plug-in 
construc tion. No soldering needed. Money-back 
guaranree. 

2Mb upgrade (4Mb total) £99 
(Special offer - 1his board is supplied free of charge 
wi1h 1he ASOOO sys1ems above). 

Educational and quantity discounts are available. 

Prices exclude VAT. Further infonnation 
and free price list from; 

HO PR:NT ' Checking .. ' 
750 dta1%=!arry2 
760 FOR i\=1 TO max_r.%-1 
770 dta2%=arry2 ! ( i \ • 4) 
780 IF dta2%<dta:i THEN PRINT ' Failed! 

' :END 
790 dtal\=dta2% 
800 NEXT 
810 PRI~T 'HeapSort took ';time_taker./ : 

CC ;' seconds ' 
320 F..'IC fjfJ(Jj) 

A310 memory 
2Mb - £99 4Mb - £163 

The 2Mb card may be upgraded loier 10 !he full 4Mb. 
Compatible with ARM3s. backplanes. hard discs etc. U.ger 
OS ROM opcion. Low power consump1ion. High quality four
layer circuirry and 1 no-quibble money·back guaran1ee. A near 
a11d long lasri11g upgrade. I.com Uur. Wt htl\'t! had o lot of 
'"''Y positfrefudback obout tht IFEL mtmory upgrades. 
l.rcl11l't. 

We have been upgradins A310 compute~ for over 1wo years. 
In 1ha1 1ime. nol a single upgrade which we have fined has 
developed a fauh nnd needed repair. 

Write or phone for our detailed data sheet on this upgrade. 
Educational disoounts available. 

A3000 memory corner 
Upgrade to 2Mb £55 
Upgrade to 4Mb £140 
Bare board £25.50 
These upgrades arc very ensy 10 fit. and use jus1 8 
chips to minimise power consump1ion . The bare board 
has high quoliiy lumed pin sockels for 1he RAM 
chips. Gold pla1ed connec1ors ensure long 1erm 
reliability. Money-back guaran1ee. 

:E IFEL, 36 Upland Drive, Derriford, P lymouth PL6 6BD. (0752) 847286. Fax 840029 ~ 
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Reviewed by Richard Hallas 

L ongman Logotron's Notate is a music 
composition application, targeted 

primarily at the educational market. At first 
sight it looks somewhat like Maestro and 
Rhapsody, but the facilities it offers, and the 
way in which they are presented, are quite 
different. 

THE PACKAGE 
Notate comes on two discs in a very 

attractive sturdy box which also contains 
a manual, a reference sheet and a 
registration card with a tear-off function 
key strip. The large A4 manua l is 
exceptionally well produced, and 
contains a substantial section on using 
Notate in the classroom, with numerous 
well-conceived ideas for teachers to use. 
The quality of presentation and the 
content are absolutely first rate. 

Of the two discs, the first contains 
the main Notate application, numerous 
example files and a few voice modules, 
whilst the second is devoted entirely to 
extra instrument sounds. The example 
files are in a very wide range of styles, from 
Bach to Blues via Teddy Bears' Picnic! 
Many of the examples have been composed 
specially to demonstrate different kinds of 
music; all are of a very high quality. In 
addition to the complete examples there are 
also a number of unfinished pieces and 
simple ideas. These are referred to directly 
in the teachers' section of the manual, and 
are designed to be completion or 
composition exercises for pupils . A number 
of rhythmic patterns and templates are also 
provided, giving a very comprehensive 
selection all round. Obviously, a lot of time 
has gone into producing a sensibly 
balanced selection of example files and 
exercises. 

The seventy voice modules provided ~re 
of a similarly high quality, with some 
particularly realistic sounding instrumental 
samples, such as the vibraphone. In addition 
to the normal single-instrument modules, 
there are a number of kits, including drum 
kits, where each different note produces a 
different instrumental sound. These are 
helpfully summarised on the reference card. 

IN USE 
Notate can be configured to load up a 

selection of voices automatically, which it 
will remove again when quit. If you load a 
file which uses a voice that is not currently 
installed, Notate will try to find the voice 
on the disc, and if it cannot, it will search 
through a series of floppies or use a 
substitute voice. The way in which voices 
are handled is very comprehensive. 

Notate can handle up to four pieces at 
once, and data can be copied between them 
quite freely. Each window has a colourfu l 
set of tape recorder-style controls above the 
top of the score, and this area contains the 
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other elements used to create the pieces, 
including notes, rests and accidentals. The 
longest note value available is a semibreve 
(this is reasonable) whilst the shortest is a 
semiquaver, which is, I feel, rather restricting. 
Since Notate is intended for use in education, 
it can be customised to a certain extent and 
simplified for less advanced pupils. It has 
three levels of difficulty, and the first is very 
simple, providing only quaver, crotchet and 
minim notes and rests. The second level adds 
dotted notes, semibreves, a comprehensive 
set of repeat marks, sharps and flats, whilst 
the third also gives access to semiquavers, 
naturals and ties. Various other options are 
available, such as viewing the score in two 
sizes. 

Previewing a composition 

Notate provides up to eight lines of 
music. Each line can only hold one musical 
part, but the extra clarity gained is quite 
sufficient justification for this, especially as 
it is a learning tool. There is also provision 
to control MIDI instruments, and to import 
and export MIDI files. A small mixer 
window can be called up to modify the 
relative volumes and stereo positions of the 
voices, and you can listen to one voice alone 
via the solo buttons in this window. 

One of the most publicised features of 
Notate is its word processor-like cut and 
paste facility. You simply drag across a line 
of music to highlight it as you would a line 
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of text, and then use the same standard 
keyboard shortcuts or menu options for cut, 
copy and paste as you would in a word 
processor. Notate will not allow you to enter 
too many beats into a bar, and of course 
vertical alignment is performed 
automatically. Dragging a note with Select 
will edit its position, whilst clicking on any 
musical symbol with Adjust will take a copy 
of it, which can then be dragged to any 
other bar or stave. Another excellent feature 
is the Transpose edit option, which can be 
used to transpose the whole piece, a single 
track or, very usefully, a marked section. All 
this adds up to the best musical entry 
system I have encountered in this kind of 
program. 

In addition to the single-part lines, 
chords can be used by clicking on the chord 
symbol in the top area of the window. The 
note palette changes into a keyboard and a set 
of eight chord buttons. Chords can then be 
dragged to the music area. However, four 
voices must be sacrificed to use the chords, 
and you can only have one harmony per bar. 

Files can be saved in Notate, Maestro or 
MIDI format, but because of the chord 
facility, Maestro files are only saved with the 
first four parts. 

The printout facilities are quite 
comprehensive and work via the normal 
RISC OS drivers. Music can be printed in 
three sizes in either portrait or landscape 
formats, and there are various other options. 
A useful preview window is also provided. 
The quality of the printout is reasonable, 
although it only uses sprites for the musical 
symbols and the system font for text. 
Anyway, it should provide a good deal of 
satisfaction for pupils to see their work 
printed out. 

CRITICISMS 
Notate proved to be a very sturdy and 

reliable program. Some small points could 
be improved upon (for example, it would be 
nice to be able to drag the volume sliders 
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rather than having to use the arrows, and 
the pointer has to be positioned quite 
precisely when copying symbols), but my 
main criticism is that the most advanced 
d ifficulty level does not provide enough 
faciliti es for older pupils. Notate does not 
currently allow changes of key o r time 
signature, and each part can only have one 
instrumental sound. In a future version, l 
hop e Longman will consider adding at 
least one more difficulty level, which 
should give access to demisemiquavers and 
changes of key and time signature. A 
further level might also allow changes of 
instrumentation, tempo and dynamics. 

The chord facility is a bit limited, too, 
with only one harmony per bar. nus could 
be improved, and I can see no good reason 
why Maestro files are only saved with the 

delight to use. School children will find it 
great fun, and very rewarding: I can think of 
few be tter ways of teaching m usic to 
children initially than through a stimulating 
medium such as this. Music can and should 
be treated as a game for young children, and 
playing with Notate will prove to be quite 
compelling and educationally valuable. Of 
course, Notate is equally well suited for 
learning mus ic at home. The manual is 
absolutely excellent, but the program is so 
easy to use that the tutorial section, at least, 
is hardly needed. 

top four parts intac t. Also, the cho rd ~1 ~~~~~~ff:ill~~ii!~~!!~· 
facility is the same for all difficul ty levels: I iU:J 
think it should be removed from level one, i'TimrniT'\ '" ' 
and simplified for level two. A split 
window facility is provided, though this is 
less useful than it might have been 
because you cannot mov e the split 
windows sideways separa tely, so it is not 
possible to view a score at two points 
simultaneously. Such a facility would have 
improved the cut and paste features. 

Nota te is less than perfect with 
multisync modes, as there are some small 
problems with the horizontal alignment of 
stave l ines. As many schools will be 
buying ASOOOs with multisync monitors, 
display aspec ts such as this should be 
neatened up. At the moment Notate also 
allows you to leave bars partially empty, 
which it then treats as rests . This should 
really be discouraged in a sch ool, as 
children must not learn sloppy notation, 
jus t as they should not lea rn s lop py 
English grammar. 

CONCLUSIONS 
As an educational product, Notate is a 

top class piece of software. Its editing 
facilities are very good indeed, and it is a 

Notate 

Notate's lnformadon window 

At the moment No tate's facilities are 
quite limited, and nowhere near as 
extensive as those provided by Rhapsody, 
although given the targeted market this is as 
it should be. I do hope that Longman will 
add at least one more difficulty level in 
future, as Notate is currently much better 
s uited to those new to music, and older 
pupils may find it quite restr icting. 
However, as it stands, Notate is a valuable 
educa tional product, and is highly 
recommended. 

Product Nott11e 
Supplier Longman Lo9orron. 

124 (.ambrfd!Je Science Pdrlc. 
Mltron R.oad, 
(.ambrid!JC C84 4ZS. 
Tel (0223) 425558, 
Fax (0223) 425349 

Price .£59.00 inc. VAT fFlO!J 
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Music Composition from Longman Logotron 

Reviewed by Richard Hallas 

L ongman Logotron's Notate is a music 
composition application, targeted 

primarily at the educational market. At first 
sight it looks somewhat like Maestro and 
Rhapsody, but the facilities it offers, and the 
way in which they are presented, are quite 
different. 

lliE PACKAGE 

The seventy voice modules provided ~re 
of a similarly high quality, with some 
particularly realistic sounding instrumental 
samples, such as the vibraphone. In addition 
to the normal single-instrument modules, 
there are a number of kits, including drum 
kits, where each different note produces a 
different instrumental sound. These are 
helpfully summarised on the reference card. 

Notate comes on two discs in a very llln:=l''r •. ~ .. nnaa;;:::-a:::::;c::w 



Dynamic Systems Visual --
by LG.Kirby 

T he program given here creates a beautiful 
display based on dynamic systems. It 

isn't a Desktop application, so it's extremely 
short, and the effect is well worth the effort of 
typing it in. A picture is constructed pixel by 
pixel, changing colours as it does so; this is 
repeated until the user gets fed up. Although 
intended as a screen saver (i.e. an application 
that prevents "burn-out" on your monitor by 
constantly changing the display), it produces 
a ttrac tive pa tterns and can be rather 
satisfying to watch. 

The program works as follows. The 
parameters a, b and c are chosen at random 
using the func tion FNrand; the numbers 
returned are partiaUy determined by a limit 
Ho/o, also chosen at random. Within a loop, the 
position of the next pixel (x,y) to be coloured is 
determined by operating on the old values of 
x and y to obtain new values of x and y as 
follows (using z as a temporary variable): 

z = y - SG~(x) *SQR{A3S!b*x-c)) 

y = a - x 
x = z 

Another loop changes the colour of the pixel 
being plotted (held in C%). When the colour 
has changed a g iven number of times, as 
given by L% (set to 10 in the example 
program), the current pattern terminates and 
the next one is generated with new random 
num bers. The technique was described in 
Scientific American, November 1986. 

The user can interact with the program 
in one of three ways. Pressing Escape 
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terminates the program as may be expected; 
pressing Space terminates the current 
pattern and starts the next; and pressing"." 
means that the current pattern will not 
automatically terminate, but will continue 
forever or until the user presses Space or 
Escape; the character "." is displayed at the 
top left-hand corner to indicate th.is. 

10 REM >Dynamic 
20 REM Program Dynamic Visual 
30 R£l! Version . ..: .o 
40 R:::l! Au:hor L.G .Kirby 
50 REM RISC User ~ay 1992 
60 REM Program Subject to Copyright 
70 REM Not Public Domain 
80 : 
90 O~ ERROR PROCerror 

100 s%=ASC' ' :d%=ASC' .' 
110 RE?EAT 

. 120 :%=10:x=RND( -TIME) :next%=FA:SE 
130 REPEAT 
140 H%=RND(20) 
150 a=FNrand :b=FNrand :c=FNrand 
16C fac=l50/(ABSa+ABSb•ABScl 
17C ~OJ£ 12 : 0FF : OR:GI~ 6, 0,512 
180 x=O :y =O : C\=R.~:>(7) : J\=0 

19C REPEAT 
200 J%•=l :C%=:C%+1}MOD7+1:GCOL C% 
210 FOR I% =0 ':'O 2000 
220 z:y-SGNx'SQRABS(b'x-c) 
230 y=a-x :x=z 
240 POI~'T fac • (y-x-a ), :'ac• (y-x} 
250 A\=IXKEY(O) 
260 IF A\ =s% I% =2000 :next\:TRUE 
270 IF A% =d% J %=L%.l :?RINTTA8(0 , 0) " 

280 NEXT 
290 UN':'IL J\:~% OR next% 
300 ~er: next% 
310 t.~T:L :'ALSE 
320 2.\"J 
330 : 
340 DEF FNrand=RND( l) ' RND( H%l ' SGN(RND( 

1)-0 .5) 
350 : 
360 DEF PROCerror 
370 OX E.~::<QR OFF 
380 ox 
390 PRINT REPORTS ;" 
400 ENDPROC 

at line "; ERL: END 
fftl[Jj} 
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RISC User Disc Contents 
Wimp Function/Procedure Llbrary Part I 

1he demonstration 
application 
provided here 
includes the first 
instalment of the 
Wimp library, 
which wiU provide 
a collection of 
routines to make 

creating multi-tasking applications much easier. This 
month the library concentrates on creating and 
displaying windows. 

Assembler Workshop: Integer Square 
Root and Fast Sort Routine 

integer square 
root of a number to be calculated, which is very useful 
in3D graphics for example. The second implements a 
fast integer array sort which outperforms the 
operating system's Heap Sort with large arrays. 

SWI Name/Number 
Converter for Basic 
Programs 
The SysCon application allows in. !Runl..ag,)~ 
SYS calls in Basic programs to 
be converted between using 
full strings and using numbers. 
The latter call is executed much"'--------' 
more quickly than the former, but strings makes the 
program much easier to follow. A method of 
switching quickly between the two will make testing 
easy while at the same time speeding up the program. 

Creating Draw Flies from Basic (Part 2) 

Bold SwissB 

Italic Palad1-·11 

: R~~\angle . · 
li•• 

This example program (described in the magazine) 
uses the CDraw libra ry of procedures to produce a 
Draw file consisting of a number of text objects and 
line drawings in a variety of fonts and styles. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS REFERRED 
TO IN THE MAGAZINE 

Gmgster Outline Font 

6ongs fer. trnlfc: 
RBCO£F6H/JKLMNOPQRSTUU/11HYZ 
the quick brown foH jumps 
over the lozy dog 
1 · # S 'f.£Y0••, -.1012 :s4567B9:;<- > ?ii>t 1r _ ·m
VootJ(}PYHN .... ac./• r,. _J fl• "<> ""',, ·-- lEtB'1// 

ilt£ <> "1'1f'0 1« •· lP - . I!.1 ')J 'I', •!!» I"11i. 
AFlfiifRRFE~tiftl1i10NtifJ/it10xBUUU/JY~D 
ilofi6llBl13t;tMee I If I dntJ6iiiiii+otiuOii!}O!} 

The Gangster font is an interpretation of the Chicago 
font available on the Apple Macintosh. The Gangster 
font has four faces: the standard Medium and 
Oblique, and a version which is wider than normal 
called Emphatic (also with an Oblique face). 

CJallery Sprite Viewer 

Gallery is an easy to use multi-tasking application for 
viewing sprites in any mode. The sprites can be 
displayed with various palettes regardless of the 
Desktop mode in use. 

All of these powerful applications and 

Notate: Music Composition from Longman Logotron 

rather than having to use the arrows, and 
the pointer has to be positioned quite 
precisely when copying symbols), but my 
main criticism is that the most advanced 
difficulty level does not provide enough 
facilities for older pupils. Notate d oes not 
currently allow changes of key or time 
signature, and each part can only have one 
ins trumental sound. In a future version, I 
hope Longman will consider adding at 
least one more difficulty le vel, which 
should give access to demisemiquavers and 
c hanges of key and time signature. A 
further level might also a llow changes of 
instrumentation, tempo and dynamics. 

The chord facility is a bit limited. too. 

delight to use. School children will find it 
great fun, and very rewarding: I can think of 
few better ways of teaching music to 
children initially than through a stimulating 
medium such as this. Music can and should 
be treated as a game for young children, and 
playing with Notate will prove to be quite 
compelling and educationally valuable. Of 
course, Notate is equally w ell suited for 
learning music at home. The manual is 
absolutely excellent, but the program is so 
easy to use that the tutorial section, at least, 
is hardly needed. 
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C Notebook: C Source Code for 
Template Flies 
This C source will scan a loaded template file and 
replace all relevant carriage retum character.. with 
null characters. This make!> sure that text string~ in 
template files are all null-terminated which makes it 
easier to extract the strings in C. 

Multisync Mode Extender Module 

..... 
The mode extender module 
enables normal non-multisync 
monitors to display modes 18 
to 21 {albeit rather flickery), 
which can normally only be 
used on multisync monitor.. . 
This can be handy when using 
the PC Emulator, as described 
in this issue. 

Printer Cal/brat/on Sheet Generator 
This application prints 
horizontal and vertical 
rulers on your printer 
which extending across 
the full page width and 
height The rulers are 
calibrated so that they 
begin at the left hand side 
of the page and at the 
bottom of the page respec· 

... 
;a U • H MI ... 

tively. This permits accurate setting up of page sizes in 
printer drivers, as discussed in lnlo the An: thi~ month. 

BONUS ITEMS 

Draw Ruler 
A Draw file which contains 
two rulers, graduated in 
centimetres, which can be 

Ml WU• ,., "'~' used to measure objects in 
~ Draw files (see last month'~ 

imperial equivalent). 
~ I 

-
Flle Access Changer . ___ ..... ,_ ., 

This application allows ~ RHd llrih Locked 
the access rights of 0 IHd llrih 
directories and files to be O leu Locked 
changed. The type of O Locbd 
access is set through an 
easy to use dialogue box, and files can be locked and 
unlocked recursively throughout a directory structure. 

RU Ii rB c • 
scUstr !Rssellbhr !Ctt111 ICNohb0tk 

IT ~ • til 
!Draljjluler !Oyna11ic !Foil I Gill I try 

• i s [Q] 
!lndn !Lock !lltrtt !llllltilWt 

~ ~ SllI .... ~ 
!Print Cal !Scrap !S91Con !SystH 

~ • Cl 

The Text.Head applkation is designed to assist file 
management by rapidly extracting a non-printing 
heading, inserted at the start of a DeskEdi t flle, for 
easy fi le identification. 

Example Notate Flle in Maestro Fonnat 
This musical piece ••• 1 ~ 9 f 
was prepared in 
Notate and 
exported as a 
Maestro file. The 
music is the Fugue 
in A major, Op.87 
No.7 by Dmitri 
Shostakovich. Our 
multi-tasking 
Maestro file player 
(to enable the tune f ~ • ll f 11 • • - - I ~ 1 : 
to be played in the 
Desktop) is also included. 

Wlndow£d Demonstration Version 
A demo~tration version of the comprehensive 

Window Ed 
template editor, 
reviewed in last 
month's RISC 
User. This 
version is 
complete, except 
that template 
files cannot be 
saved after 
editing. 

ArcScan indexes for this issue of 
R1SC User and BEEBUG Vol.10 No.10. 

a selection of bonus iterns for only £4. 75 



Archi11Jedes Disc Rescue 

38 

Martyn Lovell looks at this potentially life-saving package from LOOKsystems. 

I t's easy to become complacent about discs. 
They seem so reliable, especially as one can 

now throw a 3.5" Aoppy at the wall with no 
visible ill effect. It's just so easy to come to 
rely on hard discs and become blase about 
backing up. I discovered this to my cost a 
couple of years ago when I lost two weeks' 
programming as a result of my A440's hard 
drive dying irretrievably. 

Making regular backups is one insurance 
against data loss, though it's not made any 
easier by Acorn's failure to provide a built-in 
means of hard disc backup, even in RISC OS 
3; there are, however, already commercial 
products (such as Rise Developments' Hard 
Disc Companion) that come to the rescue 
here. Another safeguard is to ensure one has 
tools that will help one pluck data from the 
jaws of a corrupted disc. LOOKsystems' 
Archimedes Disc Rescue is one such package, 
designed to enable the repair of discs and 
recovery of data. 

The package consists of four RISC OS 
based applications: DiscEd, FixMap, Recover 
and RepairDir. The version I received came 
with a pre-release copy of the printed manual: 
documentation is currently also supplied on 
the disc. The maste r discs are not copy
protected, so installation was simple: 1 just 
dragged the applications to my hard disc. I 
also put copies on my emergency system disc 
that conta ins repair software that may be 
useful if my hard disc dies again. 

DiscEd 
The main application is OiscEd, a tool for 

inspection and modification of flopp y and 
hard discs. When its icon is clicked it opens a 
window containing data from the default 
drive. This contains the disc's first sector 
represented in both hexadecimal and ASCll. A 
pane (similar in behaviour to Draw's toolbox) 
hangs from the bottom of this window, and 
allows one to use the mouse or keyboard to 
move to any part of the disc. It is also possible 
to alter any byte or word. 

&SCU41h 

-------~' :::::: 

The Disc Editor application 

A menu allows one to move around the 
disc, find data, check or repair disc cont rol 
structures and mark blocks, but infuriatingly 
blocks cannot be marked with the mouse. A 
set of key shortcuts are also available, but 
these are fairly annoying, for example Ctrl
Shift-S followed by Ctrl-Shift-1 sets a marker. 
If you accidentally release one of the Shift 
keys, the disc will be edited instead. Once a 
block is marked, it can be saved as a file, 
providing a simple means of data recovery. 

A key concept for DiscEd is the disc 
record . This is a fi le which contains data 
describing the format of a hard or Aoppy disc. 
The program comes with disc record files for 
many popular formats. These files can be used 
to tell OiscEd what format a disc should have 
when that disc has become so corrupted that 
Oise Ed can no longer work out what type it is. 
In a couple of cases during my tests, I 
corrupted a disc so much that DiscEd would 
crash when I tried to edit it, and the only way 
l could fix such discs was to load the disc 
record file for that format. 

When I first got Archimedes Disc Rescue it 
incorrectly recognised my D format hard disc 
as an E format one. LOOKsystems were very 
helpful, and dispatched a new version to me 
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Archimedes Disc Rescue 

quickly. While l was waiting, I was able to use 
a disc record file to convince the software to 
ignore its instincts and trea t my hard disc as D 

"format. 

I also found that DiscEd opera ted too 
slowly. Its redrawing was sluggish when I 
moved t o a new sector, and edi t ing o f 
individual disc bytes a lso seemed poor. 
Fortunately, the all-important search functions 
seemed to work at a respectable speed. 

THE OTHER APPLICATIONS 
The FixMap application is intended to 

repair disc maps tha t the ADFS command 
*CheckMap reports as corrupt. On D format 
discs this is achieved by looking through the 
directory structure and find ing out where all 
the files are. The fixes performed on E format 
discs are necessari ly much less sa ti sfactory: 
the program can either 'correct' the map's 
checksum or swap copies of the map. Neither 
of these actual ly ensures the map is now 
correct, but they wiU, at least, let you access a 
corrupted disc. 

RepairDir can be used to add, edit and 
delete directory entries, which can allow 
access to a directory that reports itself as 
broken. The user interface for this program is 
not very helpful: instead of presenting all the 
directory entries in a Filer-style window, they 
are presented one at a time in a dialogue box, 
a nd must be moved through using arrow 
icons. 

Recover is a similar tool for files. You can 
can drag a file with a corrupt section to the 
Recover icon and then have it copied (with 
holes for its corrupt portions) to another disc. 
Alternatively, if you have found some deleted 
data using DiscEd you can enter its position 
on disc into the recover dialogue box and 
write that section of disc to another. 

THE PACKAGE IN USE 
During the course of this review, T tried 

various tests, corrupting discs and files in a 
number of ways. Most of the time the 
applica tions performed satisfactorily, and I 
was able to recover my data. However, some 
ser iously corrupted discs made the 
applications crash, in which cases I had to use 
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a disc record to load them into DiscEd, and 
then repair them partially by hand before I 
could use the other tools on them. It would be 
useful if one could use a disc record with all 
the tools, not just Disc Ed. 

Luckily (or rather u nl uckily) I a lso 
accidenta lly deleted a real file. 1 was able to 
use DiscEd to search for a string I knew to be 
in the C source code contained in the file. I 
then used Recover to retrieve the file. It was 
fortunate that the file was in text format as it 
would not have been so easy to find a more 
complex file format. Documents that are 
stored as directories (from Impression, for 
example) would have been even harder still. 

The pre-release documentation supplied 
with the program was we ll p resented but 
patchy in content. There were very good 
background sections on how da ta is stored on 
disc, and the control s tructures used by RlSC 
OS to track files . Howeve r, the sections 
describing the applications are cursory and 
badly o rganised. For example, the Recover 
program, which can be used to grab deleted 
files from the disc, is described before DiscEd, 
which must be used to find those files. The 
text would benefit from being rewritten with 
the novice in mind. There are also mistakes: 
for example, the 'grandfather, father, son' 
backup method is incorrectly desc ribed as 
having two backup d iscs and a work disc, 
when in fact this method involves use of three 
backup discs and an original. 

Despite its user-interface failings, 
Archimedes Disc Rescue is clearly able to do 
the job it was designed for. It dramatically 
reduced the time for me to retrieve lost files 
from disc, and was able to cope with a range 
of dead discs. At only thirty five pounds, most 
users would be wise to keep this in their 
a rmoury for when their data comes under 
attack. 

Product Archimedes Disc Rescue 
Supplier LOOKsysrems 

47 Goodhale RD.id. 
Bowrhorpe. 
Notwich NRS 9A Y 
Tel. (0603) 764114 

l'nce £35 inc. VAT and p&.p 
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SW/ Name/Number Converter 
for Basic Programs 

40 

by Alan Wrigley 

M ost programmers will be aware that 
SWI calls, which are accessed from 

Basic by using the SYS command, can be 
specified either by name or by number. For 
example, the following call: 

SYS 'Wi.:np_OpenWindow• , ,block% 
is exactly the same as: 

SYS &400C5,,block% 

There are advantages and disadvantages 
of each method. Generally speaking, you 
should always use names, since programs 
are then much easier to debug. When you 
are hunting down a problem, it is 
inconvenient to have to look up every SWI 
call in the manual because you cannot 
remember what &40004 or &57 stands for. 
If you are writing programs for publication 
in RISC User or other magazines, it is 
imperative to use names, since the purpose 
of the various sections of the program 
should be crystal clear to the reader. 

Using numbers, however, has two 
advantages. Firstly, they can save space, 
particularly with long SW! names, though 
this is not usually too much of a problem on 
the Arc since a few bytes makes little 
difference on a machine with 1 Mb or more. 
But there is also a speed advantage -SYS 
calls referred to by number may often be 
executed 10-20 times faster than by name. 

It would be useful, therefore, to be able 
to replace all the SWI names with numbers 
once a program is fully debugged, but with 
the facility to convert them all back again if 
you want to work on the program at a later 
date. You may also find that you sometimes 
want to inspect other programmers' work, 
and they may have opted for speed rather 
than readability. 

The program listed here, SysCon, allows 
you to convert all the SYS calls in a Basic 
program from names to numbers and vice 
versa. It is intended to be added to the RISC 
User Icon Bar Shell (the "savebox" version 
published in Volume 5 Issue 2, not the 
original in Volume 4 Issue 7). Menu options 
allow you to choose the direction of change 
(i.e. whether to convert to names or 
numbers), and dragging a Basic program to 
SysCon's icon will alter all the SYS calls in 
the direction chosen (ignoring any which are 
already in the required format) and put up a 
save box for you to save the modified 
program. 

Listing 1 can be added directly to the 
program published in Volume 5 Issue 2. · 
Note that line 720 is to be deleted, and some 
other lines are replacements for existin g 
lines. You will probably want to create a 
new application for the purpose. This 
should consist of an application directory 
called !SysCon, inside which there should be 
a !Sprites file containing a 34x17 pixel sprite 
called !syscon; a !Runlmage file which will be 
the !Runlmage file from the Icon Bar Shell 
plus the modifications listed here; and a 
! Run file as follows: 

WimpSloc -rr. in 32k -max 32k 
Rur. <0bey$Dir>. !Run:mage 

You will also need to alter line 80 of 
!Runlmage to: 

ApplicacionS= ' SysCon• 
and line 150 to: 

Spr: tenameS=' !syscor.• 

As a postscript to the subject, it is worth 
knowing that you can get the best of both 
worlds. If you specify the SYS call as a 
variable, the speed of execution is virtually 
as fast as using the SWI number itself. So 
you could declare a number of variables 
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SW/ Name/ Number Converter for Basic Programs 

with meaningful names and use these 
ins tead of numbers, as in the following 
example: 

wirap_openwindow%=&400CS :os_byte%=6 

SYS wm.p_openwindow%, , bloci<% 
SYS os_byte%,202 ,0, 255 TO , status% 

and so on. SysCon will not convert to or 
from variables, however, so you will have to 
do this manually. 

24C DIM block% &300 ,rr.enu% 99, iblock\ & 
200 

250 ex1t%=FALSE:na.~er.um%=0 
450 menuchars%=1: 
480 ~enu% ! 28 =D:menu%!32=-l 
482 nenu\!36=&7009031 
484 Sl~enu%-~Cl= ' Nurnber>r.~~e · 

486 menu%!52 =0:menu%!56=-l 
488 menu% !60=&7009031 
49C S(menu%+64)= ' Na~e>n11-:iber ' 

492 cenu%!76=128:menu%!80= 
494 menu%!84=&7009031 
500 $(menu%+88}= ' Quit ' 
640 WHE.~ 9: :: ! bloci<%=2 exit %=':'RUE ELS 

E namenum%=!block% 
710 WHEN 2:menu%!2B=l-namenwn% :menu%!5 

2 =r.a.-:ier.u.-:i% 
712 SYS'Wimp_CreateMenu •,,menu%,block% 

!0-68 , 228 
890 DEF PROCaction(click%,dir%, appl% , f 

i_etype%,pa~r.r:areSJ 

900 IF type%=&FFB THE.~ 
910 $sbs%= ' file_Efb ': REM sprite 
920 :type%=&rFB : RE.~ ftype 
93C Ssbtex:%=;ia thr.aces 
940 start%=E:ME.~:size%=start%-&8000 

950 SYS ' OS_Fi le •,:7,pathnameS TO''' 

9EJ SYS ' W1mp_Slo:size ' ,size%+length% 
<024 , -1 TC new% 

97C IF size%=new% THE!\ 
980 PR:X:repon( ':\ot enougl: ceir.ory •J 
99C ELSE 

lCCO SYS ''lourglass_On ' 
:jlJ ?ROC~rocess 

102C SYS ' Hcurglass_of: • 
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1030 SYS ' Wimp_GetPointerinfo' ,, block 
% 
10'0 SYS 'Wi:np_Create~enu • ,,saveboxl, 

!block%-64 , 320 
1050 SYS 'Wimp_SetCaretPosit ion•, save 

box%,sbtexticon%,,,-:,LE.~($sbtext%) 

1060 ENDIF 
1070 BI.SE 
:oso PROCreporC( ' Kot a Basic program' } 
1090 ENDIF 
llOO ENDPROC 
1110 : 
1120 DEFPROCprocess 
1130 SYS 'OS_Fi:e ·, 2ss,pathnameS, start% 

, 0 
11'0 line%=start%:f:ag%=0 
l:so nooer.i%=0:errflag%=0 
1160 REPEAT count%=line%?3 :ptr%=line%:R 

EPEAT ptr%+=1 
1170 IF ?ptr%=200 A.'10 ptr%?1=153 THEN 
l:Bo p:r%+ =1:REPEAT ptr%+=1 
1190 UNTIL ?pt r%<>32 :CASE TRUE OF 
1200 WHEN ?ptr%=34 A.'10 namenun%=l:PRO 

Cnakenur:iber 
1210 WHEN (?ptr%>47 AND ?ptr%<58 OR? 

ptr%=38) AND namenum%=0 : PROCmakename 
1220 £.~OCASE 

1230 SNDIE' 
1240 UNTIL?ptr%=13 OR ?pt r%=255 OR nome 

m% 
1250 ::ne%?3=count\:line%~=count% 
1260 UNTIL ?ptr%=255 OR no~em% 
1270 IF errflag% PROCreport( 'Program co 

ntai:is unknown SW! na.11es · ) 
1280 SNDPROC 
1290 : 
1300 DEFPROCmakenumber 
1313 nar.eS= ' ' : temp%=ptr%~l:W"nI:E ?terr.p% 

<>34 
1320 nameS+=CHRS?temp% : temp%+=1 
1330 E.'IDWHILE 
:340 SYS ' XOS_SW!Nurr.ber FromString' ,,narn 

I es TO num%;v% 
1350 IF v% AND 1 THE.~ 
1360 errflag%=TRUE 
1370 E:.SE 
1380 nwn$=' &' +STR$-nurn% 
139C PROC:alter(num$,LEN:iame$+2,LENnum$ 

) 
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:'oo E.NJrr 
1410 ENDPROC 
:,20 : 
1430 DEFPROCmakename 
14~0 r.i;r.:$ ='' :~e~p%=ptr% : a%=?temp% 

1450 ~IHI~~ FNnum{?temp%J 
1460 r.unS+:Cr."R$?te:np% :terr.p%T=l 
1470 ENDWHILE 
1480 SYS ·os_SW!KumberTcStr:ng' ,EVAL{nu 

rr.S), b:ock%, 256 ':'O ,, er.d% 
149G block%?{end%-ll=l3 
1500 r.arreS= ··· · -sb:oc~%- ''' ' 

1510 PROCalter (nane$, LENnum$ , LENnane$ ) 
1520 E..'JD?;\OC 
1530 : 
15,G DEFP;\0Ca~cer(a$,x%,y%) 
155C :lag%=l : IF length%~y%-x%>new%-size 

% THc:N 
:560 old%:new% 
1570 SYS 'W:;.p_SlotSize', old%-B:92 ,-l 

TO new% 
~580 IF old%=~ew% 7HEN 
'.1.590 PROCreport ('Not encugr. rr.emc:y•) 
:600 f:ag%=C : ~o~e~%=1 

1610 2NJIF 
1620 EKJ:: 
1630 IF flag% THEN 
1640 FOR i%=p:r% TO s:art%- le~gtr.%-x% 
1650 ?i%=i%?x% :KEXT:lengtn%-=x% 
:560 :oR :i=star~%-:er.gt~%Ty% :o ptr%T 

y% STEP -1 
1:70 ?i%::%?-y% : N::XT : :e~gtt%+=y% 

1680 FOR i%=1 ;o LENaS 
lESO ptr%?1:%-l)=ASD!:DS(a$ ,:%, l) 
1700 NEXT 
17:c ccunt%+=y%-x% 
i. 720 END IF 
1730 :J\"JPROC 
1740 : 
~750 DEFrNr.w:-.(x\J 
176) =x%>47 Al\J x%<58 OR x%=38 CR x%>6~ 
MJ x\<71 
177C : 
1780 DEFPROCreporc{aSl 
:790 !block%=1:$(bloc~%·'l =a$-~~"SC 
lEOC SYS 'Wimp_ReportError• , bloc~% . l ,J..p 

p:icat:o:iS 
lE!C ENDPRO::: fFJf1!} 

Desktop Publishing on Acorn Systems 
• What are the component parts of a DTP system? 

• How can I do DTP using Acom computer systems? 

• How good are they compared with Mac 's and PC's? 

• How much will it all cost? 

• Where can I go for expert advice? 

All these questions and more are answered in the booklet , "Desktop Publishing on 
Acorn Systems", published by Nonvich Computer Ser11ices, price 75p (inc p&p). 

To get one copy, free of charge, write to us 
stating " I saw your advertisement in Rise User 
magazine. Please send me a free copy of your 
DTP booklet". Alternatively, just fill in the 
coupon opposite and send it to ... 

Norwich Computer Services 
96a Vauxhall Street, Norwich NR2 250. 

Phone 0603-766592, Fax 0603- 764011 
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Please send me a free copy of " Desktop Publ ish
ing on Acom Systems'". 

Name ..................................................................... . 

Address ........... ........................................... ... ... .. ... . 

RU Postcode ..... .. ........... ...................... . 
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Gangster Outline Font 
Drawn by Richard G. Hallas 

For reasons of space, these applications are only 
available on tlris month's magazi11e disc. 

nearest PostScript equivalent. The font will of 
course print out on all other types of printer 
without any problems, assuming the correct 

The Gangster outline font is based on a printer driver is used. 
popular font specially created for .------------------------. 

the Apple Macintosh. The Apple font . • 
is called Chicago, hence the Gangster Gangster. 
title for this interpretation of it. The RBCOEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUUWHY2 
Gangster font comes in four faces: the the quiclc brown foH jumps 
standard Medium and Oblique, and a th I d 
version which is wider than normal over e ozy og 
caUed Emphatic (also with an Oblique ! "#$3&'() *+,-./D 12 3 45 6 789:;<=>?@[ \ ) A _' {l}
face). These faces are newly created yooc} Q., Ylffl ... 38./+™c'.lC•" <> "",,--- (ImttfI 
on the Archimedes, and are not j¢£ o ¥ :§ .. ©!! «-.- ®- o:H2 ' µ'11 ·,*!!» ITT1Tl 
straight conversions fro m the •. - - .. o , • , ,,, - , , · - , , , , 
Macintosh: in fact, the Macintosh does RRRRRRFE~EEEE II l'IONOOOOO xBUUUUY t:. Il 
not have the Emphatic face at all. 86aEitiatl!r;:eeee ii Hdiicloooo+g(11'.lui.lyOy 

Note that to use this font with a PostScript 
printer, you will need to have the Chicago font 
downloaded to your printer (or present in the 
form of a cartridge). The Chicago font is not 
identical to the Gangster font, but it is the 

Each face is complete and contains all the 
normal Acorn characters (i.e. those found in the 
Trinity character set) as well as a few extras, and 
all the fonts are fully scaffolded. flfJ(Jj) 

Gallery Sprite Vie"1er 
by Mike Ironmonger 

Gallery is an easy to use Desktop 
application for viewing sprites in any 

mode. Once installed, 
you simply need to 
drag a Sprite file to 
the icon bar, and 
details of a ll sprites 
contained in that file 
are displayed, includ
ing the sprite name, 
size in pixels, mode, 
mask, palette and 
size in bytes. 

Clicking over any 
sprite definition will 
open a window 
containing the sprite 

SI .... 
34 "17 12 
4!"' 21 12 

12 

displayed in the best available colours. From 
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here the palette used to display the sprite can 
be chosen, including the standard Desktop 

palette, and any user 
defined palette file 
that has been saved 
from the Palette 
application. This can 
be very handy, as the 
palette used to 
display sprites in the 
Desktop is different 
from tha t used by 
modes when called 
from Basic, so at last 
you can display 
screenshots from 
modes outside the 
Desktop in a window 

with their correct colours. 
(ft](Jj) 
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ChartWell A sophisticated Graph and Chart Package 
at an affordable price 

ChartWell offers 24 Fruit Sales 
different graph 
types including: ... ··- "j 

CM 02 01.1 

• horizontal and ' 
,,. 
" 

DQ 

• vertical bar charts, 
" '" .. 

• line graphs, 
• scatter charts, 

~'" 
., 

"ii • polar plots, 
OM 12 

• pie charts. 09 
111 ,00 

ChartWell allows a variety of display options : 
• Oat or 3D bar and pie charts, 
• user choice of angle for 3D pie chart display, 
• clustered, stacked or layered bar charts, 
• scatter graphs with choice or curve fitting 

techniques, regression lines and correlation 
coefficients, and use of error bars, 

•• 

• line graphs with choice of normal, cumulative area 
or stacked area displays. 

:..., 
"''""' 

; ,. 
•• ltl-1'1 

"' 

C• 03 

" 

Acorn User 

... ChartWel/: simple but effective. 

. .. ChartWel/ scores on simpler 
controls over the ba . 
It also has eno sic graph types. 
material pretti7yght effec~s to present 
m k · a a Price that 

a es it attractive to th h 
school user.... e ome or 

... All t.he options chosen can be 
::::d "'! a 'Style Sheet file which 
the s~~~ ~emark;zbly easy to create 

ype 0 1 graph again ... 

Archive 

D This program from RISC 
a:p™:/::i~hents ~~s a really clever 
ph ·1 hexplo1t1ng the desktop 

' osop Y to the fu ll. 

Data can be Imported from other applications, 
such as spreadsheets, databases, or created with a 
suitable editor as a text file . 

Output is in standard Draw formal for import 
into Draw or any other application, DTP for 
example. 

Use of 'style sheets' allows a set of options to be 
saved with data for future reference. User choice 
of start-up options. 

ChartWell gives you complete 
use r control over: 

Road Usage Flexibility 
ChartWell allows you to 
select only part of the 
data for display. You can 
also change the order of 
display - a useful feature 
when creating bar charts -
data can be arranged in 
ascending order so long 
bars will not overlap 
shorter ones. 

• choice of colour, 
• data point styles, 
• bar widths and spacing, 
• use of titles and labels, 
• legends to provide a key, 
• graduated and shaded 
backgrounds, 
• scales and tick marks, etc. 

• 
" ·I . . . 
• . ' 

~ 
... -

1
-
.... 

0 '"' 01 •"31 

Cha rtwell ls s upplied with an Outline Fo nt Manager and Swlss-8 outline font. 
The disc Includes demonstration data and graph files 
The package Is supplied with a full reference manual with an Introductory tutorial section. 
Price £24.9 5 (inc.Vat) to RISC User members and £29.95 (inc.Vat) to non members. P&P is extra. Stock Code PCHW 
RISC Developments Ltd 117 Hatfield Rd. St. Albans, Ht>rts ALI 4JS. Tt>I (0727) 40303 Fax (0727) 860263 

SW/ Name/Number Converter for Basic Programs 

1400 ENDIC 
1410 ENDPRCC 
1420 : 
1430 DEFPROCmakenarne 
1440 numS= '': temp%:pt~% :a% :?:ern~% 
:~so W'rlILE FNnu::;(?temp%l -
1460 numS+=CHRS?temp% : temp%+=1 
H 70 E.'IDW:·H:.E 
:~so SYS ' OS_SWI~u.-:i:ier'l'cStri:i~ · ''i.V&. (:lU 

mSJ ,block%, 256 TO , ,end% 
1' 90 block%?(end%-!J=13 
::;::io nameS=''''•Sbloc<%•' ''' 
1510 PRO~alter(name$,LENnum$ , LENname$) 
i.520 END?ROC 
1530 : 

15'0 DEFPR0Calter(a$ ,x% ,y%J 
!SSC ~lacl=l : IF ]pnnrhi-u~-v~ .ft~~a -•--

1610 ENDIE' 
1620 E.\'DIE' 
163C IF : lag% 7HEK 
1640 FOR i%=ptr% TO start%+leng~h%-x% 
1650 ?i%=i%?x% :NEXT : lengtt%-=x% 
166C FOR i%=star~%~leng:h%+y% TO pt r%+ 

y% S1'EP -1 
1670 ?1%=i%?-y% :KEX7 : ler.g~~%-=y% 

1Ei30 FOR i%=1 TO ::::Na$ 
1690 ptr%?(i%-:)=ASCMIDS(a$,i%,:) 
17CC t\EX: 
:710 C04nt%-=y%-x% 
1720 ENDff 
1730 E.\'DPRX 
:740 : 
1750 DEFFNnurr.(x%) 



Into the Arc 
Using RISC OS 3 Printer Drivers 

by Mike Wi/liams 

I n two previous articles under the Into the 
Arc heading I have looked at what I have 

termed Shared Resources, namely !System, 
!Scrap, outline fonts and printer drivers. Apart 
from the latter there are few differences 
between their use under RISC OS 2, and the 
latest RISC OS 3 (currently only available with 
the ASOOO). Users of this system are growing 
rapidly in numbers, and already make up a 
significant proportion of our readership. It 
therefore seems appropriate to devote similar 
attention this month to RISC OS 3 printer 
drivers, where there are major differences 
compared with RISC OS 2. It will also be 
relevant to all users upgrading to RISC OS 3 in 
the near future. 

Figure I . Choice of RJSC OS 3 printer drivers 

Under RISC OS 3 there is a greater 
separation between the printer manager (in 
the form of an application called ! Printers), 
and the printer drivers themselves. The one 
printer manager application handles all 
printing, mapping output correctly to your 
printer by using a printer definition file 
appropriate to your printer (this is the printer 
driver). Printer drivers for a range of different 
printers are located in a directory, also 
Printers, on Applications disc 2. This is 
organised by manufacturer's name and 
printer type (see figure 1). 

It is worth noting that each of the printer 
family directories contains a Read_Me file 
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containing information about the prin ter 
drivers in that group. However, this is fairly 
technical in nature, so I suggest you ignore it 
initially, and refer to it on ly if you 
subsequently encounter problems. 

Of course, it's always possible that you 
will find yourself using a printer for which 
there doesn't appear to be a suitable driver. If 
you are buying a printer to use under RISC OS 
3 then again it's a good idea to seek the help of 
a good dealer, who should be able to advise 
you. Even if a particular model of printer is 
not listed in the printer drivers, it will often be 
sufficiently close in operation to one which is. 

Many dot-matrix printers adopt the Epson 
standard, originally the Epson FXSO (9-pin), 
more recently the LQSSO (24-pin). The 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet is another standard 
adopted by many inkjet printer 
manufacturers. Some printers offer a choice of 
emulation modes, so that if you don't have a 
suitable driver for the printer's native mode of 
operation, it may have an emulation mode 
(emulating another printer) for which there is. 
As new printers appear on the market, then 
third party software houses often step in to 
provide suitable printer drivers, at a (small) 
price. Many dealers selling printers wi ll 
bundle in a suitable driver if necessary. Lastly, 
there is always the possibility of creating your 
own printer driver, by editing one which 
already exists. Although this may sound 
daunting, particularly for newcomers to the 
Archimedes, patience and perseverance may 
well be rewarded. 

CUSTOMISING lHE PRINTER 
MANAGER 

Assuming a suitable printer driver is 
available, you need to set up the print 
manager so that it 'knows' which printer 
driver to use. Install the printer mar;ager 
(which should be located on your hard disc -
there is also a copy on Applications disc 1) on 
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the icon bar by double clicking on the !Printers 
icon (the icon bar icon will initially be grey, 
showing that no specific drive r has bee n 
selected). Click on this in turn to display the 
Pri11ter ccmtrol window. 

You select a printer driver simply by 
dragging it from its directory on Applications 
disc 2 to the Printer control window, 
whereupon it will appear as an entry (and the 
printer icon on the icon bar will change to 
cream, and possibly in shape to reflect the 
type of printer chosen). You can, if you wish, 
set up more than one printer type by dragging 
more printer drivers to the Printer control 
window. For example, you could configure the 
printer manager to provide a choice between a 
draft (cheap) local printer and a high quality 
PostScript (expensive) network printer. See 
later for other uses of multiple printer drivers. 

You still need to configure the printer 
driver for the exact type of printer which you 
are using, and the mode of operation (for 
example, manual or automatic paper feed). To 
do this you need to open the co11figuratio11 
dialogue box, either by double-<:licking on the 
printer entry in the Printer control window, or 
by selecting the printer entry and using the 
Menu button to display a menu from which 
you should choose the Configure option. 

TEXf PRINTING 
Printer configuration varies slightly 

depend ing upon the type of printer you are 
using (dot-matrix or bubblejet, Laserjet, or 
PostScript). The parameters you need to 
consider are quite well detailed in the RISC OS 
3 User Guide. In general these cover graphics 
printing and text printing. Remember that text 
printing refers to the use of Edit or similar 
using the system font. Text is sent to the 
printer with each character represented by a 
single code. The only style options available 
are those provided by the printer itself (though 
these can be quite comprehensive). Using such 
features is referred to as fancy text printing in 
the User Guide. 

GRAPHICS PRINTING 
lf you are using outline fonts, usually as 

part of a DTP application or similar, then all 
output is obtained using graphics printing. 

Although a page of such a document may 
consist largely of text, it is treated as a pattern 
of black dots and it is these patterns which are 
effectively sent to the printer (PostScript 
printers are a little different). All images (like 
Draw files, sprites etc.) are printed in this way. 
You need to study your User Guide carefully, 
though the default options will frequently 
give quite acceptable results. It can help to 
have a simple, short text file, and maybe a 
Draw and/or sprite file handy so that you can 
test out the effects of changing various 
options. Again, the advice of a good dealer 
can be invaluable. 

Whenever you change the configuration of 
a printer driver, you will need to click on the 
'OK' icon to confirm the new settings. Simply 
closing the configuration window will leave 
the configuration unchanged. 

DIRECTING PRINTOUT 
Most printers are connected to the 

computer by the (parallel) printer port, and 
thjs is the assumed default within RJSC OS .3. 
If you happen to be using a serial printer, you 
will need to open the co11nections window to 
set appropriate parameters. This is done by 
clicking with the Menu button over the printer 
entry in the Printer control window. You will 
also need to use this option if your ASOOO is 
connected to a network printer. There is also 
another option here which can be useful, and 
this is output to a file. 

If this is option is selected (and you need 
to specify a pathname for where the file will 
be located), then any subsequent printout will 
be in the correct format for the selected 
printer, but will be sent to a fil e (on disc) 
ra ther than to a printer proper. One use for 
this concerns PostScript printing. PostScript 
printers tend to give the best results (but are 
expensive), and indeed high resolution photo 
typesetters can take PostScript files as input. 

Even if you don't have a PostScript printer 
yourself, you can create a PostScript file on 
disc, which you could then take to another 
system with a PostScript printer. Indeed, using 
the ASOOO, you could transfer the PostScript 
file to a PC format disc and print out your file 
using a PC with a PostScript printer. We have 
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used a similar approach quite successfully 
ourselves, at RISC Developments, to produce 
high quality photo-typeset output for 
advertising from PostScript files created in
house with Ovation. 

PAGE SIZE SETIINGS 
The configuration window allows you to 

select a paper size, though the default setting is 
often the most useful. If you click with the 
Menu button over the printer driver icon 
(printer manager) on the icon bar the Paper size 
option leads to a much more comprehensive 
window allowing all aspects of paper size 
including margins to be specified. Again, 
much can be achieved without recourse to this 
option whatsoever, but it does enable you to 
fine tune the driver to the printer. 

ffiiLI lt •2JI ~ ,fl, J~, 
IDEDisc4 :8 R s Draft Kll 

EXAMPLE 
1 use a Canon Bubblejet at home, 

originating my text with DeskEdit. This gives 
reasonable quality print at moderate speed, 
and stiJI permits proportional spacing, bold, 
underlining etc. 

This can also illustrate the merits of using 
multiple printer drivers, even if you have only 
one printer connected to your A5000. For 
example, drag two copies of a printer driver 
(like the Canon Bubblejet) to the Printer 
control window. Configure the first of these 
with the name Draft and set Text quality to 
'Draft'. Click on 'OK'. Now open the 
configuration window for the second copy, 
and configure this with the name 'NLQ' and 
set Text quality to 'NLQ'. 

When you click with the 
Menu button over the 
Print control window there 
are two further options, 
Active and Inactive. Select 
the second copy of the 
driver (the one named 
'NLQ') which should 
show inactive and set this 
to active. The icon bar 

Figure 2. Draft and NLQ versions of printer driver Installed should show two copies of 
your printer driver, one 

Most printers, for example, cannot print 
over the whole area of an A4 size sheet of 
paper. The optimum setting is achieved when 
the print margins specified within the printer 
driver coincide with the physical limits on the 
printer's print area. An incorrect setting can 
be the reason why printout is unexpectedly 
cropped. One way to check this out is to set 
the print margins to zero, and then perform a 
test print. A program to do this was included 
in Volume 4 Issue 10, and is repeated for 
convenience on this month's magazine disc. 
This prints a graduated scale across the page 
both vertically and horizontally. 

When you have finished configuring your 
driver you will need to save your choices so 
that they are automatically invoked the next 
time you select the printer manager. This is 
done by clicking with the Menu button over 
the printer driver icon on the icon bar and 
selecting Save cltoices. 
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labelled 'Draft' and one labelled 'NLQ', the 
latter greyed out (see figure 2). By clicking on 
one or other of the two printer icons you can 
select which one is currently active (shown in 
cream). This is the one which will be used for 
any printing. This arrangement works very 
well in practice, and is a significant 
improvement over what is possible within 
RISCOS2. 

There is much, much more that could be 
said on this subject. I have tried to give 
sufficient general advice that with the help of 
the User Guide you should be able to get a 
printer driver successfully configured for your 
system. However, printing and the use of 
printers often cause problems. Any specific 
points can often be covered in our occasional 
series Tile 80 Column. Another source of help is 
to use our new readers' pages to appeal for 
help from other users. One way or another we 
will do our best to assist. !FJ(Jj) 
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Keith Powell reviews Bruce Goat/y's new book. 

T his book, caUed Desktop Pub/is/ring on the 
Archimedes - DTP for all, is ideal for people 

who are contemplating desktop publishing 
(DTP), but it will also prove extremely useful 
to those who are al ready users . It initially 
assumes that you know nothing about the 
topic and the ea rly chapters guide you 
towards suitable Archimedes hardware and 
applications. 

lf you are already using an Archimedes 
computer for DTP, the opening chapters will 
be of less interest to you, but the remainder of 
the book shou ld p rove a source of much 
useful information on all as pec ts of the 
subject. It has an index, but it is a book to be 
read (although not necessarily from cover to 
cover) rather than being a reference book. ln 
fact, it is a particularly readable book and is 
difficult to put down. The author's humour 
occasionally surfaces to lighten a work that 
covers a topic about which he knows a great 
deal, has resea rched well and has much to 
say. 

If you are weU into DTP you will be quite 
interested to read how the three principal DTP 
packages on the Arc compare. The book 
claims not to be biased towards any one of 
these. Presumably in an endeavour to ensure 
this, one chapte r is devoted to practica I 
examples of using aU three. After explaining 
in de tail how to prepare the sa me letter 
template with each of them in turn, there are 
worked examples showing the preparation of 
a business form with Acorn DTP, a school 
newspaper with Ovation, and a newsletter 
with Impression. However, a marginal bias in 
some chapters was probably unavoidable - an 
_appendix explains how the book was 
prepared using Impression. The book is itself 
an excellent example of desktop publishing 
with the Archimedes. 

You will certainly not read this 280 page 
book quickly. The font size is relatively small 
(10pt) and the side margins are narrow, 
resulting in a wide single column. The line 
spacing is not excessive (20% leading) so the 
pages are filled with long, wide paragraphs. 

These are separated by generous spaces and 
there a re copious illustrations. Despite the 
vast amount of information contained in the 
book the effort of reading it is well rewarded, 
though space does not permit more than a 
fraction of the book's topics to be reviewed 
here. 

The early chapters progress from 
typewriters used with scissors and paste via 
word processors to the three major desktop 
publishing packages for the Arc. Although 
written for new users, more experienced users 
will find in these chapters much practical 
information ranging from memory and font 
management to solutions to some of the 
problems encountered when extra fonts are 
added. 

The strengths and drawbacks within a 
OTP context of 1st Word Plus, Pipedream 3, 
EasiWriter, Archimedes PenDown and 
Desktop Folio are listed before similar lists are 
presented for the major Archimedes DTP 
packages - Acorn DTP, Impression (both the 
prime and junior variants), and Ovation. The 
graphics capabilities of 1st Word Plus, 
Pipedream 3 and EasiWriter are examined in 
detail in a separate chapter, and yet another 
chapter covers in turn the capabilities of 
Archimedes Pendown and Desktop Folio for 
DTP work. 

A very useful chapter is provided for those 
who wish to try DTP using only Edit and 
Draw, which are supplied with every 
Archimedes. It illustrates how to use Edit to 
prepare text with embedded codes which is 
imported into Draw. The text appears in 
columns which are then resized and suitably 
positioned around sprites and drawings. The 
technique to be used for subsequent text 
editing is explained, as is the way to avoid text 
clipping. 

if you have dabbled with DTP or already 
have a OTP package then the chapter headed 
Essentials of DTP, which commences a third 
of the way through the book, marks the point 
from which the book will be of greatest 
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interest. With detailed references to Ovation 
and Impression 11, and occasional references 
to Acorn DTP and lmpression Junior, it first 
covers DTP structures, frames, and master 
pages. The different approaches of the 
principal packages are then compared - the 
modal operation of Acom DTP, the toolkit of 
Ovation and the context-sensitive operation 
of Impression which lacks drawing tools. The 
chapter conta ins a detailed example showing 
how tex t ca n be made to fl ow around a n 
illustration with an irregular outline. 

Desktop -· 
· 'Publishing t• . 

on the -
Archimedes 

. DTP for all 

The preparation of text for import is 
described, a process which is essential for 
Acorn DTP, and which still has value with 
Ovation and Impression. The spelling
checkers of Impression and Ovation are 
covered as is Impression's abbrev iation 
expansion dictionary. 

Kerning and tracking are well illustrated 
as are some of the special effects which can be 
obtained with ancillary applications. Manual 
methods of preparing contents lists and 
indexes are presented, and the automated 
techniques of Impression are described. 
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The re a re freq ue nt hints a nd t ips. A 
particularly interesting one explains how to 
amend the !Chars and !CharSel applications so 
that the less-used Ctrl key rather than Shift 
causes the character under the pointer to be 
inserted into the text. 

One piece of advice given concerning 
graphics effects is th.at you should keep your 
enthusiasm in check within the pages of DTP! 
Scanners and digitisers are also covered and 
there are descriptions of di the ring and 
sampling. 

Probably the most important part of the 
book is entitled Rudiments of Design. Excellent 
advice is given that a document's design 
should be eye-catching but not obtrusive and 
should never impose between author a nd 
reader. Starting from the pencil a nd paper 
stage, practical points are offered concerning 
the design decisions you must make when 
considering a new document. Cover design 
leads into single and double page forma ts 
and includes an amusing example of what 
not to do. 

Advice on typographical design ranges 
from typographical chaos (using a multitude 
of fonts) to choos ing fon ts which wo rk 
together. Recommendatio ns a re made on 
filling a head line recta ng le the right a nd 
wrong way. The reduction of 'rivers of white' 
with hyphenation is interestingly illustrated, 
and techniques are presented for effective 
copy filling which will allow you to avoid 
'widows and orphans'. 

The book concludes with descriptions of 
p rin ter types, d uplication a nd finishing. 
Technjques are detailed which will allow you 
to prepare PostScript files for a printing 
bureau and separations for colour printing 
which incorporate registration marks. Lists are 
given of the advantages and· disadvantages of 
photocopying, stencils, and offset Li tho. 

If you have any interest at al l in DTP but 
cannot afford to purchase this excellent book, 
avoid browsing through it in a bookshop or 
you will surely overstay your welcome. 

Desktop Pub/is/ling on the Archimedes - DTP for 
all by Bruce Goatly (ISBN 1-85058-248-3), 
pub/is/red by Sigma Press at £14.95. Available 
from computer dealers and books/raps. 
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Creating Draw Files in Basic (Part 2J 

by Ciordon Gilmore 

T his month we expand the CDraw library 
to include functions to deal with Line 

objects. The listing given should be added to 
the listing from last month - note that the 
two programs should merge together to 
give a listing with line numbers in 
increments of 10. 

Curved figures using Bezier curves 
are complicated to implement (see RISC 
User Volume 4 Issues 3 and 4), so of these 
only the circle is implemented in an easy 
lo use fash ion. Curved lines are s t ill 
supported, but we will not describe them 
in detail. The Draw module allows many 
subtle effects such as different style of 
join and capping, but these have been 
omilted to avoid making the library too 
complicated. 

das/1 % selects a dash pattern. 0 gives a 
continuous line, and 1 to 4 emulate the 
normal Draw dash pattern options. 

pat/1$ is a list of commands tell ing 
CDraw how lo draw the path. Look at the 
example program to see how multiple 
commands can be used, but each command 
can be one of the following: 

~OVE x y to start tr.e pat~ at x,y 
CRAW x y to dr~w a l i ne to x,y 
GA? x y :eaves a gap ::o x,y 
CLOSE closes :he figure with a l i:ie 
CGAF closes :~e figure wi th a gap 

Bold SwissB 

Straight line drawings are also 
co mplicated, but the method 
employed here is reasonably Paladin . . -easy to grasp. Each drawing 
consists of a series of steps 
s imilar to the steps which 
you might use in Basic to 

. ______ Italic Paladz •. n 

Syste,, Font 

plot a drawing on the screen, 
for example: 

x:vE x,y : JR.!.W e,b 
The CDraw procedures have been written in 
such a way as to allow this type of input to 
be used. 

A path object can be created by using 
PROCCDraw_pathobject. The parameters are 
as follows: 

fill% is the colour with which the object 
should be filled. If you don't want it filled, 
setfi/1% to the value COraw_nofi/1%, (which 
is g lobally defined as -1). 

co/% is the colour of the line to be 
plotted. 

thick% is the thickness of the line to be 
plotted in millimetres. Zero is equivalent to 
the Draw 'Thin' option. 

Rf<;( f /<;Pr M ,;iv 19 97. 

Output from che comp/ere program 

Note that CLOSE and CGAP have no 
parameters. There is one final command 
about which I shall say very little: CURVE. 
This should be followed by six parameters -
x and y co-ordinates for two control points 
and the point itself - and the result should 
be a Bezier curve. I have steered clear of 
curves for obvious reasons - they a re 
complicated to set up and even more 
complicated to exp lain. CDraw d oes, 
however, conta in one curve procedure 
PROCCDraw circle where X and Y are the 
co-ordina tes of the centre of the circle and R 
is the radius, all in screen co-ordinates. The 
other parameters are as described above. 

There are a number of other procedures 
in the library that a re not accessed directly 
by the user, but are used by the main 
procedures. These include PROC_putword 
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and PROC_putwords, which have s imila r 
names so do beware when typing the listing in. 

Th e use of these commands is best 
appreciated by looking at the test program. 
In practice, anything but a s imple figure will 
need a pat/!$ which would exceed the legal 
length for a Basic s tring so procedures are 
provided to split the process up into 
managea ble lumps. Ins tead o f using 
PROCCDraw_patlzobject, you can initialise (or 
"open") a path using PROCCDraw_openpath, 
then repeatedly call PROCCDraw_extendpat/1 
to fill in the parts of the path in small steps, 
and finally signal the end of the path using 
PROCCDraw_closepat/1. 

The test program shows clearly how to 
use the procedures. Two boxes are plotted, 
one using PROCCDraw_patlzobjecl and the 
other using the a lternative me thod o f 
PROCCDraw_pathextend. It should be easy, 
us ing these basic procedures, to crea te 
equivalents for the Bas ic LINE and 
RECTANGLE commands. If anyone has the 
stomach to try ELLrPSE perhaps they would 
like to write in to RISC User and share their 
success. 

:90 PROCCDraw_textobject ( O ,· ~ine ' , 6 . 4 , 
:2 .8.150,100,7,0) 

20C P~OCCDraw_pathobjec:(CDraw_ncfi::% 
7, 4, C, 'MOVE : OO 90 CRAW 270 90 ' ) 
2j0 PRCX:CCraw_:exc.ooject(:, •Rectangle ' 
19,24,2C0.2CC , 1C ,7) 
240 ?ROCCDraw_openpac.h(CDraw_nofL1%,7 

• 0 . 25 .1) 
25C P~OCCDraw_exter.dpa:r.c · xcVE :so :;c 

DRAW 450 i.90' ) 
260 ?ROCCDraw_exc.end;::ath( ' D:i.AW 45C 250 
J~W 15C 25C CLOSE') 

270 PROCCDraw_closepath 
j30 ?ROCCDraw_cpenpatt(ll,7 , C.25,C) 
34C P~OCCDraw_exter.dpa:h( '~OVE 390 330 

DRAW 980 390 ') 
3SO ?ROCCJ~aw_ex:e:id;::ath ( 'J~PM 98C 460 

JRAW 390 460 C~OSE ' ) 

360 P~OCCDraw_c:osepath 
400 PROCCJraw_c:rcle(e00.230,:00,3 ,14 

,:, Cl 
1800 
:e~o CEf?ROCCD=aw_circ:e(X, Y, R, : :111 

, co:i . ::.:1ic<'t, dast'!) 
1820 LOCAL A, B,C 
:830 A=~/SQR2 

164: B=A-~/2 . 5~ ~ 
1850 C=A-R/2 .54 4 
186C PRCCC~raw_cpenpath(:ill%, co:%, th 

::k%, dasl:%) 
1870 PROCCDraw_extendpat~( ·~OVE ' +STR$( 

X-A)- ' ' +S:~$ (Y-l'.) ) 
:sac PROC:_cJtword(6l 
1890 PROC_cu~words(X+C , Y -Bl 

19CC PRCC_pJtwo~ds(X-C,Y-Bl 
:910 PROC_pJtwords(X-A,Y-A) 
1920 PROC_pu::.word( 6) 
193C PRCC_pJtwc=ds(X-B, Y-C) 
:~4 0 PROC_outwords(X-B,Y-C) 
1950 PROC_outwords(X-A,Y+A) 
~960 PROC_pJtword(6) 
1970 ?ROC_c~::.words (X-C , YTB) 

1980 PROC_putwords(X+C, Y+B) 
:99G ?ROC_ou::.words(X+A,Y-A) 
2000 ?ROC__putword( 6) 
2010 PROC_pJtwords(X+3, Y•C) 
2020 ?ROC_pu:words(X+B,Y-C) 
2C30 ?ROC_putwc=ds (X-A,Y-A) 
2040 PROCCDraw_extendpat~(·C~OSE') 
2053 ?ROCCJraw_clcsepath 
2C6C EKJFROC 
n 10 : 
2C80 JE:PROCCJ~aw_oat~ob:ect(E::~%. eel 

%, the.<%, dash\, path$) 
2090 PROCCDraw_openpath( :i11% . col\ , th 

ic~'!, dasb.%) 
2100 PRQCC)=aw_exte~dpat~(pa:tS) 
2110 ?ROCCJraw_closepath 
2 :2C C:.\"JPROC 
213C : 
2143 DEFP~CCOraw_ope:ipa:h(fil2%, eel% , 
tr.:.ckt, dash%) 
215C :: CDrawi Tf.::X 

2160 ~00..L pa:ternS, !% 
2: 1c _s:a=: %=_p:=i 
21BC PROC__;·JtwordW 
2193 _oc.~% · =20 
22CC ?RCC_o::tccc=ds!_s::.art\-3, :<dC, ~« 

3C , 0, C) 
2213 PROC__;u:worc( :N_co:our(fi:: %Jl 
222: ?RCC_o::twc~d( :~_cc:our(cc:%)) 

223C PROC_p·Jtword (t:1:.c'.<%«B l 
2243 PROC_cu: word(_:lags% OR &SC *-{dash 

l<>Cl) 
225C 1: dashl>C THE!\ 
2263 pa~"er~S=_dash$!dast%) 
227C ?RCC~Jtwo=d!Cl 
2290 FROC_pu~word(LE~;::a::e:r.S/4 ) 

229) <OR 1%=: 70 ~~~patter~s 
2JCC ?_p:ri=ASCM:JS(~3:ce:~s. :i,: ) 

RISC LJ.<;pr Mrlv f 007 
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2310 _ptr%+=1 
2320 NEXTI% 
2330 :.NJ:: 
2340 :.NJ:: 
2350 :::ND?ROC 
236C : 
2373 JE?"PROCCCraw_exter-cpath(pa:h$) 
23BC LOCAL _path:ype%,:% 

2570 ENDCASE 
2580 ENDIF 
2 590 ENDWH::..E 
2 600 Et-."J?ROC 
2510 : 
2620 DEFPRCX:CJraw_closepath 
2630 ?RO:::_o~:word{O) 

2640 _start%!4=__p:r%-_start% 
2390 w:~:LE patl:S<>' . 
2400 CASE FN_nextchunk(path$) OF 
2410 WHEN ':.lOVE' :__pathcype%=2 
2423 WHE:-J 'CGAP' :_pat:tcype%=4 
2430 ~iHE.'I 'CLOSE' :_pa:htype%=5 
244C wF.EX · c-~RVE ' :_pa:htype%=6 

245C W~EI\ ' GAP ' :_pathtype%:7 
246C w:.jE:.N ' DRAW' :_patl:type%=8 
2470 EKOCASE 

2650 ?RCX:_checkspace(_start%!8 , _start% 
!12 , _star:% !16, _scart%!20l 
2660 ENDPRCX: 
2670 : 
2680 DEFFN_nextchunk{RE~UR!~ path$) 
2690 :OCAL P%,cl:unkS 
2700 ?%=IKSTR(path$-' ' , ' ' ) 
27:0 cl:unk$::..EF1'$(pathS,:NSTR(pa:hS- ' 

2430 IF __pathtype%<>0 Tf.EK 
2490 PROC__pucword(_pat:tcype%l 
2500 CASE _pathtype% OF 
2s:c w11EN 2,3, 7,8: 
252C ?ROC__putpair Cpatr.S l 
L53C WEEK 6: 
L54C rOR 1%=1 TC 3 

' • • ) -1) 

272C path$=~IDS(patl:S,P%+1) 

2730 =chunks 
2740 : 
2750 DEFPRCX:__putpair{RETURN path$) 
2760 LOCAL X%,Y% 
2770 X%=VALF~_nex:chunk(pa:hSl 
278G Y%=VAL~_nex:cl:u:1k(pathSl 
279C PRCX:__putwords(X%,Y%l 2550 PRCX::_o~:pair(path$) 

2560 N:.XT I% 2 BOO :.NJ?ROC !FJfJJJ 

" FIR.ST" 
ADVANCED STATISTICAL SYSTEM 

Is the ESTABLISHED Statistics Package for the Acorn Archimedes 
It is widely used in Research, Physical and Life Sciences, Medicine, Industry, Business and 

Education 

"FIRST JR' is designed to appeal particularly to the Education Sector 

Providing an impressive selection of statistical techniques it includes FIRST's powerful 
data handling, interfacing and display facilities and on-line manual 

Our new product "FIRST JR" is now available 

FIRST JR offers a remarkable performance/price ratio at its cost of £55 

Previous ads. in RU contain some details on FIRST 

For full technical and pricing information on the latest version of FIRST and FIRST JR 
contact: 

Serious Statistical Software, Lynwood, Benty Heath Lane, 
Willaston, South Wirral L64 lSD. 

Tel. 051 327 4268. 
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WP/DTP Hints 
Many thanks to David Pilllng and Charles Moir of Computer Concepts for 
supplying these hints on Ovation and Impression. 
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Ovation Hints 

IMPORTING TEXT 
Sometimes when importing a text file from a 
conventional editor like DeskEdit or Twin, it 
is convenient to strip the new lines or 
carriage returns at the end of each line, and 
convert the double new lines at the end of 
each paragraph to a single new line. 
Ovation has a faci lity for doing this, 
obtained by holding down Ctr! when you 
drop the text file into the main document. 

DEFAULTS 
It is possible to save a style sheet called 
!Ovation.Default. By doing this, you can 
control many of the parameters Ovation will 
start up with, for example the page size of 
documents, and which spell check 
dictionaries are loaded. 

LAYOUTS 
U you fill up the Principal Text Frame with 
other frames, then the caret will be pushed 
over onto the next page (because the 
Principal Text Frames between pages are 
linked), so if you want to create a one page 
document covered in frames, then you may 
end up with an extra page that you can't 
delete. Therefore, when creating any kind of 
layout it is often best to make the Principal 
Text Frame on the page very small, and 
push it out of the way. Then create your 
work inside a large picture box: in general 
picture boxes are good for just holding other 
objects, as they won't show an overflow 
arrow when filled up. Once you have 
everything in a picture box, it can be cut and 
copied and moved around as one item, 
whereas the Principal Text Frame couldn't 
be cut as it is part of a linked sequence. 

MARKED TEXT 
If an area of text is marked, then typing 
anything will delete the marked text. This is 
a useful shortcut. For example, if you want 
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and PROC_putwords, which have similar 
names so do beware when typing the listing in. 

The use of these commands is best 
appreciated by looking at the test program. 
In practice, anything but a simple figure will 
need a path$ which would exceed the legal 
length for a Basic string so procedures are 
prov ided to spl it the process up into 
manageable lumps. Instead of using 
PROCCDraw_patlwbjed, you can initialise (or 
"open") a path using PROCCDraw_openpath, 
then repeatedly caU PROCCDraw_extendpath 
to fill in the parts of the pa th in small steps, 
and finally signal the end of the path using 
PROCCDraw_closepat/1. 

The test program shows clearly how to 
use the procedures. Two boxes are plotted, 
one usin2 PR()('('T)raw nntl1nhiPrl ::inrl the 

to replace a word, double-click to mark it, 
then just type the new text; this also works 
with Paste. Don't worry, if a lot of text is to 
be deleted, a warning will be given first. 

DffiiERING 
If you have RISC OS 3.00 then by 
uncommenting the Ovation$Dither line in 
the !Ovation.!Run file you can turn on the 
enhanced rendering of colour sprites in 
RISC 053. 

CASE 
Ctrl-Shift-P will swap the case of the 
character at the caret. 

CONSTRAINTS 
Holding down Shift while moving a frame. 
or a picture in a frame will constrain 
movement to be either horizontal or vertical. 
Holding down Shift while resizing a frame 
will constrain it to be square. Holding down 
Ctrl while resizing will constrain the frame 
to have a constant aspect ratio. 

GO FASTER 
Although Ovation will work with C Library 
version 3.50, the machine coded memory 
movement functions in later C Libraries will 
give much better performance. So if you've 
only got CLib 3.50 in your System folder, it 
is worth getting hold of a copy of 3.66 or 
3.75 (via our magazine disc, for example). 

DRAWING LINES 
The Ovation manual describes clearly that if 
a line is started from within a frame, it 
cannot be extended beyond the frame 
border - you must start the line outside the 
frame and extend it inwards. But what do 
you do if you want to draw a line from 
within one frame to within another? Simply 
draw a line from outside the first frame to 
the inside, and then drag the start point of 
the line into the second frame. The line will 
be in front of both frames. 
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184C 3:A+R/2.544 
185C ::A-R/2 . 54 ~ 

186C P~OCCJraw_cpenpath(::11%, co:i, th 
ick%, dash%) 
:870 PROCCDraw_extendpath ('MOVE '+STRS( 

X+A), ' ' -SfRS(Y-A)) 
1883 ?R:X:~outword (6) 

1890 PROC__putwords(X•C,Y-3) 
1900 P~CC_putwords(X-C,Y-B) 
191C PRCX:_pJtwcrds(X-A,Y-A) 
:320 ?R:X:__putword(6) 
1933 ?ROC__pu:words (X-B,Y-C) 
1940 PROC__putwords(X-B,Y+C) 
195C PRCC_pJtwcrds (X-A,Y+A) 
:960 ~ROC_pJtword(6l 
1970 ?R:X:__pu:words (X-C,Y-B) 
1980 PROC_putwords(X•C,Y+3) 
199C PRCC_putwords(X+A,Y+A) 
200C PROC 0Jtwordl6l 
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Impression Hints 
MY SPRITE FILES WILL NOT ROTATE 
Although you can rotate Draw files just by 
click-dragging with the Adjust button, 
before you can rotate sprites it is necessary 
to switch on the Enhanced Graphics option 
in the Preference dialogue box. This can be 
especially confusing if your graphic is a 
Draw file that contains sprites since some 
bits will rotate while other bits will not. 
But if you make sure the Enhanced 
Graphics is on, then everything rotates 
correctly. This also allows greyscale 
dithering of both Draw files and sprites. 

Since RISC OS 3 has the ability to rotate 
sprites itself it is not necessary to switch on 
Enhanced Graphics when running on this 
OS. 

RISC OS 3 
Impression release 2.16 is now available as a 
free upgrade. This is the first version that 
takes advantage of RJSC OS 3. For example 
it supports the new greylevel sprite format, 
and also rotated text within Draw files. It 
also responds to the new RISC OS 3 boot 
message so you ca n now easily have 
Impression installed on your icon bar on 
start up. 

Version 2.16 (and on) will be compatible 
with all Archimedes machines and 
versions of operating system. Computer 
Concepts now recommends that all 
existing owners upgrade to this version. To 
do this just send back the Impression One 
disc and it will be replaced (at no charge) 
with the latest version. 

GUIDE FRAMES DISAPPEARING 
This is an often asked question. Guide 
frames are always placed below all o ther 
frames on the page, so if you put a 
guideframe in the centre of another frame, 
and then click away to select the other 
frame, the guideframe seems to disappear. 
All that has happened is that it has gone 
behind the other frames - it is still there and 
will act as a guide frame. Holding down 
the Alt key and clicking will allow you to 
select other frames under the current one. 
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ALT + K£Y DOES NOT WORK 
Unfortunately some games software 
unplugs software modules that they think 
are not needed. If the International module 
is unplugged this stops the Alt key from 
working correctly. Try using the •unplug 
command to check which modules are 
unplugged. If the International module is in 
this list then just type: 

*RMReinit Internat ional 

LOADING TEXT FILES 
While you can drop text files onto a blank 
page or frame and Impression will load 
them, it is often easie.r to simply drop them 
on the Impression icon. In this case 
Imp.cession sta.rts a new document and 
loads the text file into the default page. 

SAVING A TEXT FILE 
A little known key short cut, Ctrl-Shift-T 
displays a 'Text save' dialogue box, which 
saves the current text story as a text file. 
Imp.cession remembe.rs the name of the text 
file and so once you've entered the name 
and dragged the icon to the desired 
directory viewer, all you have to do to re
save or update the file is press Ctrl-Shift-T 
and press Return. This is in fact exactly the 
equivalent of the Save Text Story menu, and 
offers you the choice of saving the text file 
with linefeeds or carriage returns or with 
style information included. 

A QUICK WORD COUNT 
Some people forget that the word count in 
Impression is shown in the Info dialogue 
box. The quickest way, therefore, to check 
the current word count of a text story is 
simply to press Ctrl-Fl, which displays the 
document Info box. 

CLEARING EDITABLE FIELDS 
Not exactly an Impression hint, more a RISC 
OS hint. One of the most frustrating 
drawbacks of the Archimedes Wimp 
interface is the lack of double-clicking in 
editable fields, or writable icons as Acorn 
calls them. PC and Mac users are used to 
simply double-clicking on a number and 
typing a replacement. While this does not 
work, it is possible to press Ctrl-U in an 
editable field which clears the whole field, 
then just type the replacement. !FJ(Jj) 



ARE YOU GOOD ENOUGH? 
As the leaders in software for the Archimedes range of computers. CLARES 

MICRO SUPPLIES are looking to extend our range even further. We are 
looking for people who are as excited by the Archimedes as we are. 

If you have written any programs, completed or not. then we would like 
to hear from you. 

If you have any ideas for programs and have the ability to execute the 
ideas then we want to hear from you. 

If you have the ability to program the Archimedes but not the ideas to 
program then we want to hear from you. 

Programs can be written in any language as long as they perform their 
stated task. Many of our programs contain large chunks of BASIC with 
ARM code in the areas that it Is needed. BASIC on the Archimedes is a 

very powerful language and we do not attach any snob value to its use. If 
your program does what is meant to do then thats all we are interested in. 
Why not join the top team on the Archimedes. You get the support of our 
in-house team, privileged access through us to Acorn and invitations to 

our informal programmers seminars. 

The most important point is that you will be earning top royalty rates of it 
you prefer we will purchase your program outright. 

Please write. in confidence, to Mr. D. Clare at: 

Clares Micro Supplies, 
98 Middlewich Road, 

Northwich, 
CHESHIRE CW9 7DA 

If you have a program either complete or in development then please 
enclose a copy for our evaluation. 

To protect yourself we advise that you lodge a copy of the program with 
your bank or solicitor BEFORE you send us a copy. You can then prove 

that your program pre-dates anything that we have. 

Ad today and become part of the leading software team producing 
software for the worlds fastest micro. 



Using ANSIC 
Part 10: Memory A/location 

by Lee Calcraft 

For the next couple of issues, I want to 
take a look at the allocation of memory in 

RISC OS applications compiled with 
Acorn's ANSI C compiler, and in particular 
the use of the malloc and flex suites of 
functions. We will begin with a brief 
overview. 

Figure 1 gives an idea of the way in 
which memory is allocated to a C 
application which does not use flex <flex will 
be discussed next month). 

Ox8000 top of wimpslot 
I~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ I 

code statics heap 

Figure I. Memoiy allocation in a C application 

The application loads at Ox8000. Above 
the code area is the region set aside for static 
variables - that is to say, all variables 
declared in the white space outside function 
definitions, together with any others 
specifically declared to be of type static. 
Between this and the top of the wimpslot 
the heap is located. This is used by ma/lac 
(see later), and by the all-important stack. 
The latter is used to hold the addresses of 
functions and the values of parameters 
passed to them, as well as all dynamic 
variables; and is itself created using ma/lac. 

Whenever you define a new non-static 
variable within a particular function 
definition of a program, that variable is 
placed o n the stack. When the function 
within which it is defined terminates, the 
variable is destroyed, and the stack 
contracted. If the stack needs more space 
than is currently allocated to it, it simply 
requests more from the heap. If ever the 
heap becomes full, then what happens 
depends on which version of the compiler 
you are using. If you linked with version 
3. lb or later, then ma/lac will attempt to 
extend the program's wimpslot (for a caveat 
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to this, see next month's d iscussion of flex). 
On earlier versions of the compiler, malloc is 
not extendable, and you will get an error 
message. 

All the above processes are automatic, 
and require no special activity on the part of 
the programmer. If your program needs a 
block of memory for any purpose, you can 
simply declare an appropriate array. For 
example: 

char block[:024]; 
But what about the allocation of memory in 
cases where the amount required is not 
known at compile time? Suppose for 
example that you are writing a small 
database management program. Because the 
number of records is not known at compile 
time, you cannot declare an array of 
structures to hold the data, without 
imposing some arbitrary upper limit on its 
size. 

The way around the problem is to use 
ma/lac or flex to allocate memory on the fly. 
Another advantage of such an approach is 
that memory allocated in this way can be 
freed for other use as soon as it is not 
required - though (by contrast with flex) 
when using version 4's extendable mallac, 
there is no way to shrink the wimpslot to 
return memory to the Wimp pool. 

For the remainder of this article, we will 
take a look at practical uses of ma/lac. The 
ANSI standard provides for four related 
func t ions for the dynamic allocation of 
memory: ma/lac(), free(), ca/lac() and real/ac(). 
Any program which uses these functions 
should make sure to #include the header file 
stdlib.h. The first two functions allocate and 
free memory respectively, while calloc() 
essentially provides an alternative to 
ma/lac() in which the allocated memory is 
initialised by filling with zeros. The fourth 
function realloc() provides a way to change 
the size of a block of memory allocated with 
mallac() or ca/lac(). 
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USING malloc() 
The malloc() function has the following 

prototype: 
void •malloc( size_: size) ; 

Thus you pass the function the number of 
bytes which you wish to claim, and the 
function returns a pointer to void. If this is 
null then the allocation was not possible; 
otherwise it points to the first byte of 
allocated memory. 

The following example allocates 500 
bytes of memory: 

char *ptr; 
ptr=~a::cc ( 5 30) ; 

Note that because pointers to void can be 
assigned to any kind of pointer, we will not 
get an unequal pointers error from our use of 
ptr here. 

Whenever malloc() is used it is essential 
to check for a null response before 
attempting to use the allocated memory, so 
you might use something like: 

char *chpc.r; 
: : ((c~ptr=ma::cc(500)==~J~~ ) 
{ 
werr( f~SE, ·can·~ allocate memory ' ); 
re:u:::i ; 

In this example we have used a constant size 
of 500 bytes for the size of memory to be 
allocated, but in a real situation a variable 
could equally well be used to convey the size. 

Allocating an array of chars is probably 
the simplest case of the use of malloc(). If 
you are allocating memory for other types of 
variable, it is wise to use the sizeof() 
function. Thus for example to allocate 
memory for n integers, we could use: 

int • :ntptr; 
i ~c.p:r-~allcc(n •sizec:(::it )) ; 

ACCESSING THE MEMO RY 
Since malloc() returns a pointer to the 

allocated memory block you can use this 
like any other pointer to a one-dimensional 
array of objects - since this is what it is. Thus 
in the first example we can use cliptr as if it 
had been declared with: 

char chptr[SOO J; 
Thus chptrlOJ addresses the first char in the 
array, cliplr(1] the second, and so on. The 
same is true of the integer example: intptr[O] is 
the value of the first integer in the array, etc. 

realloc() 
This function, whlch has the prototype: 
void •rea lloc(void *ptr, size_t s:ze) ; 

changes the size of a previously allocated 
block of memory pointed to by ptr to the 
new size size. If there is no room to extend 
the memory, a null pointer is returned, 
otherwise the function returns a pointer to 
the new block. This function changes the 
base address of the memory block, if for 
example an increase in size is required, and 
it is not possible to extend the present block. 
In such cases the data in the original block 
will be copied to the new location. But 
clearly any program using this function 
must take care to update all its pointers into 
the block after any call to realloc(). 

The following few lines of code give an 
example of usage: 

c~ar •pt,•new~c: ; 

:: ((p:=~4:!cc(:OC)) ==~JLL) retur~ 0; 
/ • new ext end it •/ 
if ((new_p:=reallcc C;i:, 2 00 )) ==Ni,;LL) 
pri~:!( 'Errcr - ca:i' : ext er.d' l ; 

e:se ;ir::itf( ' 3uffer now 20:l bytes' ); 

FREEING MEMORY 
When you have finished with a ma/lac 

block, you should free it using the free() 
function, which has the following prototype: 

void : ree(vo:d •ptrl ; 
where ptr is the malloc pointer to the 
alloca ted block. If you call free() with an 
invalid pointer your program will probably 
crash. Incidentally, it is not essential to free 
up the heap when your program exits, since 
the whole area from Ox8000 to the top of the 
wimpslot is automatically returned to the 
Wimp. 

USING calloc() 
For completeness, we will finish with a 

brief description of ca/Joe(). This has the 
following prototype: 

void •ca~:oc(size_t :ii.:.~ . size_t s:ze); 
This fimction will allocate enough space for 
num objects of size size. Like ma/foe() it 
returns a void pointer to the base address of 
the allocated block, or null if allocation was 
not possible. As mentioned ea rl ier, the 
whole of the allocated area is initialised with 
bytes of value OxOO. 

More on all tf1 is next month. 
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C Notebool< 
Compiled and Linked by Lee CJ/craft 

NULL TERMINATING TEMPLATE STRINGS 
Dave Appleby 
When accessi ng text s trings in a loaded 
template, it is essential to remember that they 
are not null-terminated - a CR is used instead. 

If you access these strings frequently it is 
sometimes worth scanning a loaded template, 
and replacing al l the relevant '\r's with '\O's. 

Dave has supplied a short routine for doing 
just this, and we have put the source on this 
month's disc. 

THE enum ALTERNATIVE TO #define 
Tony Shew 
Whe n defining na mes to use in switch 
statements it is usual to #define them. An 
alternative is to define them us ing an 
enumeration of the fonn: 

e:i::.c { 
::or._~enu_::ifo=l , 

icon_me:iu_print , 
icon_memi_c;uit, 

}; 

The great advantage of this approach is that 
new items can be inserted without the need to 
renumber the remainder. 

You can take this f urther and declare an 
enumeration tag, thus enabling you to define 
variables of the enumeration type. For example: 

en~11 icon_wenu_response ( 
i ~::m_me::! ~-info= 1, 
1co~_ree~~.__~rl~t, 

icc.1_.i:ei:;:_ ~ .. .'.l c, 

e.l'Jw:t i;;on_menu_response response/ 
ror further details see K & R page 39. 

v ar args FOR debug() 
Denis James 
The RJSC User Wimp debugger debug (Volume 
4 Issue 3 with extensions in Volume 4 lssue 7 -
and also on the Wimp Programmer's Toolkit) 
is very useful for debugging C programs from 
the Desktop. The following function gives it 
greater flexibility by allowing it to be called 
using a variable argument list similar to that 
used with print/(). 

Just include this funct io n along with the 
funct ion debug() (w hich it ca ll s) in any 
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program under development, and use it to 
display the values of variables etc. by using 
calls along the lines of: 

dpr: ntf (1, ":ndex=%d :nane=%s•, i , Ena.11e}; 

) 

char dres: 80 I ; 
va_lis t arg_ptr ; 
va_start (arg_pt r,frnat) ; 
vspr::i:: (dres , fmat,arg_p:r); 
va_er.d(arg_p:r) ; 
delY;g(no,dres) ; 

USING BIT FIELDS 
David Pilling 
Bitfields provide a convenient way to 
represent certain types of data. For example, if 
a variable can only take two values, then if 
there are 1000 cases of it, using a word or byte 
is wasteful. The good news is that C lets you 
represent variables as a number of bits: 

typedef st:uct fixedbit ( 
uns:gned int flag : 1 • 

u~signed in: se:ected : 2; 
J~signed int parity: 4; 
fixedbi:; 

In this example the bit fields are 1, 2 a11d 4 bits 
wide. The bad news however, is that Acorn's 
compiler always rounds the structure size up 
to a whole numbe r o f words. The above 
structure is thus 4 bytes in size. The fields are 
accessed as with any other struct using the . 
and -> operators. Thus you might write: 

fi xedbit mode~_bits ; 

~odem_bits . selected = Ox3 ; 

USING setlocale() 
David Pilling 
The following gem, when inserted early in 
your source, will ensure that languages other 
than English can be handled in telligently by 
your program: 

set locale(LC_ALL,'IS08859-l" J; 
More precisely, it means that functions like 
toupper() and islower() wiU work correctly on 
top-bit-set characters in the Latin I alphabet. 
The default locale, by the way, is "C". 

Please send us your C hints - all pub/is/red hints 
will be paid for. ffelfl!) 
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Fax Pack is a fax expansion board for t he 
Archimedes range of computer s 
allowing your computer to take on t h e 
job of a conventional fax machine but 
with the benefits of being fully 
integrated into the Archimedes. 

FaxPack offers full background send and 
receive capability. You can send a fax simply by 
selecting the PRINT option from any RISC OS 
application, with control returned in just a few 
seconds. Fax Pack then proceeds to dial and 
send the fax while you carry on using the 
computer. 

Receiving faxes is also completely automatic. 
Fax Pack will answer the phone and store the 
fax away on your disc while you continue to 
use the computer. Once received the fax can 
be viewed on screen (using a special 
anti-aliased display to improve on-screen 
readability} and printed. Any portion of the fax 
image can be saved as a conventional sprite. 
Alternatively Fax Pack can be made to 
automatically print on receipt of a fax, which 
with a LaserDirect printer, is completely 
automatic and in the background. 

There are numerous advantages of a 
computer based fax system over a 
conventional machine: 

0 Very high quality, pixel perfect faxes-try 
sending a fax of 8pt text from a conventional 
fax machine! 

0 Since there is no need to print, then re-scan 
a document, Fax Pack saves time, paper and 
money when sending faxes. 

0 Rather than junk fax mail wasting your 
costly fax paper, you can decide to delete 
unwanted fax files before printing. 

0 By receiving and sending from the computer 
Fax Pack offers a higher level of security than 
most conventional fax machines. 

0 Fax Pack al lows electronic archiving of fax 
messages and is one step towards the truly 
paperless office. · 

0 FaxPack uses your standard Archimedes 
printer and so can print on plain paper rather 
than thermal paper. 

In addition FaxPack can be used as a data 
modem, to send and receive any Archimedes 
fi le or directory of files to other machines 
fitted with Fax Pack. Because of the 9600 baud 
rate of fax systems and the use of data 
compression Fax Pack is faster than practically 
all conventional data modems and permits 
background data transfer. 

Fax Pack 
£299 +£I 0.00 carriage + VAT (£363.07) 

~ 
Computer Concepts Ltd 
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, 

Herts, HP2 6EX. 
Tel: 0442 63933 Fax: 0442 231632 

HE ARCHIMEDES ..... 
APPRQVED lor connectton 10 

1e1ecommuoicatton :systems spec1fi6d 

on the 1ns~ucbOnS for use subject 10 

the oond't1ons set ou in them 



Hints &. Tips. • • 

Please keep se11dillg i11 your hi11ts 011 a11ytl1i11g 
releva11t to tl1e Archimedes, A3000 a11d ASOOO. 
Do11't forget, we pay for all hi11ts we publish. 

ALPHABETS AND RISC OS 3 
Alan Wt1gley 

There is a bug in RISC OS 3.00 in that when 
OS_Byte 25 is used to reset character 
definitions, or OS_Byte 71 is used to alter the 
alphabet, characters 140-159 are not redefined. 
Because the Cyrillic alphabet on the A5000 
uses some of these characters, if you set 
Cyrillic and then revert to a Latin alphabet, the 
Cyrillic characters between 140 and 159 will 
remain in fo rce. This includes the arrow 
characters which are sometimes used in icons. 

If you are writing programs which alter the 
alphabet, you s hould adopt the following 
procedure for RISC OS 3. First check the 
operating system version number by calling 
INKEY (-256). Ir this returns 163, it is RISC OS 
3.00. Then use OS_ Word 10 to read the 
character definitions for 140-159 and store 
them in memory. When you restore the 
alphabet to its original setting, use VDU23 for 
each ASCH code in this range to reset the 
stored characters: 
VDU 23,ASCIIcode, nl , n2,n3,n4 , n5,n6,n7,n8 

lf you wish to use arrows or other symbols in 
icons, you s hould a lways use sprite icons, 
whether you are using RISC OS 2 or RISC OS 3. 

SMARTER IMPRESSION QUOTES 
Niel< E.dgar and Cht1s Parker 

Hints and Tips Volume 5 Issue 3 carried 
information on how to use smart quotes in 
Impression by saving ASCil text. There are at 
least three alternatives to using smart quotes 
directly: 
1. By using Acorn's Chars application 
2. By holding down the Alt key and typing in 

the character code for the correct quote at 
the keypad 

3. By using one of the following key combinations: 
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Ctrl-) open single quote code 144 
Ctrl- \ close single quote code 145 
Ctrl-Shift-) open double quotes code 149 
Ctrl-Shift-\ close double quotes code 149 

Hints &. Tips 
Other key presses of interest to lmpression 
users include: 

Ctrl-Hyphen 
Ctrl-Shift-Hyphen 
Ctrl-Shift-H 

Soft hyphen 
En-Dash 
Bullet 

CORRECT ALTERNATIVE KEYS 
Niel< Edgar 

The list of Alt key shortcuts printed in Volume 
5 Issue 3 was garbled by the gremlins, so we 
reprint it here, with some additions courtesy of 
Nick Edgar. Note that the number keys must 
not be those on the numeric keypad. 

Alt-1 gives • Alt-S gi~es § 
Alt-2 " Alt-. + 
Alt-3 Alt-, X 
Alt-9 ± Alt-Z « 
Alt--0 Alt-X 
Alt-Y ¥ Alt-C ¢ 

Alt-R ® Alt-M µ 
Alt-' Sh-Alt-C " © 
Alt-Space gives a Hard Space 

ERROR VARIABLE REPORTING 
P.J.M.Rildford 

While developing Wimp-based programs, you 
often need to display the va lues of certain 
variables. One solution is to use VDU4 type 
printout (see Hints Volume 5 Issue 2), but this 
may be partially obscured by a window. Aa 
a lternative method is to exploit the Wimp's 
error reporting by writing a procedure with a 
string parameter thus: 

os: ?ROCwimperror(errorS) 
!b:ock%=~ 

S(b:ock%+~J=errorS-CHRSO 

SYS ' '.'lllTp_Repor:!:rror•, oloc.<%, 3, ' <?ro 
g~~"e> ' :~ ,response\ 

:f respo~se\=2 TH::N ~ui:\=:R~E 
ENJP"OC . 

Then in your main program, place 
following code at the appropriate points: 

@%=<nurr.ber print forma:> 
errorS= ' X= ' •STRSx 
PROCw:~perrcr( errorS) 

the 

When the error is reported, clicking on OK will 
allow the program to proceed. Yet another 
method is to use the Wimp Debug application 
from Volume 4 Issue 3. 
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Hints & Tips. 
Edlnsert INSEIUS FURIHER 
Terry Blunt and john Ferguson 

• 

The useful Edlnsert application from Volwne 5 
Issue 2 can be extended to work with both 
SrcEdit and DeskEdit by altering a couple of 
lines. Even though DeskEdit has its own 
control code mode, Edlnsert can still be useful. 
Simply change line 670 (660 for the program on 
the monthly disc) to: 

670 If t$ ='Ed:: • OR t$='SrcEd::• CR t 
S='JeskEd:~· THE_~ 

and line 1020 (980 on the monthly disc) to: 
1020 errS =' Ed i t/Src~dit/JeskEdic coes 

~o: own the caret " 

TEMP LA TE ICON BUTTON TYPES 
Chas Davis 

When creating template files, it is often 
convenient to give icons the type Click/Drag so 
it can be positioned easily within the window. 
However, if this button type is left set for an 
icon that should not return anything (like the 
information in an Info box) then a Mouse Click 
will be returned if the mouse is clicked over 
that icon. This will not normally cause 
problems, but if you haven't written your 
mouse click code correctly (i.e. you don't check 
window number and icon number) then it can 
cause problems. The solution is to make sure 
that you check clicks properly in your code, 
and changing the button types of the relevant 
icons to Never wiU prevent unwanted mouse 
clicks being reported. 

WINDOW HANDLES IN RISC OS 3 
Andreas Graham 

Window handles in RISC OS 2 are in the range 
0-&8000 (except for the icon bar, which has 
values -1 and -2 for right and left). However, in 
RISC OS 3 all window handles are a fuU 32 bits 
long, and are in fact simply pointers to where 
Lhe window definitions are stored in memory. 
This does not mean that you can a lter a 
window's attributes simply by poking values 
into memory - you sho'Jld still use the relevant 
SWl calls. 
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• Hints & Tips 
PROPOKI10NAL SPACING FOR BJIOe 
PRINTER 
Mike Williams 

The version of PrinterDM supplied by Beebug 
for use with the Canon BJlOe printer ensures 
that all text is printed at 10 cpi (and not 
proportionally spaced). Using the printer's 
switches to change this has no effect, as each 
print task resets the printer to 10 cpi. 

To achieve much better looking proportional 
spacing for text printing you will need to edit 
the PrData file con tained within the 
! PrinterDM application directory. Load this file 
into Ed it (or similar) and locate the definition 
for the Canon BjlOe. Within this find the line 
beginning: 

job_prologue <8><27> ... 
and replace the <8> with <27>P<l>. The BJlOe 
can also be put into other printing modes (see 
manual); to use any of these as the normal 
print mode, modify the same line in PrData 
accordingly. 

BLANK DESKEDfT HEADERS AND 
FOOTERS 
Jeff Ciorman 

To create a blank header or footer in DeskEdit 
in versions up to and including 1.20, insert a 
Hard Space in the relevant icon of the Page 
setup dialogue box. A Hard Space is entered by 
holding down the Alt key and then pressing 
the Space Bar. This prevents errors when the 
set up file is read back in. The printer will 
shutt le sideways for one space when a blanJ< 
header or footer is reached. 

PALEm ERROR ERROR 
Ken Cowap 

Kell Gatherer's observation of the palette icon 
error is quite correct - the bottom right pixel 
colour 6's area is black instead of grey. 
However, to save the ROM sprites successfully 
to a file, the second Basic line should read: 

SYS ' OS_Sprite0p ' , 268,rom% , ' RO.~Sprites• 

not SYS "Sprite_ Op" as printed. ftlf!!J 
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RISC User Public Domain Library 
* \/II /11\I /'Ill< I\ * \/II /1111 I'll/( I\ * \/II /1111 /'Ill< I\ * \/II /1111 /'Ill< I\ * 

Our Public Domain discs contain as near as possible 10 800k (3nd not less lhan 700k). Each dtsc includes a 'Read Me' me, and !here are ss>me 
ansuuaioos wath the progr:uns. The discs are offered as seen and are available 10 RISC User members onlyf0< the new low price of £1.t>O. 
To order 1el. 0727 40303, fax 0727 860263, or wrlle (quo1ing memb. no) 10: RlSC Ocvclo pmenL<, 117 Hatfield Road, S1. Albans, Hen.s ALI 4JS. 

DEMOS 
1'1112 Disc S KJUnd • gnpha demos 
rrom Hugo Acnncs of the Serial Port. 
POl 1 Ob<: 3 drmos, Balls, Bo\152 and 
BIA·TW1' (lh< l>ll<r is also a g;ime) 
PllH O!S<: }clttnos,Noah,Chipsand 
D<mol 

f'Ul.\ Disc -4 dt:mos, Booncie, Crimbo, 
ColDerno an<l ROl;J(C 

P1'24 Ui'o<: 3 demos, Demo, Gopher 
and Ovecscan. 
PlllS Ube 4 dttnos, Desld»b , 
OudsDerno, Egln1ro1 and Z.Brocher 
PUl6 l>i><: ~daroo.S...er,9cull0c:rro 
and ll11;bie. 

pt). Ol>c 2demoo.~and 
W"nloo.'S 
Pl>\6 OlS<' 3 demos, Lc:apin' Fish, 
SinDemo :and s .... uow. 
l"I > \., Ofsc A mu.si .. ·e fout·part demo 
all«! 'No RI.IC No Fun'. Thd lw 10 be 
lh< betl demo~-.. ror !he Arr.. Amlllng! 
Pt Ml Obc 4 demo., Accl)cmo4, 
Cubilos, Scorp1uJ and 3D_R>yPic. 

GRAPHICS 
Pl>l i l >L"'.- ·rro,aorappbcaliOn • 
dl~plays filrm created with.the Ace 

~J>p~~nfi~°!~l 1~~~:d· Six 
PlllH Ol.c dispbyue..,..i ICJilsnd 
arMWed ray tDCed p.au:ro 
Pl>B Dbc d1>phys sevc..i .un and 
:anlm;ued ray uact"d pictures 

Pl).1.J l>t~ A selection of fractal 
ge~rat.ion progr.&.m.s and utiJ1l~S 

Pt>o S Ob< 2 appi=IKJM, Cre;irot and 
Tr>n.talor, ,.,.,,.,g eio:hange and 
d1Splay or gr.iphoc• poaurc files be!1'·een 
Archurr:des and 01her cornpvccrs. Also 
some high quality demo p1c1urc• plus a 
mode con .. ·cncr a.nd a mode ul1l1ry. 

DRAWI'lC.. A.'ID A.RT 
PIH S Oi.'>C Atelist .. nd 81gM, both 
2S6 colour art packages, aJong with 
Des.ign. a symmeErlcal pancrn designer 

1'1,..1 Ol .... 4appl1c:woru 'llupl>y for 
d1'p4aing oi Draw lilc$ by dng!J)ng 
them into a '1.r1ndow. ·or.;iwptu1'is an 
object oriented dr:lv.•ing package {h:u 
may be u5ed a.s an a.ltc:mati .. ·c 10 Acorn·~ 
0Dw, with many enha.nccmcnu over 
Draw 'Or.iwacrtp• ~ thl: a.sy 
Cf'C111on of tuna.on kcysmp& U1Jng 
Ornw. 'Drop' enables Draw Oles to be 
routed in 30 and 1hen saved .:tgJin in 
1hdr new per.spcctavc. 

EDlCATI0:-.1 
POlt l>bc.: tJU!G,astudcnt register 
~yMcm whit h replaces classroom 
rcguiers. A sy5'<m for maiuglng <he 

:~~··~,c'~/:.'~'="~~orllle 
P1pedttam r01 NC sutemenu of 
:1.11.:1inmem 1n scienc;e. 

MUSIC 
vt :..c 1 f.>b.t._ Soundt.rxkcr pbyJOUC&M 
plus lhc ro0o.,,ng tunes. A<.,..HI, 
Ac.cltra12, Afl, Alf, At1N01se, MtclF, 
Backpoppcd, Big, BlilZWing, 0hzurd02. 

PtlCll l>bc Soondir..:ker pi:lyrout1ne 
plus the rolowlft$ ,_, BalMIX. 

£ !Shares 
Download and store over 480 share 
prices from Ceefax and Oracle. See 

graphs of the shares with averages and 
compared with the Footsie 100 index. 
Analyse shares by PIE ratios, yields, 
cover, percentage movements etc. 
Hard disc needed for prices back to 

1986. Works with I2C Teletext 
adaptor. 

Send a cheque for £38 to 
J.V.Parker,30 Piper Road, Ovingham, 

Northumberland, NE42 6A Y. 
or ring 0661 834464 for details. 
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ilobb)', BnU, Burnmg. cturura, 
Ch1pgene, Dcmo:Z. 
l'IJ03 l)j!I<· Sounduacker pla)'fOutine 
plus lhe following tunes: Confusion, 
Csack, Crinun>I, Dear, Demons, Dns, 
Elephant. 

PIK14 Ui"' Soundu>ck<r pla)-rottme 
plus lhe foUowingiunes' llo<l, Funky, 
Oucksong, Elecmc_2, EndTheme. 
£nutomed, E!qumoxe5. Puu.rTFOMI, 
Firu.M.s 
Pll05 Oi... Soundlra<ker pb)'IOWne 
plus the foll0W1ng tunes Pye, 
CooclTune, Hello, HowOcepls, l luba, 
Mum:i.nad, Hunters, H)'fnn, ldtoil., 
(?un, ln1o8 

~~~1!:iu~~j~J::,inc 
IA!<Ninjal , Like. M>gneoc4. Mcg:>ForreO, 
Mm11Tize, Mod,New_Bii. 
uo~ Di'4. Sounc:krackcr pll)'tOUEJOC 

plus-runes M)'Way.~·2, 
Oooon, Outrun, Paanan, 1'1.1, P«Shop, 
Pmend,Sa~yS>)'2, SteC\'C 

l'l )l(, Ob4.: 230 runes for lmding into 
ahe mu.sic pocbge M•C5Cro, vaneiy 

c:no<ighl0$UI " ' ''"' ...... 
f'IX·M Of_~ Soundtracker pla)routHlC 

~U:~~~~~~~~:x+!;~~a~·J~n~' 
Vpncx, We're, Yen. 
II 9 Oi'O( Soondt,..,W., pbyrowine 

plus these runes Aod_Hou.M', &IU.IU$, 
C•mbod, Crok, Cu1e, D•lbs. Deadlock, 
OrJgne1, Yazoo. 

POIO Di'< Soundlf>CUr pbyrou<ine 
plus !he fdlowlg tuno 0<1no.5cm5h, 
FFSoond. Five, GSCT'hcmc, HlEnergy, 
0 X)•gene2, P1'no, PopCorn, PumpUp. 
Pl>ll Ol'": Sou.ndtrackcr pl;iyroutmc: 

~~~~~~~~~m!Soow. 
SmokeOn 

Pl ).10 Oi'I<: The jukebox ployrotainc 

~:~~~ ~!n~~~~~~1i2, 
Pl)O\ OU.. Anappha!10nCcc:oalset, 
very snnl~ 10 Tmker. Lhal allows the 

~~~1~U'; ~~P': ~~~O~: runes 
Pl>o6 Dis.: Thejukebox pbyrootine 
ptw !he lollo"'1ng Tr><ker ,..,.. 
llegmning, Blue Peter, Frog Song, 
lcclceBaby, Monry Mix, Over The Bow, 
Rawhide, SkyXm.u.\1ix, 1'hun<IC'rbrd 

Pl ).t., Obc.: A sel«tion of 
SoondTnickcr •nd Tra<m pb)back 
rooo.ncs a.nd oohoes 1nducbng a 
keyboard and ~pcarum 2n.ilyscr. 

TRICKS A.~-0 
NOVELTIES 

Pl> 1' Di'< A collea.10n of 27 arru'1ng 
=·~~JZ,~1~. Some produce the 

Pt> u Dix An 11pphcat1on Cookie 4 

pul5 up a window <onctin1ng a 'btu~ 
coobe' ora •'t'll.kftoo;wn Wi)"lngor J>IC'Ct' 
or philo!Ophy Be warned' VCfY 
add1ct1"'C onct: ~n, :1)30 riuhet l:lny. 

~~~t:: ~~ ~~~fcn~~m~~ 
all«! ln>-.de which also re;irure. a 
Jpatt mvadcft g~me WlthJft II 

Ul1UfIESANO 
APPUCATIO"IS 

F >2:8 OU... 20 uulrucsof\"anomcypo 

~~y~l~~..,<;,,;ri;"'~Pes. 

fllclltib, fuxl, K.eys, laadprcp, 
MukiPrim, NcwBu, l'cv-<:ode>, PO 
Jme.ress, Prinler'IX, PzogCalc, and 
Sc\..l)j>C. 
Pl H 1 Oi.'>C 17 u11liue$/appliC3110ns· 
Address Book, Add""5 Labelltr, 
Di.op.cc Dl'f>by. Ool<lop Calen<W, 
Casscue lni>y Pnnier (Tv.'O or lhcsc!), 
01''S Disc Reader, Automa11c Application 
Ctc:uot, ROM Spccd·lip, Ar< 10 Psion 
Tr.ansrcr, Symm Utilities,S'll) 
Codcfinder, Truh C.an, front md for 
Twin., fron1 ~nd for \r>ew, Volume 
Conuollcr, Con1rol or P0&n1er by keys. 

~~~o~Pf"'1~1~~~~~~~~f.1:~:o;~J 
Pl"' printet dnvtt lor SUt LCZOO, a ..., 
0(.dncra~, a h)~ne:X1 

~~:nupe d~~::~'c~~ ~~~~~' 
and loadtor) disc sect:or c:dJ1or, me save 
temindcr, (;aj.( fonnatter, fOl'K princet, a 
COPY opoocu ...,er, TEXT 10 DTPfilc 
corwe-rte:l'), plus i print spooler. 

CUPART AND 
PICf t:RES 

1129 O!S<: O.cr 1 megobtmof Sj)ntc 

'~~s~~1r:~~~~f~~~~ 
1hc deo:>mprc:u.on utihl)' b lncludcd. 

Pl>30 DI>< 0...r 2 meg;ibyta of Spr<e 
c.kp an :and Onw fi'lcss. The mes arc in 

a ccmprcw:d form and a 
decompression program l.s included. 

FONTS 
Pl)3~ Of~ £Seven PD ~Int Jona for 
uie 1n RISC OS app\iQoons S1encil, 

~~!~p~~;i;ra~~~·,:Q~:d. 
Garamond, llldl, London and Optinu . 

COM.\.fS 
f"l>H rn""' Arctcrm3,a fuD comms 
sofiW>ie package. An:IOO,a 5Crolimg 
1exi tetmlnal Grapevine, another 
Kteilhng text cerminal but multi.g,sking.. 
Tasldl;n, a mullrwkmg ,,...'<!= 
c:cmms pacliJgc Dov.onload, an 
application ror tn.nsfemng Ales betw~n 
rrgchines via scrl:il pen.Tuner, a u1ih1)' 
for rccordmg on~line time and call COM. 
The b1C1t """""or Sparlcplug.""' file 
~.-pn>gµm A~"1 
ol programs ror runnjng 2 bulletlfl board 
.sysiem on your Ard mnedes 

GAMES 
PU19Dlsc IO game .. ~r<:, 
l.bnJe, Banlc:llupt, CoMcct•, Dans, 
Fish (Pelmanlun), Fn.nt Machine, Golf, 
I langman and lmpac1 

P1>20 [){"'; 12 pmes lnvidcrs. lmc: 
()( Fi\'c, Olhelo, Pclnunum, Ro<lt'
Ru"'1< Cube, Sunon, Sol"'""· Sl11 Tr<:k, 
Tetris, Tile Tn;1I and Yahazcc 

s•:;:ri&~J J::~~e~r~~k~~~ ~ 
(wide an KOn'"), Crcepoc (Cenu(l<de), 
Pdnumsm and lf'lle:rnatJON1 Got1 
(1111lli>.nl0 

SAMPLER DISC (PDSl ) 
Contains the foU01V11g sample 
programs from our PIJbllC Domai 
Softv,oare Library: 
Sou11dTracker. Account..-;, 
Label, Fo llow, Hang.nan, 
Multlprlnt, Rotate, STD and 
Wanda 

• • Hints & Tips 
Please keep sending in your hints on anything 
relevant to the Archimedes, A3000 and ASOOO. 
Don't forget, we pay for all hints we publish. 

Other key presses of interest to Impression 
users include: 

Ctrl-Hyphen 
Ctrl-Shift-Hyphen 
Ctrl-Shift-H 

Soft hyphen 
En-Dash 
Bullet ALPHABETS AND RJSC OS 3 

Alan Wrigley 

There is a bug in RISC OS 3.00 in that when 
OS_Byte 25 is used to reset character 
definitions, or OS_Byte 71 is used to alter the 
alphabet, characters 140-159 are not redefined. 
Because the Cyrillic alphabet on the A5000 
uses some of these ch aracters, if you set 
Cyrillic and then revert to a Latin alphabet, the 
Cyrillic characters between 140 and 159 will 
remain in force. This inc ludes the arrow 
characters Which l\rP c;nmotirnoc. UCO~ ;..,. ;,..,.....,. ,.. 

CORRECT ALTERNATIVE KEYS 
Nick Edgar 

The list of Alt key shortcuts printed in Volume 
5 Issue 3 was garbled by the gremlins, so we 
reprint it here, with some additions courtesy of 
Nick Edgar. Note that the number keys must 
not be those on the numeric keypad. 

Alt-1 gives • Alt-S gives § 
Alt-2 " Alt-. + 



VOLUME -l SPECIAL DISC 
A compilation of thr Brst of RISC Us~r Volume 4 plu< p• II .. 111 ·n bonus program< 

CONVERTING OU 1 INI FONTS TO DRAW FILES enables text in an ou1line iont to be 
converted into a standard Draw object and manipulated within Draw. 
WORLD BY DAY ANO NIGHT displays a map of the w0<1d with lhe position of the sun 
and areas of lighl and dark, automatically updated every minu1e. 
FORM DESILNER offers useful template file. and sprites for designing forms and tables. 
MANDELBROT PLOnER a supe rfast Mandelbrot generator. 
INLAY Multi-tasking audio cassette inlay creator. 
NEW OUTLINE FONTS a scl.,clion of fonts, including Atlanti s and Black Letters. 
YAHTZEE A mult i-tasking impleme ntatio n of the traditional dice game. 
ARCHIMEDES CLIPART An exc iting selection of clip art . 
MUSIC Five enjoyable now Maestro music files and a multi -tasking player. 
CURRENCY CONVERTER converts certa in foreign currencies into pounds and vice versa. 
ARCSCAN INDEX to RISC User Vol. 4. 
SUPER BACKDROP allows you to stick file and direciory icons onto the Desktop ior quick access. \4a• irl•lhrQI Plott•r 
DISASSEMBLER enables )'OU to disassemble ARM code program files in a multi-tasking window. 
DESKTOP C0"1"1ANI ( •N ;, ROt LER allows you to run opc<ating •Y"em commands from a user-Oefoned menu on the Desktop. 
DESKTOP TOILET A novel application with appropriate digitised sound effects allowing you to flush away any unwanted files. 
MONITOR SAVER displays changing patterns IO prevent an 04hcrwlse fixed image from permanently damaging the screen. 

DESI\ TOP APL /CATIONS 

A ••lee/ion of 12 multi-td•king st.md-dlone .1pplicatiom 

DA TASHEET · data presentation package for creating annotated graphs 
CALC 570 · an imple mentation of a scientific calculator. 
CHARDES ·character designer for creati ng new system fonts. 
DIARY - a Desktop diary and calendar. 
B TO T allows Basic programs to be edited without leaving the Desktop. 
fllEFIND performs a hierarchical search for a given iilc, appli~ation or directory. 
SETTYPE · change the filetypc of any file by dragging it to the icon bar. 
HOTICEYS · allows single key presses to perf0<m a wide range of functions. 
MOUS[ · change the mouse speed merely by clicking on an icon. 
PRIN- allows files to be printed just by dragging them to the icon bar. 
NOTEPAD provides for up to eight pages of jottings. 
DUSTBIN - sits on the icon bar and allows files to be deleted by simply dragging them to its icon. 

FILE HAN/JUNG FOR ALL 

by David Sprnrrr .1nd Mil~ Willidms 

File Handling for All ls a comprehensive book which covers all the re4ulreme n1s of data storage and processing 
by computer, using the popular BUC Basic programming language for the examples. II is aimed at anybody 
interested in File Handling and Databases, whether beginners or more advanced users, and w ill appea l to a ll 
w ho want to learn more of this important subject. 
The book starts with an introduction to the rudiments of file handling, and in the lollowinll chapters develops 
an in-depth look at the d ifferent types offiles e.g. seria l files, Indexed files, direct access tiles, and searching 
and sorting. A separate chapter is devoted to hierarchical and relational database design, and the book 
concludes with practical advice on developing file handling programs. 
The associated disc (£4.75) contains complete WO<king programs based on the routines described in the 
book and a copy of Filer, a full-feature Oalabase program. As• Special Offer to RISC User members the File 
Handling for All book and disc are available together for £11.95. 

RISC Dl\' fLOPMENTS SOFTWARE SPECIAL OFFERS TO RISC USER MEMBERS 
Code 
0090b 
0091a 
0092b 
0093c 
0094b 
0095b 
0096b 
OlOOb 
0102• 
0107c 
0108c 
0111b 
0112c 
0113b 
Ol 14a 
PAOMa 
PV4Sa 

Product Members Price inc VAT 
Star/Epson Colour Pronter Driver 15.86 
Ovation font upgrade 8.81 
TypeStudio 47.59 
Honrsay II 79.31 
H.rd Oise Companion II 47.59 
Dcskl!'t 500C Prin1er Driver 15.86 

~~~cl1~~~~es ~~:~~ 
DFS re.idc. 10.1 2 
C Development System 80.72 
Ovauon 101.16 
Outline FOOi Pack I 50.57 
Hearsay II upgrade 41.1 3 
Hard DtSc Comp.it11on II upgrade 17 .63 
Ova11on Demo Disc S.00 
ArcOmnlbu> G•m.:s Due 9.95 
Volume 4 Sp<)Co•I Oise 9.95 

Code 
PAS3b 
PAU3b 
PALi a 
PALUa 
PDAl a 
PWPTb 
PED Tb 
PCLTb 
PCHWb 
1406• 
BK02b 
8K01b 

P>oduct 
ArcScan Ill 
ArcScan 111 upgrade 

M~mb~rs Price inc VAT 
14.95 
4.75 

ArcScan 111 Library Disc 
ArcScan Ill Library Oise upgrade 
Desktop Applications I 
Wimp Programmer's Toolkit 
DeskEdit 
PolyGl01 
ChartWell 
RISC User Volume J Special Oise 
file Handling lor All book 
file Handling for all book and dose 

UK 

7.95 
3.45 
9.95 

14.95 
19.95 
14.95 
24.95 
9.95 
9.95 

11.95 

P&P 

• b 
t 

£ 1.00 
( 2.00 
£ ).10 

Europe 
£ 1.60 
£ 3.00 
£ 6.50 

Amtrius, Afriu, Mid. Eas1 
£ 2.40 
( 5.00 
£10.50 

11.~. 

£ 2.60 
£ S.50 
£11.50 



Technical Queries ~~ 
Alan Wrig ley answers your queries on transient 
utilities, Inserting tabs in text files. and configuring 
WlmpMode. 

Dear Sir 
I have a large public domain demo 
program (SOOK). but when I try to run It, all 
that happens Is an error message saying 
"No room to run transient". I have never 
seen this before - Is It caused by a bug in 
the program? 

Hans £/be/ 

A "transient", or to be more precise a 
transient utility, is a non-multi-tasking 
machine code program, usually quite small, 
which is loaded into the RMA, run once, 
and then cleared from memory. Its name 
therefore derives from the transient nature 
of the program. It ha s its own filetype 
"Utility" (&FFC). Usually such programs are 
run from within an application when some 
sma ll task needs to be performed. An 
example of this is the PCo/ utility supplied 
with RISC User's BEdit, which enables a 
listing to be dumped to a printer from the 
Basic editor. Another example might be a 
short rou tine called from within a boot 
sequence to set the screen mode (see the 
query on WimpMode below). Because these 
programs are small, there is normally 
sufficient space in the RMA to load them. If 
not, however, the error message you 
describe will be genera ted, and you must 
increase the RMA slot before you can run 
the utility. 

Occasionally larger programs are written as 
transient utilities. nus is not always a good 
idea. For example, you say the program you 
are running is SOOK long. On a 1 Mbyte 
machine it will often be difficult to find half 
a megabyte of spare memory for the RMA, 
and so the chances of running the program 
successfully are slim, unless all spare 
memory (applications, sprite pool, font cache 
etc.} is freed first. 
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•• Dear Sir 
I need to save the output from a Basic 
program to a text file (type &.FFF). Owing to 
variations In the field width of the variables, 
the tabulated data In the text file Is difficult 
to read. Is there an easy way to tabulate 
data using a BPUT function? 

Keith Vernon 

It is quite simple to introduce tab characters 
(ASCII 9} into a text file using BPUT. These 
can be inserted between the strings as 
follows: 

S?~TF:ile%,slS~CHRS9+s2S 

The problem arises at the other end of the 
chain, when the file is displayed by an editor 
or document processor. DTP packages and 
most word processors, and many printers for 
that matter, allow the user to set tab stops at 
a number of places across the page. Each 
time ASCII 9 is encountered in the file, the 
text will be tabbed across to the next 'tab 
position. 

If you load the file into Edit or DeskEdit, the 
tab characters will be displayed simply as 
control codes, i.e. in the form " [09)". 
However, choosing the Expand tabs option in 
either editor will ca use the tabs to be 
replaced by spaces up to the next multiple of 
8 characters from the start of the line. This 
does aid readability, but you still have no 
control over where the tab stops are placed. 

If you want the text to be read in an editor 
without movable tab stops, then the best 
solution is probably to introduce artificial 
tabs into the file itself. This can be done by 
padding out each string with extra spaces. So 
for example, if you wanted the second string 
to start at column 20, you would pad out the 
first string as follows: 

sPU:~r:1e\,s:s-STR:~ss12C-LEXsiS, ' ' l 
+s2$ 
You must be sure, of course, that the first 
string will not exceed 19 characters, or there 
will be no space at all between the two 
strings. 
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Dear Sir 
I am writing a comprehensWe screen mode 
selector. with additional fearures such as 
reading and writing the configured 
WlmpMode value In the CMOS RAM. The 
PRM says this Is stored at CMOS location 
193, but I found it at location 196. 
Furthermore, the CMOS value is encoded 
as If from a look-up table, so I had to find 
out the table values and build them into my 
program. Is there a RISC OS call which 
would do this encode/decode for me, and 
what other CMOS locations are different 
from those given In the PRM? 

I have also created some extra modes, but 
If I configure WimpMode to an odd
numbered mode above 27, the configured 
mode Is ignored and the Desktop opens in 
mode 12 instead. Why should this be? 

Toby Williams 

To take the CMOS RAM first, there is a 
discrepancy between the PRM and the actual 
CMOS locations starting somewhere 
between 187 and 190, and all subsequent 
data is stored at a location three higher than 
that given in the PRM. So as you say, the 
WimpMode setting is actually at 196. It is not 
found from a look-up table, however, but is 
calculated from the following formula: 

ccde= (va: DIV 16! *32-:2- (va: v:v 4) •4-
val XJJ ~ 

where val is the value in CMOS location 196, 
and mode is the resulting screen mode. Don't 
ask me why! 

The operating system has a finite number of 
modes built into it. RISC OS 2.00 knows 
about modes 0-28 (except for 22), while RISC 
OS 2.01 (as provided in the A540) goes up to 
mode 36, and RISC OS 3.00 to 46. However, 
it is perfectly possible to define new modes; 
for example, Impression comes with a 
module, !NewModes, which provides some 
additional modes such as 66 and 82. 

If you try to set a Wimp mode which is 
undefined, the result depends on whether 
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the mode number is odd or even. If it is odd 
you will get a "Bad Wimp mode" error, 
while if it is even the Desktop will simply 
default to mode 0. 

When the computer is switched on or reset, 
the con11gurations, including the WIIDp mode, 
are read before any boot files are run. So if 
you have defined new screen modes, you will 
not have a chance to make RISC OS aware of 
them until after the start-up Wlffip mode has 
been set. If the configured mode number is 
unknown, then if it is even, the Desktop will 
start up in mode 0; if it is odd, in mode 12 (the 
odd-numbered mode would, of course, have 
had to be resident in the computer at the time 
of connguring, or the error mentioned above 
would have occurred). 

The best way to set a user-defined mode on 
start-up is to include a short utility in the boot 
sequence. The following Basic program will 
generate such a utility, with the name RunMode: 

om cede% 128 
FOR ii=' TO 7 S!'EP j 

P%=C : O%=code% 
:o?T i% 
MOV ~c ' 4my:'lcde 
sw: ' X'w:mp_SetMcde ' 
MOWS PC,R:4 
MW R0,40 
sw: ' X11:~p_Cocr.::ia~dWir.dcw ' 

MCV PC,:l:' 
)~EX':" 

SYS ·os_:ile' , 10 , ' RcnMode',&FFC,,code 
%,0% 
where mymode is the mode number you 
require. Note that there are two commas in 
the last line between &FFC and code%. 

The RunMode utility crea ted by the above 
program should be run after you have loaded 
the module containing your new mode, so 
your boot sequence might contain a pair of 
lines such as: 

RMLoad <BoocSDir>.!NewModes 
R'J~ <3ootSDir> .RcnMode 

where Boot$Dir has previously been set to the 
directory where the two files reside. ffe.lf!D 
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"Zf)UU-'8ad· .. 
CompHed by Mike 
WllUams 

Welcome to Write-Back, our 

new readers' pages of RJSC 

User. These pages will take over 

our previous Postbag page, but 

will also provide much more of 
an opportunity for readers to 
paste their own views and 
comments, ask questions, and 
seek help (via a Pin Board 
feature) , and will provide the 
space for answers and 
Information to be published for 
all to see. 

In effect, we would llke you to 

use these pages as a bulletin 
board, for communication 

between users, so that all 
readers can benefit. We will 

help out with any additional 
comment If necessary to keep 

things going. 

The success of these pages will 
depend very much on the 
readers of the magazine, so 
let's be hearing from you as 

soon as posslble. It will help if 
you mark any correspondence 
Write-Back, but don't worry If 

you forget. 

No addresses will be published 

unless we are specifically asked 
to (but publishing information 

In the magazine makes It more 
widely avallable anyway). 

If you feel that we have 

contributed a lot ourselves, 
well this is the first appearance 
of these pages. It is up to you 
to change this in the future. 
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BldckLet font on Volume 4 
Speclal Disc 

Some readers have reported 
problems witlh the BlackLet 
font when used with Computer 
Concepts' LaserDirect. This has 
now been fixed with CC's help. 
If you need to use this f'ont 
with LaserDirect, please return 
your original disc to the 
Publications Department with a 
suitable SAE and we will send 
you a replacement. Please 
make it dear that it Is an 
update of the BlackLet f'ont you 
are seeking. 

ARM Developments 
Malcolm Bird. Technical 
Director of Acorn, writes that 
he was very impressed with 
David Spencer's artide on 
ARM processors in the March 
Issue of RJSC User (Volume S 
Issue 4). He also points out a 
couple of minor corrections: 
ARM Ltd has equal 
shareholdings between Apple 
and Acorn; VLSI is the smaller 
shareholder. Acom started 
research Into the ARM 
processor In 1983, with tlhe 
first ARM silicon operating in 
1985, and the first product 
Incorporating ARM2 being 
released In 1987. 

Acknowledgement Where 
Due 

Greg Herdman of 
G.A.Herdman Educational 
Software has asked us to 
publicise tlhe fact that the 
example Draw files which were 
used on page 4 1 of RJSC User 

Dear Sir 

Volume 4 Issue 8 (a hot-air 
balloon) and on page S 1 of 
Volume S Issue 4 (a Jumbo jet) 
were both samples from the 
collections of dipart available 
from G.A.Herdman 
Educational Software, 43 St 
johns Drive, Clarborough, 
Retford DN22 9NN, tel./ fax 
(0777) 700918. 

Trace Elements 
David Piiiing has wrttten to us 
regarding the review of his 
Trace application (f'or 
converting sprites to Draw 
files) which was published in 
RISC User Volume 5 Issue 4. 
The current release of Trace 
allows 256 colour sprites to be 
converted to 256 colour Draw 
files, and not just to 
monochrome as statei:I . There 
have also been a number of 
otlher improvements Inducting 
the provision of another 
program. D2Font, f'or 
producing outline f'onts from 
Draw files. I have used Trace 
myself recently and can 
certainly vouch f'or the 
usefulness of this type of 
software. 

Is C Faster than Bas/cl 
john Banks has written to us 
from Brunel regarding the 
speed comparison given by 
P.S.Williams in C Notebook in 
RJSC User Volume 5 Issue 4. 
john writes as f'ollows: 

~ It is hardly 

surprising that 
a compiled language like C con 
odd, subtract, multiply anti divide 
Jaster than on interprtttd ont. 
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A lan Wrigley answers your queries on transient 
utilities. Inserting tabs In rext files. and configuring 
WimpMode. 

Dear Sir 
I have a large public domain demo 
program (SOOK), but when I rry to run it, all 
that happens is an error message saying 
"No room to run transient". I have never 
seen this before - Is it <Aused by a bug Jn 
the program? 

I need to save the output from a Basic 
program to a text file (rype &.FFF). Owing to 
variations in the field width of the variables. 
the tabulated data In the text file is difficult 
ro read. Is there an easy way to tabulate 
data using a BPUT function? 

Hans Eibel 

A " transient", or t o be more precise a 

Keith Vernon 

It is quite simple to introduce tab characters 
(ASCII 9) into a text file using BPUT. These 
ca n be inserted between the strings as 
follows: 

5 F:.rI~ file% , s:s-cHRS9~s2s 



Neithtt does it establish that C is 
a "better" language. In practice 
no Basic program..ur would dream 
of multiplying 10000 inttgus: an 
embedded machine code routine 
could be written in a feu1 minutes 
to do that. 

Computm spend much of thtir 
litJa idly waitingfar the human to 

do somtthing. Obviously spud is 
not a factor here, but the user
frimdliness of the language itself. 
Httt Basic wins hands down 011t1 
C. T his applies over the vast 
domain of Wimp programming, 
windows, menus, messages, poll 
routines etc. 

Whtte there is intense CPU 
activity, we nud object rode, and 
if it is purpose written, it is likely 
to .be faster (and smaller) than 
compiled C code. This mixed 
approach is s.oery tffecti vt. 

I realise that it is not done to 

knock C, but C freaks must plq 
fai r too. C's main asset is 
portability; its main disadvantages 
are illegibility, strong typing, and 
obsolete 32-bit reals. Above all a 
structured Basic program is so 
rtadablt. The main loop is at the 
beginning, brackets only occur in 
mathematical expressions, and 
they open and close on the same 
lint! Personally I think 
ENDWHILE is a much 
prefttable terminator to ). 

I have had to curtail John's 
letter somewhat, but I have 
trled to retain the essentials. 
What does anyone else think? 

RISC User May 1992 

• 
Ann Wregg has contdc:ted us to see If dll)'One GUI help with a 
seteenSdve routine suitable for mode 7 when running on an 
Archimedes. 

Re·lnldng Prlnter Rlbbons 
In the course of d convelSdtfon on the phone. another redder 
asked us recently if we knew how to re-Ink printer ribbon 
t:ilf'trldges so that they don't then jam. Unfortunately. we c.in 't 
help with this one as we use a networked laser printer for all our 
In-house printing. Mdybe other redders GUI regale us with their 
own experiences. 

Cmoa Bubble/et B/IOe(x) 
David Stacey of Bishops Stortford has been having problems trying 
to use a Qinon Bf 1 Oex printer with his new ASOOO. I dlso use a 
Bf 1 Oe and find with text printing, that after outputting one 
document. I c.in on/y print a second by switching off the printer 
and then switching on if$dln. I presume that the printer driver Is 
falling to reset the printer correct/y at the end of d job. This Is an 
excellent printer, so any help and aclvfce from other readers on 
either problem wt/I be appredated I am sure (let us know If you 
ha.-e other problems with this or other printetSJ. 

lle5poke Software 
If you have an ided for a particular application which you would 
like to see written, then let us know. We are In touch with a 
number of programmers wllo are all ready to start coding 
programs for publication In the masazirie or on the masazlne disc. 

Hlstorlul Adjustments 
Jeff Gorman, a previous 
contributor. writes: 

Looking at th t 
calendar program 
on the 

January/ February disc (Volu..u 4 
lssut 3) I notictd that several 
historical adjustments appear not 
to havt been accounted for. Year 
AD 4 was not a ltap year; Caesar 
Augustus apparently ordered that 
inttrcalculations should not take 
place until AD 8. 

In 1752, Britain and its 
dominions finally adopted tht 

calendar reform proposed by Pope 
Gregory in 1582, so that tht 3rd 
September became the 14th 
September. Such information can 
bt checked out in Ti..u in History, 
by G.j. Whitrou1, Oxford 
Uni11t1sity Press, 1988. 

Past experience has shown that 
calendar programs orten 
generate comments from those 
seeklng historical accuracy. 
Our own application was 
Intended more ror the start of 
1992. If anyone wants to 
provide a more hlstor1cally 
accurate version, we could 
include that on a future 
magazine disc. 
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Personal Ads 
Calling all keen Archimedes 
programming addicts! Looking for 
all pe~ons interested in Archimedes 
BasidAssembly programming or any 
person who would like to swap\ 
A3000 PO stuff. Please write to: James 
Band, 12 Birnam Road, Forest Town, 
2193, South Africa. 

WorraCad latest version £40, 
Autosketch v2.0 £20, E-Type £10, 
Arcade Soccer £ 10, Pipemania £ 12, 
Powerband £ 12, Worra Battle £8, all 
originals with manuals. Tel. (0730) 
812341 extn 5059 eves. 

Soft ware: Compression £40, 
Lemmings £15, Pacmania £10. Tel. 
081-698 3773. 

Games: Cataclysm (brand new) £20, 
Twin World £15, Bug Hunter In Space 
£10, The Wimp Game £10 all in 
excellent condition or all games for 
£45 . .Tel. (0279) 814448. 

WAKTiD: Enthar 7 for Archimedes. 
Tel. (0294) 53648 eves. 

Wordwi.se A Plus, disc and manuals 
£ 16, Micro Drive World Edition 2 discs 
& manual £ 18, Herewith the dues! 2 
discs etc. £ 10, Zarch Acornsoft £6, 
Speech! Superior Software £ 10, 
Microdrive £8, Spell ! age 5 to 15 £5, 
IHelp companion disc and book £5. 
Tel. (0726) 814488. 

A3000 Morley 4 Mb memory 
upgrade £200 o.n.o. Tel. (0277) 
821620 anytime. 

I have a Penman plotter that has 
ceased to function, due, I believe to a 
problem with one of its location 
devices and its associated diffraction 
grating. I need someone to repair it for 
me since the company that made it has 
ceased to exist. Tel. (0526) 22381. 

If you are interested in either IBM or 
Archimedes software and pro
gramming (particularly in Basic) or even 
in swopping ideas for programs. Please 
write to me at East House, 
Michaelhouse, Balgowan, 3275, South 
Africa. 

A3000 with colour monitor as new 
£625, RICOH daisywheel printer as 
new £75, A3000 carrying case £15, 
Parallel printer cable £5, BEEBDOS 
£20, BEEBPC £20. WANTED: A3000 
Disc Buffer and/or RAM upgrade. Tel. 
(0483) 480632. 

Standard Archimedes Phi lips 
colour moni tor £ 100, WS4000 
modem boxed as new, auto diaVans, 
V2123 tone dial cost £150 sell £80 
o.n.o. GEC datachat modem boxed 
and unused V2123 £30 o.n.o. Prism 
1000 V2123 modem £20 o.n.o. 4 Slot 
backplane & fan £30 o.n.o. 40Mb 
ST506 NEC 3.5" 28ms hard drive with 
brackets and cables £200 o.n.o. 
Atomwide (Avie) ST506 hard drive 
podule new boxed and unused £ 120 
o.n.o. Acorn PC emtAator (1.60) £50, 
Arthur PRMs offers? Compression 
(uninstalled) £40, Arcterm 7 £55, Mad 
ProfesSO< Mariarti £t0, Mig 29 £30, 
UIM £ 10, Twinworld £10, Iron Lord 

£8, Guild of Thieves £ 10, Zarch £8, 
Tactic £7, Stranded £15. Tel. (0247) 
457655. 

Archimedes A310, 4 slot back~ane 
& fan, Manchester United game, 
lnterdictor Flight simulator, brand new 
Acorn DTP and 1st Word Plus 
packages and approx 3Mb PD 
software. cJw dust cove~. all manuals 
and starter books, excellent condition 
£700 o.n.o. Tel. (0903) 690031 after 
6.30pm. 

WANTED: Acorn ADFS book. Tel. 
(0293) 529129 after Gpm. 

PC Emulator v1 .6 £68, Pipedream 4 
£120, !Pawn £10, !Slide Show £6. 
Tel. (0926) 421332. 

For sale original games suitable 
for the Archimedes together with 
manuals (offers considered). Chocks 
Away (Mkll) £12, UIM £10, White 
Ma~c 1 & 2 £8 each, Hostages £10, 
Professor Mariarti £8, Nevryon £12, 
Holed Out £ 10, Apocalypse £ 13, 
Pandora's Box £18, E-Type Jag £18, 
Inertia £ 11, Articulate £ 15, Quazer 
£8, Enter the Realm £18, Saloon Cars 
£20. Tel. (0392) 55605. 

Potential purchasers are advised to 
Insist that It Is the sellels 

responsibility to ensure that goods 
a.rrive with the purchaser In a tit 

state a.s described. In the event of 
damage in transit. contact the 

seller be/Ore taking further action. 
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